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Preface

In a sense, this book was started back in the Fall of 1957 when I entered the
Master in Business Administration program at Northwestern University’s
College of Business Administration, later named the Kellogg Graduate
School of Management. At the time, my only background had been in
engineering, which was quite different from business administration and
marketing. At Northwestern, I quickly discovered that business education
very often involved the study and analysis of real-world business and marketing situations. They were called case studies.
In the Northwestern MBA program I was introduced to three professors—
Richard M. Clewett, Ralph Westfall, and Harper W. Boyd—who were
authors of many, many marketing case studies, including most of those
assigned in my marketing classes. Although their names are no longer familiar
to students majoring in marketing, back in the 1950s, 1960s, 1970s, and even
into the 1980s, their marketing case studies were well known and widely used
by college business students throughout the United States. All three were
among the top marketing giants of the time.
I was most fortunate to benefit from having Professors Clewett,
Westfall, and Boyd as instructors in some of my MBA classes. Later, after
entering the Ph.D. program, all three were mentors who helped me gain a
greater appreciation of the learning benefits associated with case studies.
Upon completing my Ph.D. studies, I received an appointment to the
marketing faculty at Northwestern University, where I had the great good
fortune to have both Dick Clewett and Ralph Westfall as colleagues. Still
later, I was further honored when invited to coauthor publications with
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all three of those distinguished scholars. Through years of friendship and
professional association with them, I absorbed more and more about the
learning potential of marketing case studies. Without the case study background that Clewett, Westfall and Boyd taught me over the years, this
book probably could not have been written. I am forever grateful to them!
I have been learning from marketing case studies ever since I was first
introduced to them more than fifty years ago. What I now know about
successful and unsuccessful marketing strategies for small new businesses
I learned almost exclusively from analyzing marketing case studies. This,
I believe, is because such case studies are so very rich in detail that they
can lead to a better understanding of the phenomenon being studied,
and thus help the researcher more clearly identify relationships among
the factors involved.
Almost all of my research since the mid-1970s has been based on case
studies. By the late 1970s I had become heavily engaged in researching
and studying successful and unsuccessful marketing strategies. The
objective of the research has been to identify a model that can distinguish
between marketing strategies that will be successful and those that will not.
Initially, my research focused on market leader brands that were trying
to defend their positions, and medium-sized brands that were trying to
increase their market share. My colleagues and I compiled numerous
summaries of marketing strategy case histories involving those types of
brands.
What was missing in that research were marketing strategy case histories involving small new businesses. That changed in 1986 when Professor
Gerry E. Hills, holder of the Coleman Chair in Entrepreneurship at the
University of Illinois at Chicago, invited me to participate in a symposium
on research at the interface of marketing and entrepreneurship. Fortunately,
the symposium became an annual event and I participated in almost all of
them over the next two decades. The discipline demanded by those regularly occurring symposia caused me to persevere in my pursuit of understanding how successful marketing strategies for small new businesses
differed from unsuccessful marketing strategies. If Gerry Hills had not
organized those symposia and invited me to participate, this book would
not have seen the light of day. I greatly appreciate Gerry’s unsurpassed leadership in the marketing and entrepreneurship field and his contributions
toward making this book possible.
During my 20-odd years of studying small new businesses, I learned a
great deal that could be helpful to anyone thinking of starting such a business. However, some 10 or 15 years ago I concluded that I had written my
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last book. But, then, there were those two now world-famous colleagues
of mine from my Northwestern days back in the 1960s and 1970s—
Philip Kotler and Sidney Levy. Though no longer young, both of them
keep going and going and going. It was their very good example that
inspired me to go forward with this book, and I thank them very much
for that!
Stanley F. Stasch

PART I
INTRODUCTION

1
Poor Marketing Strategies
Cause New Business Failures

A 2004 Wall Street Journal article reported that 572,900 new businesses
were started in the United States in 2003. The same article pointed out
that 554,800 businesses failed during that same year.1 Given that there
are approximately 15 million businesses in the United States, the first
of the above figures suggests that a significant portion—approximately
4 percent—of all businesses in any year are new businesses. Sadly, but
more importantly for this book, the second figure indicates that an almost
equal percentage of businesses fail each year.
New business startups have an extremely high failure rate. Clearly, most
new businesses fail in a relatively short period of time. The individuals
who start them usually incur great financial losses and often bear significant
psychological scars related to the failure. Their personal investment in time
and money can be huge in comparison to their resources. Often they continue full time in their regular line of employment while working evenings
and weekends on their new business startup. Their new business may
consume not only their personal savings, but also money set aside for retirement. Homes are frequently mortgaged, and sometimes even money set
aside for their children’s education is used. Many of these would-be entrepreneurs devote two, three, or even more years to their failing businesses,
a period of time that can represent a significant portion of their adult
working years.
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New business failures can be attributed to numerous causes. Lack of
financial resources is often a cause. The new business founder may not be
a strong leader or a good manager. Qualified personnel may choose not to
join the new venture, forcing the entrepreneur to hire individuals to
perform functions for which they are not fully qualified. The technology
or physical facilities needed for operations may not be easily obtained or
managed. The new business’s accounting or information system may be
inadequate. There are numerous reasons why new businesses fail, and many
of those are not marketing-based causes. This book, however, concentrates
only on marketing causes of new business failures.
Among people who have studied this topic, there is a common belief
that new business failures are highly correlated with two characteristics
frequently displayed by the individuals starting those businesses.
• They did not thoroughly analyze and understand the wants, needs, and buying motivations of their markets and the people constituting those markets.
Very often they also did not carefully identify and evaluate the strengths
and weaknesses of the competitors they would face in those markets.
• The marketing strategy they used for their new business was inadequate,
and in some cases incomplete. This resulted in marginal or poor marketing
planning and weak execution of the marketing plan, if one even existed.

Individuals starting new businesses should be aware of these major
marketing causes of failure and make every effort to avoid them when
they first begin planning their new businesses. This book is designed to
help them do so.
What Percentage of New Business Fail? Survive? Succeed?
This question of success and failure is a very important matter to anyone
starting a new business. In fact, since there is a widespread belief that some
80–90 percent of all new businesses fail, the issue is quite critical indeed.
The following is a typical quote about this topic.
James Schrager, a professor of entrepreneurship at the University of
Chicago, points out that venture capitalists spend considerable time and
expertise winnowing a few good business plans from vast mountains of
chaff—and nonetheless see nine out of ten of their businesses fail.2

The first two sentences in this chapter reported that in 2003 the number of businesses that failed (554,800) was almost as large as the 572,900
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new businesses that were started. These figures give support to the quote
immediately above, and suggest that in any given year the number of
business failures may be almost as large as the number of new business
startups. This observation is in agreement with most studies reporting
new venture failure rates, namely, that some 80–90 percent of new business startups fail within the first two to three years.
Here it will be helpful to spend a little time discussing the terms fail,
survive, and succeed. When can we say that a new business has failed?
When can we say that a new business has become successful? It is not
always easy to answer these questions. Some new businesses clearly fail
when they close their doors and cease to operate. New businesses that
are not such clear failures will survive for a while—some may survive
for several years or more before they fail. On the other hand, some may
survive for the lifetime of the person who started the new business, even
though no independent observer is likely to think of it as successful.
Swedish researchers Bjerke and Hultman identified three different
types of surviving small firms, the first of which they called marginal firms.
Marginal firms: “ordinary” new independent business ventures, often
started as a means to substitute income, and commonly based on some
kind of service orientation—the overwhelmingly majority of small firms.3

We can easily see many examples of this type of small surviving firm. They
are represented by such establishments as lawn care services, handyman
services, storefront restaurants and snack shops, independent gift stores,
stores selling used furniture, and others.
The second type of surviving small firms are those Bjerke and Hultman
call lifestyle firms.
Lifestyle firms: usually started based on the entrepreneur’s profession and
skills, not aimed at growing, but at providing a good salary, perquisites
and flexibility in the lifestyle of the owner.4

Obvious examples here are lawyers and medical professionals who go into
business for themselves. But small lifestyle firms also include accountants,
income tax preparation specialists, and even the more blue-collar occupations of plumber, electrician, house painter, and shoe repair specialist.
This second type of surviving small firm might be considered successful,
depending upon what the founder’ aspirations were when he or she first
started the new business.
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Bjerke and Hultman call their third type of surviving small firms highpotential firms.
High-potential firms: companies started with the aim of increasing sales
and profits and becoming a big corporation (the entrepreneur’s big
dream), and therefore receiving the greatest investment interest and
publicity.5

Fifteen or twenty years ago, or even more recently, some of the internetbased companies now well known to the public belonged in this category.
Of course, probably most readers are aware that many other internetbased firms came into existence during the 1990s, only to fail during
the dot-com bust that occurred in the late 1990s to early 2000s.
How can we use the Bjerke-Hultman classifications to estimate the
percentage of small new businesses that are likely to succeed? Here it is
important to keep in mind that all three types of surviving small firms may
constitute as little as 10 percent of the new businesses started in any given
year. The other 90 percent (approximately) may have already failed or be
well along the path toward failure. Of the 10 percent of small new businesses that become surviving firms, Bjerke and Hultman estimate that
approximately ½ percent will enjoy good growth, while about 2 percent
can be viewed as growth-oriented survivors. The remaining 7½ percent will
be low-growth or no-growth small firms. Based on Bjerke and Hultman’s
estimates, it appears that only about 1–2 percent of all small new businesses
will be successful, in the sense that they will become high-potential firms.
David Carson, Stanley Cromie, Pauric McGowen, and Jimmy Hill
studied marketing and entrepreneurship in small and medium-sized businesses in Ireland. They, too, found that small new businesses had slim
prospects for survival and growth. They reported that only about onethird of all new enterprises survive beyond their first 18 months. Many
of those that did survive were reluctant to expose themselves or their
enterprises to further risk and uncertainty by seeking ever more growth.6
Thus, they tend to remain marginal firms or lifestyle firms, rather than try
to become high-potential firms.
Based on the findings reported above—and numerous other findings not
reported here—it is very reasonable to conclude that probably 90 percent or
more of all small new businesses will fail, although there are differences of
opinion as to how soon failure will occur. Of the approximately 10 percent
that will survive, only a very small number will become high-potential firms
that will grow their sales and profits and increase in size. The vast majority
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of the surviving firms seem destined to fall into the low-growth/no-growth
category.
If you are thinking of starting your own new business, you can see
from the above that the odds are not in your favor—especially if you want
your small new business to become a high-potential firm. To improve
your odds of succeeding, you must learn more about the marketing causes
of failure and how to avoid them.
What Are Marketing Causes of New Business Failures?
The fourth paragraph of this chapter identified two marketing causes
of new venture failure. Poor market and competitive analysis was one
of those causes. The second was inadequate marketing strategy and
planning.
The Irish researchers (Carson et al.) who studied marketing in small
and medium-sized firms reported four findings that provide us with additional understanding of the marketing causes of new venture failure:7
• The entrepreneur considers marketing a peripheral rather than a core business
activity.
• Marketing opportunities are not analyzed in a meaningful way, but rather
in an unstructured manner without clear purpose.
• Marketing planning is intuitive and unstructured.
• Marketing implementation is more like a haphazard use of marketing tactics
than a logical process.

These observations imply that the failure of new businesses can often be
linked to questionable market analysis, weak or nonexistent marketing
strategies, and poor marketing planning and implementation.
My research on successful and unsuccessful small new businesses
reported three major marketing strategy causes of failure:
• Almost 90 percent of the small new businesses studied were launched with
an incomplete or a poorly designed marketing strategy. Those poor strategies
contributed to the failure of all of those new businesses.
• Some 80 percent of the small new businesses utilized marketing strategies
that included elements that caused serious delays when the owners tried
to execute those marketing strategies. Those delays prevented the small
new businesses from generating the sales revenue streams they badly
needed to survive.
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• More than 70 percent of the small new businesses used one or more elements
in their marketing strategies that required a large marketing budget. Since
large marketing budgets were not available to those new businesses, their
use of those marketing strategies contributed to their failure.8

Ninety percent of the small new businesses I studied experienced at least
two of the above marketing strategy causes of failure.
All of these observations strongly suggest that small new business failures
can often be linked to marketing causes, such as questionable marketing
analysis, weak or nonexistent marketing strategies, poor selection of marketing strategies, and poor marketing planning and implementation. The
strength of my own research findings and the severity of this problem gave
me the motivation to write a book that would help individuals avoid such
serious and potentially destructive handicaps when starting a small new
business.
The Fundamental Causes of Failure: Two Critical Time Periods
The fundamental causes of most failures are time and money. That is,
if we focus on time, we see that most small new businesses allow too
much time to elapse between the business’s conception and its achievement of a self-sustaining cash flow from sales. If we focus on money, we
see that entrepreneurs typically have available very limited amounts of
cash and other financial resources when trying to put together their new
businesses. Failures occur because they expend all of their resources before
the new business is able to generate the sales revenue stream needed to
sustain it. This is the fundamental cause of most new business failures.
Two time periods are critical to the survival of every new business—the
prelaunch period and the launch period. The prelaunch period begins when
the entrepreneur conceives the new business and starts putting together
those things (plant, equipment, facilities, people, etc.) needed to make the
new business operational. During prelaunch, no sales revenues are being
generated, but money and other resources certainly are being expended,
often at a rapid pace.
The launch period begins when the new business first opens its doors to
potential customers, and ends when it achieves a self-sustaining cash flow
from its sales. When a large organization is starting a new business, the
length of the launch period may not be especially critical if the organization
has deep pockets. Reportedly, Time Inc. continued investing in its new Sports
Illustrated magazine for some nineteen years before it became profitable.9
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Sidney Frank was the entrepreneur who introduced the very successful
super premium vodka brand, Grey Goose. He believed that practicing
patience was an important ingredient when trying to build a market for a
new alcoholic beverage.10 But he had the resources that allowed him such
a luxury.
It is quite another matter for small new businesses—the focus of this
book. The people who try to launch them tend to have very limited funds
and little access to additional resources. For them, the launch period can
be characterized as a life or death race between resources being depleted
and sales revenues being accumulated. The survival of the new venture
hinges on how quickly sales revenues grow large enough to more than offset
the rate of resource depletion.
Throughout the book I make reference to both the prelaunch period
and the launch period. Both periods are critical to the issue of a successful
marketing strategy, but for slightly different reasons.
Develop the Marketing Strategy in the Prelaunch Period
Along with others who have studied this matter, my research found
that people who start small new businesses typically make poor use of
marketing. In turn, poor marketing is a substantial and significant contributor to the failure of new businesses. Why? The explanation is quite
simple. Poor marketing during the launch period is not likely to produce
the sales revenue stream a small new business needs to succeed. Thus, it is
obvious that the launch period is the make-or-break period for the new
venture, the do-or-die time. Yet, if the new business uses poor marketing,
what chance does it have to successfully survive its launch period? Very
little! Perhaps none!
There is a huge lesson in this observation. If the launch is so crucial to
survival, and if the new business employs ineffective marketing programs,
one can quickly arrive at the very important conclusion that the seed of a
new business’s failure is planted in the prelaunch period. It is imperative that
the entrepreneur recognize that when the new business enters its launch
period, it absolutely must hit the ground running—that is, it has to already
have in place a well-designed marketing strategy that will be effective from
the very first day of the launch period. Such a marketing strategy should
very quickly cause a sales revenue stream to begin flowing and to continue
growing with the passing of time. The earlier this revenue stream begins
and the faster it grows, the sooner will the new business successfully pass
through its very critical launch period. What is the implication of this if
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you are thinking of starting a new business? From the above, it is quite
obvious that you should be creating a successful marketing strategy during the
prelaunch period. If your new business enters its launch period without a
marketing strategy, or with a poor marketing strategy, the launch period
will grow longer and that will greatly increase the likelihood of failure for
the business.
The following descriptions of three new businesses illustrate the importance of establishing a successful marketing strategy in the prelaunch
period. Appliance Control Technology, Inc. is an excellent example of
a new business that created a successful marketing strategy during its
prelaunch period.

APPLIANCE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY, INC.
Appliance Control Technology, Inc. was organized to design and
manufacture microprocessor-based controls for major kitchen and
laundry appliances in the mid-price market, which had yet to adopt
such controls because of their high cost. From the outset of the new
business concept, the company founders created a product and marketing strategy that was designed to help their company quickly
break into the identified target market. Four months after the company was incorporated, it received a multimillion-dollar order from
Tappan, even though production operations were not scheduled to
begin for several months. Six months later, when production got
under way, the company had already received a second large order,
this one from Magic Chef. The company had also signed development contracts with three other large appliance manufacturers.11
This small new business registered a sizeable sales backlog even
before it began producing its electronic controls.

Axiom Legal was some six to twelve months into its launch period
before their marketing strategy began to show results. Given the large
expenses they incurred after entering into their launch period, it was certainly fortuitous that Axiom’s marketing strategy was able to begin generating revenues after only six months. If their strategy had taken as long as
12–18 months to show results, who knows if the new company would
have survived.
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AXIOM LEGAL
Axiom Legal was formed in 2000 to recruit well-qualified attorneys
dissatisfied with law firm practices, and to offer their specialized
expertise to companies in need of them. Because this new legal venture did not have traditional law firm partners that had to be financially supported, it could operate at significantly reduced overhead
compared to a typical law firm. As a result, Axiom could offer their
legal services at a price almost 50 percent lower than traditional law
firms. This new legal business expended $1 million during the first
six months of its launch period without attracting a major client.
Then its marketing strategy began to take effect. It gained more
than 10 big clients by mid-2002, added several dozen more in the
next year, and began earning a profit in 2003.12

Lakland Basses is an example of a small new business entering into its
launch period without a successful marketing strategy in place and ready
to go. If it had not been for the great generosity of the founder’s father,
which sustained the new business while it searched for a successful strategy, there is a very good chance that Lakland Basses would have failed.

LAKLAND BASSES
Daniel Lakin started Lakland Basses in the early 1990s to pursue his
love—designing and making electric bass guitars. The new business
suffered several serious setbacks over its first 7–8 years, but it managed
to continue to survive due to the generosity of Lakin’s father. Over the
first 6–7 years of Lakland Basses’ existence, the senior Mr. Lakin contributed some $850,000 to his son’s small new business, without
expecting to receive any return on his investment. However, by refining its operations and marketing over the years, Lakland Basses was
finally able to reach breakeven for the very first time in 2003.13

When you start your new business, it will be very helpful to use Appliance
Control Technologies, Inc. as a good model to emulate. They clearly had
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their marketing strategy in place and ready to go before they entered the
launch period. You—and everyone else starting a new business—will greatly
increase your new business’s chances of succeeding if you have designed
a complete and effective marketing strategy during your new business’s
prelaunch period. And, of course, you will certainly want to avoid using
Lakland Basses as an example, even if you happen to have a most generous
patron supporting you.
How This Book Will Help You Create
a Successful Marketing Strategy
Overall, this book describes how you should go about creating a successful marketing strategy for the small new business you are thinking of starting. When I use the phrase, “successful marketing strategy,” I am referring
to a marketing strategy that creates a sales revenue stream as soon as the
new business enters its launch period, and which then continues to grow
with each succeeding time period. If you are starting a small new business,
this book will (1) help you design a marketing strategy that possesses
the characteristics that are strongly associated with successful marketing
strategies and (2) help you avoid characteristics that are associated with
unsuccessful marketing strategies. More specifically, this book will:
• Make you more aware of the critical role marketing must play if your small
new business is to have a reasonable chance of succeeding—a new business
needs more than just operations to be successful, it must use effective
marketing.
• Make you fully knowledgeable about the composition of a complete and
effective marketing strategy, and how to avoid using an incomplete and/
or ineffective marketing strategy.
• Introduce you to a four-stage framework that will guide you through the
process of developing a marketing strategy for your business.
• Give you in-depth exposure to the four conditions that your marketing
strategy must possess in order for it to have a good chance of being successful, with emphasis on (1) what characteristics must be present in your marketing strategy and (2) the types of barriers and pitfalls that are likely to be
encountered and how to avoid or overcome them.
• Help you recognize that if your selected marketing strategy does not possess
the required characteristics or cannot overcome the barriers and/or pitfalls it
will encounter, the strategy will not succeed and your new business will probably fail. To avoid such failure, you must greatly revise the strategy you have
been considering, or possibly even look for a completely new strategy.
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A Framework to Use When Creating
a Successful Marketing Strategy
For over twenty years I studied numerous small new business startups
in great detail in order to identify the difficulties, problems, and barriers
those new businesses encountered, and the mistakes their owners made.
After carefully studying those many examples, I discovered that the development of a marketing strategy for a small new business could be greatly
simplified and more easily understood through the use of a four-stage
hierarchical framework. By using that framework, I was able to clearly
see where and how the various marketing strategy elements were contributing to the success or failure of small new businesses. More importantly,
I was able to see where each marketing strategy element should fit into the
overall marketing strategy in order for the new business to have a good
chance of being successful.14 If you are thinking of starting your own
small new business, you also can use this four-stage hierarchical framework to evaluate whether your marketing strategy will have a good chance
of being successful.
The framework consists of four conditions, each with different
requirements. A marketing strategy must be able to satisfy all of the
requirements associated with each of the four conditions if it is to have
a good chance of being successful. The conditions are hierarchical
because, if the marketing strategy does not satisfy the requirements of
Condition I, more than likely the strategy will fail even if it possesses the
requirements associated with Conditions II, III, and IV. Similarly, if the
marketing strategy possesses all of the requirements associated with
Conditions I, II, and III, but does not satisfy the Condition IV requirements, the strategy may be successful in the short run, but will almost
surely fail in the long run. Stated rather briefly, these four conditions are:
Condition I: The marketing strategy must be a complete one that highly
integrates the following five elements: a specific target market, a differentiated
product/service that is designed to appeal strongly to the target market, an
effective communication which causes the target market to find the new business’s product/service especially appealing, a price which makes the product/
service appear as a good value to the target market, and distribution which
the target market finds very convenient.
Condition II: Even if the marketing strategy satisfies Condition I, it must also
be so designed that its execution will not encounter any significant time delays
because of competitors’ actions or because of barriers in established distribution
channels or because of local, state, or federal regulations. If the selected
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marketing strategy experiences significant delays due to any of the above
reasons, the new business will not be able to execute its strategy in a timely manner. The new business will remain in its prelaunch period longer than intended,
and it will continue to consume resources while not beginning to create the
stream of sales revenues it desperately needs in order to survive.
Condition III: In addition to satisfying Conditions I and II, if the selected
marketing strategy uses individual elements that require a larger marketing
budget than is available, the strategy is destined to fail. Persons starting a
new business must select marketing strategy elements that match the size of
the available marketing budget.
Condition IV: A marketing strategy that satisfies Conditions I, II, and III has
a good chance of being successful in the short run, but the small new business
may not survive in the long run because of counterattacks by large, wellestablished competitors who feel threatened by the initial successes of the
small new business. To succeed in the long run, the new business’s marketing
strategy should also include (1) a significant and sustainable product/service
advantage compared with competitors, (2) something that prevents competitors from being able to negate the effectiveness of its marketing strategy, and
(3) a distribution or product or market barrier that provides the new business
with longer-term protection against aggressive attacks by established
competitors.

As reported at the beginning of this section, I found this four-stage hierarchy of conditions to be very helpful in understanding what small new
businesses were doing right and what they were doing wrong with respect
to their marketing strategies. In my own research, I found that almost
90 percent of small new businesses did not select a marketing strategy that
satisfied the requirements of Condition I. Essentially all of those new businesses failed. I also found that about 80 percent of small new businesses
used elements in their strategies that caused very serious time delays when
those new businesses tried to execute their strategies (Condition II). Most
of those new businesses failed because their prelaunch period lengthened
well beyond what was initially anticipated, and they ran out of money.
I also estimated that a vast majority of small new businesses opened their
doors to the public with strategies that required a much larger marketing
budget than was available (Condition III). All those new businesses
failed or struggled to barely survive. A few new businesses used marketing
strategies that satisfied each of Conditions I, II, and III, but did not include
anything that satisfied Condition IV. As their early successes became apparent, and as large, well-established competitors took note and aggressively
attacked those new businesses, the latter suffered serious market losses and
either failed or significantly retrenched.
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If you want your small new business to be successful, your marketing
strategy must possess all of the characteristics associated with each of
Conditions I, II, III, and IV. Your marketing strategy must also avoid all
of the possible mistakes that a small new business entrepreneur can make
in regard to each of these four conditions.
Real Examples Are Used as Illustrations
In the remainder of this book, the above four conditions are described
and explained by using examples that illustrate the marketing elements
and concepts that constitute those conditions.
For over 30 years I have been using real-world examples to study successful and unsuccessful marketing strategies. Initially, market leaders
and medium-sized brands were the focus of that research. However, some
20-odd years ago I began including small new businesses in my research
activities. Over the last 15 years or so I have concentrated almost exclusively on researching marketing strategies used by small new businesses.
Based on my 30 years of studying marketing strategies, I have selected
those real-world examples that are without question the most detailed
and clearest illustrations of the marketing characteristics present in
Conditions I, II, III, and IV above. By using those examples when
describing and explaining the four conditions, readers will quickly and
easily understand what constitutes each condition and how a marketing
strategy can achieve each condition.
What Kind of New Businesses Is This Book About?
So far the only thing that has been said regarding this question is that the
book is about small new businesses. It will be helpful if the reader has a
better understanding of what I mean by that.
At the beginning of this chapter, I described Bjerke and Hultman’s three
types of surviving small firms: marginal, lifestyle, and high-potential.
This book is about finding successful marketing strategies for small new
businesses that can be categorized as high-potential firms—firms that start
small, grow their sales and profits, and become noticeably bigger with the
passing of time.
The following four characteristics further describe the kinds of new
businesses this book is about.
1. This book is about new businesses—businesses that did not previously
exist, either under some other name or under some other ownership, and
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that are being launched by individual entrepreneurs, not by an established
corporation or organization, whether for-profit or not-for-profit.
2. The scale of the new business is small, at least at its inception. Typically,
only one person—the owner—is involved at the beginning of these new
ventures, although occasionally one or two others may be included. The
new business does not have a plant or physical facility of the type normally
associated with an ongoing business. A basement, a garage, or a spare room
in the owner’s home is most likely to typify the scale of the new business
during its prelaunch period.
3. The new business’s resources are limited, both in terms of money and
access to money, and to other resources as well. The resources that are
available are first and foremost likely to be used to acquire those things—
physical plant, product design, people, and/or other things—that are absolutely necessary if the business is to open its doors to potential customers in
the foreseeable future. Among such new businesses it is almost universally
true that there is a very limited marketing budget. It is not at all uncommon for there to be no marketing budget at all. Often the only marketing
undertaken on behalf of the new business is that which occurs when the
owner personally contacts potential customers. Regardless of the resources
available, marketing is usually at the bottom of the priority list.
4. Most people starting small new ventures have a business plan to show to
potential investors, to bankers being approached for a loan, to prospective
suppliers, and to others whose support will be needed to get the business
up and running. Such business plans usually identify the product or service
the new venture will offer, how it differs from current offerings already
on the market, the market to be served (usually in very general terms),
where the business will be located, the number and types of employees,
projected sales revenues, costs, and profits, and other things. What tends
to be absent from those business plans is a clear statement of the marketing
strategy that will be used to guide the new business’s early marketing
efforts, and a specific marketing plan of action that will result in the
creation of the sales revenue stream the new business will need in order to
succeed. These omissions follow directly from item 3 above. Since there is
no marketing budget of any substance, little purpose is served by dwelling
on a marketing strategy and marketing plan. It is the presence of characteristics
3 and 4 in most small new businesses that contribute greatly to their likely
failure.

Layout of the Book
The book contains six chapters organized into three parts, with Part I
consisting of this introductory chapter. Part II consists of Chapters 2
through 5, each of which presents a detailed description of one of the
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four conditions presented earlier that a small new business’s marketing
strategy must possess in order for it to have a good chance of being successful. Chapter 2 addresses Condition I, and discusses what a person
has to do to achieve a complete and highly integrated marketing strategy
for her or his new business. Chapter 3 is concerned with avoiding a marketing strategy that will encounter serious difficulties or barriers that
can cause lengthy delays in the new business’s ability to begin generating
the essential sales revenue stream it needs for survival (Condition II).
Chapter 4 addresses Condition III. This chapter helps the reader evaluate
his or her marketing strategy to determine if one or more of the strategy’s
elements will require a marketing budget larger than that which is available. Chapter 5 is based on the fact that some new businesses enjoy
modest success initially, but then go into decline. This is likely to occur
when a new business uses a marketing strategy that satisfies Conditions
I, II, and III, but not condition IV. Such a strategy does not include the
characteristics needed to defend against increased pressure from larger,
well-established competitors once the latter fully understand the threat
presented by the new business’s sales and market success. Chapter 5
describes the other characteristics needed in a new business’s marketing
strategy if it is to satisfy Condition IV and have the capability of defending against counterattacks by strong, well-established competitors.
Part III has only one chapter, Chapter 6. This chapter reviews successful marketing strategies used by three small new businesses. The objective
of the chapter is to illustrate how those strategies possessed all of the characteristics of successful marketing strategies, as described in Chapters 2
through 5. Having followed the evaluation of the elements of three successful marketing strategies—relative to Conditions I, II, III, and IV—
individuals preparing to launch their own small new business should be
quite well prepared to evaluate the marketing strategy they are thinking
of using. Such an evaluation will help them have confidence that their
marketing strategy has a good chance of being successful, or help them
identify where and how they must change their marketing strategy in
order to avoid failure.

PART II
CHARACTERISTICS
OF SUCCESSFUL
MARKETING STRATEGIES

2
Screening Condition I:
Do You Have a Complete
Marketing Strategy? Do the
Elements of Your Marketing
Strategy Create Synergy?

Marketing is a very old human activity. In the United States most grade
school children are introduced to marketing in their early history classes.
They do not recognize the activity as marketing because the schoolbooks
and schoolteachers refer to it as trade. Prehistoric humans traded economic goods they had in surplus for other economic goods that they
wanted or needed but did not have. Fortunately, some other humans
had a surplus of the goods that the first group wanted, and those other
humans also wanted what the first group had in surplus. Thus, they
found it beneficial to trade. We know, for example, that before the time
of Christ, Romans were trading with China for silk and other products.
What we today call the Silk Road was the lengthy route those products
had to travel to complete this trade.
The term marketing was not applied to this activity until the twentieth
century, when economists and other scholars began studying it. At first
those early social scientists focused on the very visible institutions that
were active in marketing—wholesalers and retailers. Also, because it was
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so visible to any observer, the activity of advertising was a popular subject
of study by scholars. Other frequently studied topics were buying and
selling, shipping and storing, the use of financing and credit, and still
other visible activities associated with marketing.
Regarding the study of marketing strategy, a notable breakthrough
occurred in the late 1950s when the study of marketing shifted away from
the study of marketing institutions and marketing functions and began to
focus instead on the four topics of product, price, promotion and distribution. By referring to distribution as place, the study of marketing was consolidated into the study of “the four P’s.” By the early 1960s the topic of market
was added to the four P’s, and when that occurred, it brought more clearly
into focus those things that constitute a complete marketing strategy.1
I described in Chapter 1 a framework that a person starting a new business can use when developing a successful marketing strategy for his or
her business. That framework consists of four screening conditions, the
first of which states that a marketing strategy must be a complete strategy
that highly integrates all of the marketing elements that constitute the
strategy. That is to say, the marketing strategy must be both complete
and also synergistic. This is Condition I.
What Constitutes a Complete Marketing Strategy?
Since the 1960s, essentially every textbook on the principles of marketing
and marketing management has treated marketing as consisting of these five
topics, the four P’s—product, price, promotion, place (distribution)—
and a market. To be complete, a marketing strategy must address each of
these five elements.
A complete marketing strategy must have a specific product or service to
offer, and a specific market for which the product/service is intended. The
market will not be aware that someone has designed a specific product/
service to satisfy its wants and needs unless that someone promotes that fact
to the individual consumers in that market. The product/service must also
be priced so as to be a good value to individual consumers when they compare it with the alternative products/services that are available on the market.
Lastly, those individual consumers are not likely to purchase the product/
service unless it is distributed in a manner convenient to them. If any one
of these elements is absent, a sale to an individual consumer is not likely to
occur, and therefore the activity of marketing is not likely to occur.
The two examples below illustrate the difference between an incomplete
marketing strategy (New Product Showcase) and a complete marketing
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strategy (Glacier Nursery). The owners of New Product Showcase did
not identify a target market of buyers for their store. They did not have a
product designed specifically for a target market. It fact, the store would
display almost any product on its shelves for $350. It did no promoting,
and it did not price to “create value.” Its distribution—consisting of the
store’s location—was not based on the convenience of the target market,
because it had no target market.

NEW PRODUCT SHOWCASE
Zane Causey and Robert Clark opened a store called the New
Product Showcase in a low-rent shopping mall in Irving, Texas.
For $350, New Product Showcase offered inventors an opportunity
to display their inventions for 90 days on the store’s shelves. This
gave the inventors a retail outlet for their inventions, which, hopefully, the public would find and buy. Each invention’s price was
based on a large markup over the cost of producing the item.
Causey and Clark did not have a clear vision of who they wanted
to attract as customers to their store. The New Product Showcase
did no consumer advertising. Visitors to the store tended to be
older, lower-to-middle-income homeowners looking for gadgets.2

A sharp contrast to the above example is Glacier Nursery. This small
new business used a complete marketing strategy from the very beginning. It had a very specific target market. Its products were specially
developed for that target market and priced to be a good value. Because
the retail garden center business was a close-knit one, the owner did all
the promotion via personal selling and telephone calls and sending free
samples to several garden centers each year. The owner used local trucking
companies to deliver shipments to customers throughout the growing
season.

GLACIER NURSERY
Brad Brown bought twenty acres of farmland in Montana’s Flathead
Valley to start a tree nursery on a part-time basis while working fulltime as a foreman on a Christmas tree farm. At the time, there was
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not one tree nursery in all of Montana, so the 40–50 retail garden
centers in the state had to order trees from out-of-state nurseries.
Because of the great distances involved, those out-of-state nurseries
found it unprofitable to provide Montana’s retail garden centers with
regular delivery service throughout the growing season. Brown hoped
to attract those garden centers as regular customers by offering both
better service and higher quality plants.
In his nursery, Brown hoped to grow “hardier” trees and shrubs
than those grown in nurseries located in climates more temperate
than Montana’s. He expected his Montana-grown trees and shrubs
would be in great demand by Montana’s homeowners and, therefore, by Montana’s retail garden centers. In addition to providing
hardier and higher quality plants, Brown expected to offer regular
and convenient delivery service throughout the Montana growing
season by using three local trucking companies.
The nursery business was a close-knit one, so Brown himself did
all the promotion via personal selling and telephone calls to the
40–50 retail garden centers located in Montana. Each year he sent
free samples to a handful of those garden centers. To attract customers
to his new business, his products were priced about 10 percent lower
than competition, but he expected he could increase prices after his
reputation for superior quality became established.3

The New Product Showcase made a weak attempt at marketing. Its
efforts were not at all focused on any target market, and it did little or
no promotion. Its products were not selected for a particular target market, and its pricing practices were not designed to “create good value” in
the eyes of its potential customers. Consequently, the little marketing it
undertook had no chance at all of being effective.
On the other hand, Glacier Nursery had a complete marketing strategy
in which each of its five elements was well integrated with at least one
of the other elements. It selected a target market that was not being well
served by out-of-state nurseries. Its products were specifically developed
for the Montana market. Personal contacts informed Montana garden
centers of the advantages of Glacier Nursery’s products. Lower initial prices
offered value to those making a purchase. Glacier Nursery scheduled
deliveries throughout the growing season.
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These observations introduce the reader to the second important characteristic of a small new business’s marketing strategy if it is to be successful:
the five elements of the marketing strategy should be highly integrated with
one another so as to create synergy. Each marketing element must strongly
support one or more of the other four elements, and each element must be
strongly supported by one or more of the other four elements.
Does the Marketing Strategy Create Synergy?
Marketing is expensive! In the absence of plentiful financial resources,
individuals starting small new businesses will want their marketing to be
both effective and efficient. Effective marketing is needed if the new business is to accomplish its marketing goals and create enough sales revenues
to survive. Small business owners also want their marketing to be efficient,
that is, to be able to accomplish those marketing goals as inexpensively as
possible. After all, the more efficient the new business’s marketing, the faster
it will become profitable.
The best way to accomplish both effectiveness and efficiency is to create a marketing strategy in which each of the five elements supports or
complements or reinforces one or more of the other four elements in
the marketing strategy. If all the elements are supportive of one another,
or are in some way highly interdependent, the strategy will be a synergistic one, it will be both effective and efficient, and it will be able to achieve
its marketing objectives quickly and with a relatively small marketing budget.
The presence or absence of these last two outcomes very often is the difference between success and failure for a small new business.
What can you do to create a synergistic marketing strategy for your small
new business? You must first make certain that you are putting together a
complete marketing strategy, as described in the previous section. Then,
you must evaluate and refine that strategy to make certain that each element
somehow supports or reinforces one or more of the other elements. What
follows is a list of the five components that must be present if a marketing
strategy is to achieve synergy. This list is very useful to anyone who is
beginning to create a small new business. Your marketing strategy must
1. Identify a target market whose needs your new business can satisfy
more effectively than any competitor.
2. Design or differentiate your product/service so it is more appealing to the
individuals in your target market than the products/services offered by
competitors.
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3. Promote your product/service to the individuals in your target market
so that they understand and appreciate how it will satisfy their needs
better than competitors’ offerings.
4. Price your product/service is such a way that the individuals in your
target market will find it to be a good value when comparing the benefits received from your product/service against those offered by competing products/services.
5. Distribute your product/service in a manner that is most convenient to
the individuals in your target market.

I have never seen a successful marketing strategy that did not display these
five elements.
It is especially important to note how each of these five characteristics is
integrated into a unified marketing strategy. The product/service is strongly
linked to the target market and its wants and needs. Promotion brings
together the target market and the product/service by making the former
fully aware of the latter and all its desirable features and benefits. Price is
an attraction or stimulus that brings the target market and product/service
even more closely together than promotion alone can accomplish.
Promotion primed the target market for a possible purchase of the product/
service, but then price revealed to the target market that a purchase would
be a good value. Finally, the product/service must be distributed so its availability is very convenient for the individuals in the target market. The more
these five elements are strongly integrated with one another, the more
synergistic the marketing strategy will be.
Glacier Nursery created a synergistic marketing strategy; the New
Product Showcase did not.
Synergistic Marketing Strategies: Two Outstanding Examples
Every small new business owner should be fully knowledgeable about
synergistic marketing strategies. Because they typically have far fewer
resources than the average business owner, it is critically important for
all small new business owners to understand the concept of synergy in
marketing strategies and how to create synergy when developing the
marketing strategies they will use for their small new businesses.
As reported in Chapter 1, I have been researching successful and
unsuccessful marketing strategies for well over thirty years. Of the many
marketing strategies I have studied, there are two that are by far the very
best examples of how a business can go about creating synergy in its
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marketing strategy. If you are thinking of starting a small new business, you
will want to employ synergy in the marketing strategy you use for your new
business. To do so, you will want to fully understand the following two
examples and use them to guide your efforts when developing your own
marketing strategy.
Whenever young, male, college graduates gather to watch a sporting
event on television these days, beer is the liquid refreshment of choice.
But not just any beer! Most likely the beer of choice will be a light beer.
But that would not have been possible in the early 1970s, because there
were no light beers on the market at that time.
When Miller Lite beer was introduced in 1975, it caused a tremendous
change in beer consumption preferences in the United States. Some
30 years later, in the early 2000s, three of the top four beer brands in the
United States were light beers. Think of it: From no light beer brands at
all, to three of the top four in approximately thirty years! This huge
change in beer preference almost certainly occurred thanks to the successful introduction of Miller Lite. At least part of the reason for that success
was that Miller Brewing Company used a very synergistic marketing
strategy to introduce its light beer.

MILLER LITE BEER
In the early 1970s the Miller Brewing Company was a relatively
small brewer, the number seven brewer in the U.S. beer industry.
Their sales were flat while beer industry sales were growing at
5–7 percent a year. Their only product was Miller High Life, which
was distributed nationally and was available in most taverns and
liquor stores. But Miller High Life was consumed mostly by
women, who typically did not drink much beer.
In 1975, to improve their position in the beer market, the Miller
Brewing Company introduced Miller Lite, a low-calorie beer. It was
not the first low-calorie beer to be introduced. However, all of the
previously introduced low-calorie beers had either failed or barely
survived. Miller Lite, on the other hand, proved to be an outstanding
success, thanks to a very synergistic marketing strategy.
Miller’s strategy targeted the heaviest of beer drinkers: males aged
21–30 who were college graduates or blue-collar workers. This
group was very sports oriented. Many of them had played sports
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in their younger days and fantasized of gaining some kind of sports
fame, either in high school or college or even professionally. Being
heavy beer drinkers, almost all of them tended to be overweight
and either wanted to lose weight or avoid putting on more weight.
Miller’s market research showed that these beer drinkers thought
their new beer, Miller Lite, tasted good and seemed less filling than
other beers. Consequently, Miller Lite was differentiated from other
beers with the theme of “Tastes Great! Less Filling.” Although the
beer had one-third fewer calories than other popular beers, that feature was not given the main emphasis in advertisements. This was
because Miller Lite’s managers believed their target market might
not have considered it a “macho” thing to be drinking a low-calorie
beer.
Miller Lite used television commercials that featured adult males
in a friendly tavern scene that involved sports in some way. Two
well-known sports personalities—easily recognized by the target
market, and probably also admired by them—would be arguing in
a friendly but competitive manner about why they liked Miller
Lite. One personality liked Miller Lite because it “Tastes Great!”;
the other liked it because it was “Less Filling.” The arguing scene
usually ended in a humorous manner.
Miller Lite’s strategy clearly matched its product’s characteristics
to the needs of its target market. It used television commercials that
employed several symbols (taverns, sports activities, sports personalities) familiar to and liked by its target market. Those television
commercials clearly communicated the product’s benefits to the
beer drinkers Miller was trying to attract. The commercials themselves were heavily used during telecasts of sporting events the target
market most certainly would be watching. Miller Lite was also well
promoted in taverns. To create good value, it was priced comparable
to the leading premium brands of beer.4

Miller Lite’s marketing strategy was synergistic in a number of ways.
• This new brand of beer was developed for a specific market segment whose
wants and needs were not being satisfied by current beer brands.
• Miller Lite’s main message (“Tastes Great! Less Filling”) was very short and
very clear, easily understood and appealing to the target market.
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• Television commercials used personalities and symbols that the target
market recognized and looked upon most favorably.
• The bars and taverns used in the commercials echoed the favorite hangouts
of the target market.
• To convey Miller Lite’s main message, commercials employed both humor
and a sense of competition, two characteristics greatly appreciated by the
fun-loving target market.
• Commercials were aired primarily on telecasts of sporting events that the
target market was very likely to be watching.
• Miller sales personnel promoted the new brand extensively in bars and
taverns frequented by the target market.

Miller Lite created a new product category for the beer industry, and the
brand essentially had a monopoly among adult males who began consuming a light beer. This monopoly continued for some six to eight years and
helped the Miller Brewing Company become the second largest brewery
in the United States. And, as noted above, the introduction of Miller Lite
began the trend of American beer drinkers switching to light beers.
The second example of a very synergistic marketing strategy involved
women’s hosiery. In the 1960s and before, women could only purchase
good-quality hosiery in department stores and women’s specialty stores.
Because hosiery was sold in many sizes and colors, a sales clerk, always a
woman, would be behind the counter to help a customer select the style
and color she wanted. Most such hosiery was moderately or high priced.
Today women can buy hosiery almost anywhere: in grocery stores, in
supermarkets, in drug stores, in convenience stores, and in still other outlets.
In a relatively short period of time, a completely new and dominant channel of
distribution was created for women’s hosiery. This revolution in the marketing
of women’s hosiery was brought about by the Hanes Company when it
introduced the now famous L’eggs brand. And like the Miller Brewing
Company, they did it using a very synergetic marketing strategy.

L’EGGS
In the 1950s and 1960s more and more women began working fulltime, even after getting married and having children. Through their
market research, the Hanes Company, the smallest of the three main
suppliers of women’s hosiery, found that some of these working
women were able to buy store-brand hosiery in their supermarkets
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while shopping for groceries. This was much more convenient than
making a special trip to a department store or a woman’s specialty
store, the only other places hosiery was typically sold. However,
the Hanes Company noted that the women found the store-brand
hosiery generally of poor quality, and perhaps even more upsetting,
often unavailable in their supermarkets when they needed a
new pair.
The Hanes Company believed the large and growing market of
working women would welcome a reliable supply of reasonably
priced, quality hosiery in their favorite supermarket or drugstore.
In 1970 they introduced L’eggs, a line of good quality hosiery priced
at $.99 a pair, which was noticeably cheaper than the hosiery sold in
department stores and women’s specialty stores. Offered in a number of colors, L’eggs was a one-size-fits-all type of hosiery (actually
it fit about 70–80% of all women). A woman shopping for hosiery
in a supermarket or drugstore would now have a very good chance
of finding at least one pair of L’eggs to meet her needs.
The hosiery traditionally sold in department and women’s specialty
stores was attractively presented in see-through packaging. The L’eggs
hosiery, on the other hand, had a very wrinkled, crinkly look when laid
out on a flat surface. Its appearance could honestly be described as
unattractive, even ugly! If seen in that manner, it was very unlikely that
any woman would buy a pair of L’eggs. This meant that the product
needed a package to hide its ugliness. It also needed a name. Hanes
selected a name that suggested the product’s usage, but they very
creatively and synergistically spelled the name L’eggs. To add to that
name-usage synergy, they packaged the unattractive-looking product
in a plastic, egg-shaped container to create a name-usage-package
synergy. Hanes used television commercials on programs viewed by
working women to inform them that “Our L’eggs Fit Your Legs,”
and that the product was available in drugstores and supermarkets
where they did their shopping. In a very short period of time, women
throughout the United States became informed about this new
product, its name, what it was, and the package it came in. And they
bought it frequently.
Hanes’s marketing strategy also included some incentives to get
supermarkets and drugstores to display a product they had not carried before. The one-size-fits-all characteristic meant that retailers—
and Hanes as well—would not have to carry inventories of each
hosiery size. This smaller inventory requirement allowed Hanes to
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deliver L’eggs hosiery directly to retailers in Hanes trucks, thus assuring the retailers that they would always have a good supply for their
women customers. Hanes also used a vertical, free-standing display
that could be placed at end-of-aisle locations, or elsewhere. Again,
thanks to the one-size-fits-all feature and the smaller inventory
requirements, the free-standing display did not have to be very big.
And because it did not take up much floor space, Hanes did not have
to ask retailers to give up floor space or shelf space they were allocating
to other profitable products. With L’eggs priced less expensively than
hosiery sold in traditional stores, women found the product to be
a good value. But Hanes also made certain that retailers found the
product to be profitable. They did this by selling the product on consignment. This meant the retailers never owned, or paid for, the L’eggs
products being sold in their stores. So they did not have any inventory
costs associated with the product. When a woman paid for her L’eggs
purchases at the checkout cashier, the retailer would subtract his
margin from the price being paid and send the balance to Hanes.
So, except for the floor space needed for the L’eggs free-standing
display, retailers had no investment in the product. Yet L’eggs were well
advertised and reasonably priced, and women bought them in large
quantities. This strategy was very profitable for retailers, and it made
them very happy to carry L’eggs.5

Like Miller Lite’s marketing strategy, L’eggs’s strategy was also one of
the most outstanding examples of a synergistic marketing strategy. Look
at how the elements fit together and supported one another:
• Working women were looking for a good quality product at a value price.
• Supermarkets and drugstores provided very convenient distribution for
working women who were pressed for time.
• The marketing strategy created a synergy between the product, its name,
what the product was used for, and the shape of the package.
• Hanes’s promotion informed the target market of product usage characteristics and distribution availability.
• L’eggs’s one-size-fits-all characteristic resulted in smaller inventories, which
allowed for the direct distribution to stores, the use of the free-standing
displays, and the use of consignment pricing for the retailers.
• The use of consignment pricing and free-standing displays resulted in
retailers enjoying a very large return on investment for carrying L’eggs.
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ACHIEVING SCREENING CONDITION I
If you want your small new business to have a reasonable chance of surviving its launch period, you must be certain that your marketing strategy
is both complete and synergistic. To achieve those two qualities, it must
include the five characteristics presented on pages 25–26. The remainder
of this chapter addresses each of those characteristics.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Target Market Identification
Product Design or Differentiation
Persuasive Promotion
Price to Create Good Value
Convenient Distribution

In each of the following five discussions, I describe marketing strategies that
achieved the characteristic being discussed. This will serve to illustrate the
kinds of things you must include in your marketing strategy if it is to be both
complete and synergistic.
In each of the following discussions I also present several examples of
marketing strategies that did not achieve the particular characteristic being
discussed. Those examples serve to demonstrate some of the problems,
difficulties, and mistakes that people encountered or made when trying to
create complete and synergistic marketing strategies for their small new
businesses. You must be made aware of these kinds of problems, difficulties,
and mistakes, and you must avoid them when designing a marketing strategy
for your new business.
1. Identify a Target Market Whose Needs You Can Satisfy More
Effectively Than Any Competitor
The foregoing descriptions of Miller Lite beer, L’eggs hosiery, and
Glacier Nursery pointed out that each had a very clearly defined business
or consumer segment that was being targeted. Furthermore, each one of
those targeted segments was not being fully served by its current suppliers.
In contrast, the New Products Showcase did not target anyone or anything
in particular. Like the first three of these four examples, you must identify a
target market whose needs you can satisfy more effectively than any competitor. This is the first of the five characteristics your marketing strategy
must display if it is to be both complete and synergistic.
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There are two parties of great importance in this characteristic: the
members of the target market, and the competitor(s) pursuing them.
Each deserves your most serious attention. If your small new business is
to succeed, it must have a target market that has wants and needs that
currently are not being fully satisfied by any competitor. You do not want
to pick a target market that is very satisfied with its current supplier(s).
It will be almost impossible to persuade the individuals in that market
to abandon suppliers who are serving them well. Nor do you want a target
market that is reasonably satisfied with its suppliers. Most individuals in
such a market are unlikely to switch suppliers, and those that will switch
may take their time making up their minds to do so. There is a good
chance your new business will deplete all its financial resources long
before they make such a switch.
On the other hand, you will greatly enhance your new business’s
chances of success by identifying a target market whose individuals are
being poorly served by their current suppliers—or not being served at
all. Think of the retail garden centers in Montana that could not get tree
and shrub deliveries throughout the growing season, or the working
women who could not find decent hosiery in the supermarkets where
they did their shopping. Such target market individuals are dissatisfied
and are likely to welcome with open arms any new supplier who can serve
them better. If your new business can be that new supplier, this component of your marketing strategy will be making a solid contribution to
your new business’s potential success.
The second main player in the target market is the competition. When
you have selected your target market, you will also have selected your
competitors—those firms that are already active in your target market.
You should avoid selecting a market segment if there are several strong
companies already pursuing that segment. Rather, select as your target a
market segment that is only being poorly served by one or two small
firms, or that is not being served at all. If your small new business can
avoid strong competitors, this component of your marketing strategy will
give your business a much greater chance of surviving long enough to
begin generating a self-sustaining sales revenue stream.
To repeat: (1) select a target market whose needs are currently being
poorly served and which your new business can serve very well, and (2) select
a target market in which your new business will encounter only small or
weak competitors or, better still, no competitors at all.
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Examples
You have already seen three examples of marketing strategies whose
target market selection greatly contributed to the new business’s good
fortune: Miller Lite beer, Hanes’s L’eggs hosiery, and Glacier Nursery.
The Miller Brewing Company discovered that heavy beer drinkers did
not want to give up drinking beer, but they also did not want to put on
more weight. This was a target market that was in some way not being
satisfied by any of the beer brands then currently available. Moreover,
Miller noticed that no competing brewer was making serious attempts
to address the dissatisfaction of this heavy beer-drinking market segment.
As its target market, Hanes selected working women who wanted the
convenience of buying good-quality hosiery in grocery and drug stores
where they regularly shopped. This target market was not currently being
served with the level of convenience and service it desired. Also, supermarkets and drugstores were not being pursued by any of Hanes’s competitors, even though those retailers had a long history of welcoming
profitable new products. Hanes saw the situation as an opportunity worth
exploiting, and they did.
Glacier Nursery selected retail garden centers in Montana as its target
market. Those garden centers were not receiving regular delivery service
throughout the growing season from their suppliers, all of which were
located out-of-state. This was an underserved target market, and Glacier
Nursery had no direct competitors in its home state of Montana. Its only
competitors were located out-of-state. Because of the great distances
between themselves and Montana’s garden centers, those competitors
were not anxious to provide regular delivery services to them, especially
for smaller-size orders after the peak spring selling season.
Miller Lite, L’eggs, and Glacier Nursery each identified a target market
that was not being fully satisfied by its current supplier. An added attraction of each of those markets was that no established competitors were
addressing its dissatisfactions.
Other Marketing Strategies That Successfully Achieved Characteristic 1
Now lets look at some other small new businesses that made target
market selections that contributed very beneficially to their overall strategies. Wallace Leyshon started Appliance Control Technologies, Inc for
the purpose of supplying electronic controls to U.S. manufacturers of
mid-price kitchen and laundry appliances.6 Those companies were still
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using the traditional electro-mechanical control buttons, knobs, and
switches people turned or pushed when making their appliances work.
However, the trend among appliance manufacturers was to replace their
electro-mechanical controls with electronic controls when the latter
became price competitive with the former. But no supplier was offering
these manufacturers inexpensive electronic controls. There were fewer
than one hundred such manufacturers, and Leyshon was in contact with
many of them to determine their needs. Based on what he learned from
those companies, he believed that Appliance Control Technologies, Inc.
could be the first to manufacture electronic controls cheaply enough to
successfully break into the mid-price appliance market.
Robert Bennett noticed that students living in college dormitories often
used more electrical appliances than their room’s electrical wiring could
accommodate. Typically, the result was a fuse being blown or a circuit
breaker being tripped. Bennett formed a company to design and market a
miniaturized microwave oven-freezer-refrigerator combination that could
run on a single electrical cord plugged into an ordinary electrical outlet,
and not blow a fuse or trip a circuit breaker.7 The product was named the
MicroFridge. At the time there was no product on the market that offered
the features of a combined microwave oven-freezer-refrigerator. College
dormitories were chosen as the primary target market for MicroFridge
because a vast majority of college students used hot plates in their rooms.
Budget motels were another attractive market for the MicroFridge.
Almost 80 percent of the guests at a nationwide budget motel chain said
they would be willing to pay an extra $3 a night to have a MicroFridge in
their rooms. Both target markets were very easy to identify and contact,
and no competitor was actively pursuing them.
What You Should Do
There are four very useful guidelines to follow concerning target
market selection when designing the marketing strategy for your small
new business. (1) Identify a target market whose needs your new business
can satisfy more effectively than any competitor. (2) Be absolutely certain
that your marketing strategy has identified a target market that is being
poorly served, or not being served at all. Glacier Nursery, Appliance
Control Technologies, Inc., and MicroFridge, Inc. are good examples of
these first two target market selection guidelines. (3) Your target market
should be easy to identify and contact. Montana garden centers, manufacturers of mid-price appliances, and college dormitories and budget
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motels are all target markets that satisfy these conditions. (4) Select a target
market where you will not encounter strong competitors. Wallace Leyshon
and Robert Bennett did not face direct competitors when they started their
new businesses.
Marketing Strategies That Did Not Achieve Characteristic 1
There are at least three mistakes that small new business owners often
make regarding their selection of a target market.
(1) Their new business did not identify a target market it could serve.
(2) Their target market did not want or need the product they offered.
(3) Their target market was not easy to contact.

(1) Their New Business Did Not Identify a Target Market It Could Serve
Early in this chapter we saw that the New Products Showcase did
not have a defined target market. Another very clear instance of poor
target market identification comes from the beginnings of Neurogen
Laboratories, Inc., created by Michael Kuperstein to design computer
software that performed much like the human brain. Kuperstein tried to
develop four or five different products before he eventually turned his
attention to the problem of computer recognition of human handwriting.
The company developed a product that could read handwritten digits if
they were not touching one another. Kuperstein thought that the potential applications for the machine might include reading handwritten
numbers on checks; miscellaneous business, medical, and government
printed forms; addressed mail envelopes; and credit card slips. But which
application should the company pursue? According to the company’s vice
president of sales: “We figured if I showed this to enough end users, we’d
find out where the demand was. We wanted the market to tell us where to
sell. Then we’d react.”8 The lack of a specific target market to pursue
aggressively resulted in delays that noticeably extended Neurogen’s launch
period and put severe financial pressures on the company.
(2) Their Target Market Did Not Want or Need the Product They Offered
Entrepreneurs select target markets they believe will buy the products or
services they are offer, but often this decision is based more on gut feeling
than on accurate market knowledge. The vast majority of those new businesses end in failure.
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For example, Alan Robbins started the Plastic Lumber Company to
recycle used plastic into automobile speed bumps and parking lot car
stops, mailbox posts, picnic tables, and still other products where recycled
plastic might replace the traditional material used. He thought there was
a huge market for such products because society was becoming more
environmentally conscious. In Robbin’s eyes, people were ready to accept
the use of plastic lumber because doing so would help solve the problem
of what to do with all the waste plastic the economy was generating.
Robbins figured that the easiest place to sell plastic products would be
universities, because they would probably take an enlightened approach
to helping improve the environment. And he also thought it would be
easy to sell to municipalities because of their concerns about easing the
landfill shortage problem facing almost all communities. He believed
these markets would appreciate plastic lumber’s durability—lasting up
to twice as long as wood—and be willing, therefore, to pay a little more
for that benefit. Much to his disappointment, those markets proved to
be more cost conscious than environment friendly. Robbins started out
with the idea that he would “let his market tell him what his sales, positioning, and pricing strategy should be. Unfortunately, the market is
speaking with about as much clarity as was heard from the tower of
Babel.”9
(3) Their Target Market Was Not Easy to Contact
Some new businesses are started with the hope that they will attract
the attention of a target market of individuals who have a certain kind of
attitude. Very often such individuals do exist, but they may not be easy to
identify and contact. Under such circumstances, the new businesses are
likely to encounter difficulties trying to promote their products or services
to those target markets.
David Fokos started Icon Acoustics, Inc. to manufacture high-end audio
speakers for people who “would rather buy a new set of speakers than eat.”10
Carolyne Greene founded F.R.O.Y.D., Inc. to market a different kind of
doll that would have character and personality. The doll “would encourage
children from ages 5 to 13 to achieve their dreams.”11 Quite likely there
are individuals similar to those identified by Fokos and Greene, but it is
not clear how many there are, who they are, where they are, and how to
reach them. When a new business’s target market is only vaguely defined,
if at all, it becomes much more difficult to design a complete and synergistic
marketing strategy. Each of the last four new businesses discussed in
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this section enjoyed no success at all as they were originally conceived. Three
of them were unable to begin generating significant sales volumes, while the
fourth was able to survive and to begin enjoying some success, but only after
a serious retrenching led to a completely new strategic approach.
Mistakes You Should Avoid
Small new business owners often handicap themselves severely because of
the target market selection mistakes they make. There are at least three such
mistakes. (1) They do not carefully identify and analyze their target markets
and the competition they will encounter in those markets. (2) They select
target markets that really do not need or want their product or service
offerings. (3) They select attitude-based target markets that are difficult
and/or costly to contact. Your marketing strategy should avoid making
these kinds of mistakes.
The following is a summary of guidelines and warnings associated with
target market identification.
THE ONE GUIDELINE YOUR MARKETING STRATEGY MUST SATISFY
Guideline 1a. Identify a target market whose needs your new business
can satisfy more effectively than any competitor.

VERY SUPPORTIVE GUIDELINES YOUR MARKETING STRATEGY SHOULD
STRIVE TO SATISFY
Guideline 1b. Identify a target market that is being poorly served, or
not being served at all.
Guideline 1c. Identify a target market that is easy to describe and contact.
Guideline 1d. Identify a target market where your new business will not
encounter strong competitors.

WARNINGS OF THINGS YOUR MARKETING STRATEGY SHOULD AVOID
Warning 1a. Avoid not carefully identifying and analyzing your target
market and the competition you will encounter in that target market.
Warning 1b. Avoid selecting a target market that really does not want or
need your product/service offering.
Warning 1c. Avoid selecting an attitude-based target market that is difficult and/or costly to contact.
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2. Design Your Product to Appeal to Your Target Market
If your marketing strategy achieves characteristic 1, your small new
business will have identified a target market that is being underserved or
poorly served. The individuals constituting that market are dissatisfied with
current suppliers and are willing to switch if someone better comes along.
They have the welcome mat out for you, and you must make it your business to deliver the satisfaction they are looking for. That is characteristic
2—making your offering more appealing to your target market than any
competitor’s.
Notice that just knowing the target market is dissatisfied is not enough to
assure success. If you want your marketing strategy to satisfy characteristic 2,
you must also be very knowledgeable about your competitors’ offerings,
their strengths and weaknesses, and the specific reasons for the target
market’s dissatisfaction. Then you and your small new business must
find a way to transform that knowledge into a design that will make your
product/service different from those of competitors’ in ways that are very
important to your target market. You want the individuals in your target
market to look upon your product/service as unique, as something that
was specially designed for their wants and needs, as something they can
get from no one but you. In short, you have to offer them something so
attractive that they have a very good reason to switch suppliers. This is what
your small new business has to do if you hope to achieve characteristic 2.
A Note on “Product/Service”
For simplification in presentation, throughout the remainder of the
book, instead of referring to “product/service” I will generally employ the
simple term “product,” but I will use that term to mean (1) a product only
(e.g., a tube of toothpaste), or (2) a product which includes a service component with it (e.g., a fast food item), or (3) a pure service (e.g., a haircut).
Examples
So how did our three familiar examples of Miller Lite beer, L’eggs
hosiery, and Glacier Nursery achieve characteristic 2 in their marketing
strategies? When the Miller Brewing Company introduced Miller Lite
beer, there was no competitor producing a low-calorie beer that “tasted
great and was less filling,” and this was a combination of beer benefits that
the target market found very desirable. Before the introduction of L’eggs,
when working women did find hosiery in their favorite supermarkets and
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drugstores, they greatly appreciated the convenience. But such hosiery
was rarely available, and then typically of only rather poor quality.
Hanes exploited this dissatisfaction by introducing L’eggs hosiery, which
women found to be of good quality at a reasonable price, and always
available in convenient locations—their favorite supermarkets and drug
stores. Before Brad Brown started Glacier Nursery, the only trees and
shrubs Montana garden centers could get were grown out of state.
Brown’s trees and shrubs were grown in Montana, and he cultivated them
to be much hardier than those grown out of state. He believed Montana
garden centers would prize his trees and shrubs for their hardiness, and
greatly appreciate the all-season-long delivery service he would provide,
which was not available from out-of-state nurseries. And he was right
on both counts.
Other Marketing Strategies That Successfully Achieved Characteristic 2
Wallace Leyshon started Appliance Control Technologies, Inc. to sell
electronic control devices to manufacturers of mid-price appliances.12
Those manufacturers were still using electro-mechanical knobs, buttons,
and switches to control their appliances, as they were cheaper than electronic controls. Because different appliances and different models of the
same appliance used different controls, manufacturers had to maintain large
and costly inventories of those controls. A key element in Leyshon’s strategy
to enter the market with electronic controls was to use the same basic parts
for different models of the same appliance, and even for completely different appliances. Only the controlling software would be different from
model to model and appliance to appliance. By using standardized parts,
appliance manufacturers could significantly reduce overall manufacturing
costs because the standardized parts would greatly reduce the inventory of
controls they had to maintain. The electronic controls also allowed the
manufacturers to offer their customers higher quality and more modern
appliances. As a result, the manufacturers were very much attracted to
Leyshon’s product differentiation.
We saw that Robert Bennett designed his MicroFridge (a combined
microwave oven-freezer-refrigerator) to operate with a single electrical
cord plugged into an ordinary household electrical outlet without blowing
a fuse or tripping a circuit breaker.13 College students in their dormitories
would find this appliance very convenient and useful. And guests in budget
motels could economize even more by not having to eat all their meals
in restaurants if a MicroFridge were available to them in their rooms.
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The MicroFridge could satisfy the needs of both of these markets, and no
other product like it was available at the time.
The above product differentiation examples were based on a different
kind of beer, a different kind of hosiery, a different kind of appliance control, a different kind of combination electrical appliance, as well as hardier
trees and shrubs. Each was designed to appeal to a specific target market’s
needs. As illustrated by those examples, the range of differentiated products
that might become the basis of a successful new business can be very broad.
What You Should Do
The entrepreneurs noted above first made themselves very familiar with
the wants and needs of their respective target markets. They then carefully
analyzed the competitors’ products to determine how those offerings were
not serving their respective target markets as well as might be possible.
Based on that knowledge, they differentiated their products to make them
more appealing to the individuals in their target markets than the products
offered by competitors. How did they do that? Compared with the competitors’ products, their products offered better quality and/or important new
features and benefits and/or greater convenience and/or better value.
In the above examples, the improved offerings were based on one or more
of the following: (1) better quality (hardier trees); (2) new features that provided important new benefits (Miller Lite, MicroFridge); (3) greater convenience (L’eggs, MicroFridge); or (4) better value (electronic appliance
controls). When you are creating a marketing strategy for your new business and are attempting to satisfy characteristic 2, it is most important that
the product improvements you are offering will be easily recognized and
understood, and greatly appreciated by the target market.
Marketing Strategies That Did Not Achieve Characteristic 2
In my research I found that between one-fourth and one-half of all new
businesses did not offer their target markets a product that was more appealing than what was already available. How can someone starting a new
business make such a mistake? The answer, it seems, is that entrepreneurs
usually become overly enthusiastic about their product offerings. Often this
causes them to be quite unrealistic when they somehow arrive at their conclusions that their target markets will find their products to be wonderfully differentiated compared with established competitors’ products. Whatever the
reasons for their misguided enthusiasm, there are at least at least four types
of product differentiation mistakes that small new business owners make.
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(1) Offering a differentiated product for which there is little or no demand, or
at least much less demand than was expected.
(2) Offering a product that is of average quality, or less.
(3) Offering a quality product that the target market does not feel is very
differentiated.
(4) Offering a differentiated product that requires installation—a form of
service—but not providing that installation service.

(1) The Product Had Less Demand Than Was Expected
Theis Rice and Frank Mitchell got the idea of radio broadcasting the
ongoing events at a professional golf tournament to the spectators attending the tournament, and they started SportsBand Network.14 The only
action spectators at a golf tournament know about is what they see with
their own eyes. SportsBand would rent them a small radio for five dollars
a day, and with it they would hear a real-time broadcast of the action
occurring throughout the golf course. While the concept of radio broadcasting the events of a golf tournament seemed very appealing in general,
rentals of the radios to tournament spectators were much slower than
expected. Even price reductions and price promotions did not result in
the expected increases in rental revenues.
Thomas Manning started Buddy Systems, Inc. to market a computerbased system that could monitor the important health signs of patients
who had been allowed to go home after having had major medical procedures in a hospital.15 Recently released hospital patients could easily
use the system to transmit via telephone their blood pressure, pulse rate,
heartbeat, etc. to appropriate medical personnel, who would study the
data to make an evaluation of the patient’s improving health. Manning
believed that the system would help to significantly reduce the costs of
post-operative health care by allowing patients to leave the hospital early
and by reducing the frequency with which visiting nurses would have to
see them in their homes. Although the system performed very well technically, many doctors proved unwilling to make decisions regarding their
patients’ health without first seeing them in person. Without doctors’
support for the system, home-care organizations were also reluctant to
use the system to monitor the health signs of the patients under their care.
Clearly, both of these products were differentiated, but target market
individuals did not find the differentiation appealing enough to make
these two new businesses profitable.
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(2) The Product Was of Average Quality, or Less
Barbara Lamont founded Crescent City Communications, Inc. to
operate an independent television station in New Orleans, a city that
was already being served by three network stations and two strong independent stations.16 All were well established in the market. Lamont’s programming selection was based on minimal cost, on what was available
and cheap. It was not guided by any attempt to offer differentiated programming that would attract a specific segment of the New Orleans
market that was not currently being well served by the five established
stations. Consequently, the station’s audience remained small and it was
unable to attract enough advertisers to become profitable.
(3) The Product Was Not Sufficiently Differentiated
To have a reasonable chance of succeeding, a new business’s product
should be designed or differentiated to be more appealing than competitors’
products. Unfortunately, a common error among people starting new
businesses is believing their product is much more special than it actually
is in the eyes of the intended market.
Carolyne Greene got the idea for a different kind of doll for children aged
5–13, so she started F.R.O.Y.D., Inc. to develop and market “FROYD,” a
large doll with character and personality. FROYD was short “for the reality
of your dreams.” Each child that received a FROYD doll would be
encouraged to send in her or his dream on a post card to “Dream Team
Headquarters.” They would then receive a “Dream Come True” poster
and some “Official Yellow Dream Stickers.” Whenever a child accomplished
another goal, she or he was to apply one of the stickers to the poster. Major
toy makers showed no interest in Greene’s doll, probably because fifty large
dolls were already competing in the market. The editor of Toy & Hobby
World Magazine did not see Greene’s doll as being very differentiated.
The best friend concept is not, in my estimation, unique. Almost every toy
company has a best friend toy. So I don’t think it’s a good point of differentiation. The rest of the concept, the acronyms and the dream fulfillment
also are not points of differentiation.17

David Fokos started Icon Acoustics, Inc. to manufacture high quality
audio speakers for people who were passionate high-fidelity music fans.18
Fokos’s speakers were made with very high-quality components and
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constructed by hand to achieve a high level of craftsmanship. The speakers,
sad to say, faced at least three factors complicating their entry into the market. Only about 10 percent of the audio market purchased such high priced
equipment, so Fokos was pursuing a rather small segment of the total market. But to make matters worse, there were more than two hundred speaker
companies already competing for that high-priced market. In addition,
Fokos did not identify how his speakers would be more appealing to audiophiles than the other two hundred speakers going after the same market.
Neither of these two new businesses enjoyed any success, and there can
be no doubt that their lack of a truly differentiated product was a major
contribution to those outcomes.
(4) The Product Required Installation, but Installation Service
Was Not Provided
From his chicken farming background, Randy Wise had learned that
chickens wearing red contact lenses demonstrated three desirable characteristics: they were less cannibalistic; they ate less food; and they increased their
egg production. These three changes in chicken behavior had the potential
of helping egg farmers quadruple their profit margins. Believing that he was
onto a very lucrative business opportunity, Wise incorporated Animalens,
Inc. to manufacture red contact lenses for chickens and market them to
large egg farmers in the United States. He promoted the lenses at large
poultry trade shows, in advertisements in poultry magazines, and through
a direct mail campaign to large egg farmers. The farmers did not respond
favorably to the marketing efforts of Animalens because, among other
things, they were skeptical about the costs and difficulties of installing the
lenses into the eyes of their chickens. A poultry specialist noted:
Wise will have to provide more detail about the installation. Two people
installing 1,200 pairs a day may seem fast to him, but it sounds like a
snail’s pace to me, particularly when you’re talking about chicken houses
with 100,000 chickens. It means you need about twenty people doing
nothing but putting in lenses for around eight days straight. Even if the
labor cost only works out to $.10 a chicken, not every rancher has access
to that kind of manpower.19

This new business had a very differentiated product to offer its target
market. Unfortunately, it required an installation activity that the target
market found too burdensome to undertake.
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Mistakes You Should Avoid
The foregoing examples illustrate several product differentiation mistakes
you want to avoid when starting your new business. The following suggestions will help you do so. (1) Make certain your target market wants and
needs the differentiated product your business will be offering. Just because
you think it is a good idea does not necessarily mean your target market
will feel the same way. (2) Critically compare your product against established competitors’ products to assure yourself that its quality is at least
as good—but preferably noticeably better. (3) Do not just assume the target
market will consider your product to be differentiated in an important way.
Find a way to let them try your product so you can confirm your beliefs.
(4) If your product requires installation that is not idiot proof, either provide that service yourself or arrange for a third party to do it.
The following is a summary of guidelines and warnings associated with
designing your product to appeal to your target market.

YOUR MARKETING STRATEGY MUST SATISFY AT LEAST ONE
OF THESE GUIDELINES
Guideline 2a. Design or differentiate your product so it is more appealing
to the individuals in your target market than the products offered by
competitors.
Guideline 2b. Your product should provide better quality and/or
important new features and benefits and/or greater convenience and/
or better value than your competitors’ offerings.

WARNINGS OF THINGS YOU SHOULD AVOID
Warning 2a. Avoid supposing that your target market will want your
differentiated product because you think it is a good idea.
Warning 2b. Avoid not making a critical comparison of the strengths/
advantages and weaknesses/disadvantages of your product versus
competitors’ products.
Warning 2c. Avoid not confirming through testing and research that
your target market actually believes that your product is different in
an important way.
Warning 2d. Avoid thinking that the customer will install your product
or arrange for someone else to install it.
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3. Persuasively Promote to Your Target Market
If the marketing strategy you have created satisfies characteristics 1 and 2,
you have made a good start on the road to a successful new business.
You have selected a target market whose needs currently are not being
fully satisfied by any competitor, and you are designing your new business
to satisfy those needs more effectively than any competitor. You have
also differentiated your product so as to make it more appealing to that
target market than any competing product already available in the
marketplace. As I say, you have made a good start, but you still have a
long way to go.
Satisfying characteristics 1 and 2 is not going to result in a successful
new business if you do not also persuade potential customers to buy your
product. Do not lose sight of the fact that potential customers are already
buying and using a competitor’s product, and deriving at least some satisfaction from doing so. Also do not forget that your potential customers
have never heard of you, your company, and your product. Even if they
somehow have heard of your existence, they still would be taking a risk
if they stop buying from their old supplier and instead start buying from
you. People need a very good reason to switch suppliers, and your new
business has to give them one. This means that you must promote your
product in such a way that the individuals in your target market understand and appreciate how it will satisfy their needs better than competitors’ offerings. That is characteristic 3, and your marketing strategy
must achieve it if you want people to actually buy your product.
What does your new business have to do to achieve characteristic 3? In
its communications with its potential customers, your marketing strategy
must effectively address the following three questions.
What will your promotions say to the target market about your product?
How will your promotions say it?
What media will your promotions use to reach the individuals in your target
market?

How you answer these three questions will determine how effectively and
persuasively your new business will communicate your product’s features,
benefits, and advantages to potential customers.
Examples
It will be very helpful if we look carefully at how Miller Lite answered
the above three questions. What did the Miller Lite promotions say to its
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target market? Commercials told heavy beer drinkers that Miller Lite
“Tastes great, and is less filling,” and that it “had a third less calories.”
This message is short and to the point, very clear, and simple to understand. These were benefits and advantages that target market individuals
wanted and no other beer could claim to have. Consider question two.
How did the promotions say what they had to say? In its commercials,
Miller Lite used symbols with which the target market was very familiar—
especially the warm friendly taverns and well-known former professional
athletes, but also the competitive and humorous arguments that were part
of most commercials. The use of these familiar and friendly symbols greatly
contributed to the easy understanding and acceptance of the Miller Lite
message by their target market. What media carried the promotions?
Miller Lite’s target market consisted of ardent sports enthusiasts who spent
many hours watching sporting events on television. Miller made heavy use
of those televised sporting events to bring their commercial messages to
their target market.
When the Hanes company introduced its innovative L’eggs hosiery, its
television commercials not only told women that there was now a new
brand of hosiery available to them, but also that “Our L’eggs fit your
legs.” The selection and spelling (L’eggs) of the product’s name effectively
communicated how the product was used, and the combination of creative name spelling and the shape of the product’s packaging was
extremely attention-getting, which greatly contributed to working
women quickly becoming well informed about the product’s availability.
Television commercials also informed viewers that L’eggs were value
priced and conveniently available where they regularly shopped for most
of their groceries and other household products. These were benefits that
working women easily understood and appreciated. The commercials
appeared on prime time network television programs heavily watched
by working women. These were the same programs that showed commercials for many of the grocery, drug and household products working
women regularly purchased in supermarkets and drugstores.
How did Glacier Nursery answer the three promotion questions? Brad
Brown was in frequent personal contact with all of the 40–50 garden
center operators in Montana, directly promoting the hardiness and
superior quality of his Montana-grown plants as well as his value pricing.
In support of this message, every spring he sent free samples of some of
his plants to a number of Montana’s garden centers. Glacier Nursery also
provided delivery services throughout the growing season. These were
very welcome benefits that were not available from out-of-state nurseries.
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When designing your new business’s promotional activities, it will be
very helpful if you remember how these three new businesses answered
the three promotional questions listed above. You must be certain that
your promotional activities effectively address each of those questions.
Other Marketing Strategies That Successfully Achieved Characteristic 3
Wallace Leyshon of Appliance Control Technologies, Inc. was in
personal contact with the several dozens of manufacturers of mid-price
kitchen and laundry appliances.20 He communicated three simple messages about his company’s products: His company’s electronic controls
were less expensive than the electro-mechanical controls the manufacturers currently used; his electronic controls would result in an improved
final product; and thanks to the use of standardized parts for different
models of the same appliance and even for different appliances, the appliance manufacturers would realize cost savings through reduced inventory
expense. Each of these ideas had attractive benefits in the eyes of the target
market.
College dormitories and budget motels were Robert Bennett’s target
markets for the miniaturized microwave oven-freezer-refrigerator combination he called the MicroFridge.21 He used direct personal selling with
college authorities to make them aware of the MicroFridge’s unique characteristics (i.e., it was specially designed for small living quarters). Direct
mail campaigns were used to inform budget motel operators that they
could raise their daily room rates if those rooms offered their guests the
convenience and the savings associated with a MicroFridge. The mailings
also informed the motel operators that they could add to their revenues
by selling their guests packaged frozen foods and snacks that could be
stored in and/or prepared by a MicroFridge. Bennett’s communications
clearly presented the MicroFridge’s advantages to both of those target
markets.
What You Should Do
It is absolutely essential that you inform your target market of your
existence and your unique product offering. You have to give the individual members of your target market very good reasons to drop their
current supplier and to become your customer. To do so, your communications with them must address three questions: (1) What should you say
to your target market so they know your product offering will be more
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satisfying than any competitor’s? Make it as short and simple as possible,
but also very important and meaningful. (2) How should you say what
you have to say; that is, what is the most effective way to present your
message? Keep in mind how Miller Lite use symbols that their target
market recognized and strongly embraced. (3) What is the most efficient
and effective media to use to reach your target market? The foregoing
examples—Miller Lite beer, L’eggs hosiery, Glacier Nursery, Appliance
Control Technologies, and MicroFridge—are good illustrations of how
successful marketing strategies can succeed in satisfying characteristic 3
with a variety of media. The key is to find the one(s) that will work best
with your target market.
Marketing Strategies That Did Not Achieve Characteristic 3
My research findings suggest that more than half of all small new businesses use strategies that do not achieve characteristic 3. They tend to
make three types of mistakes that you should be aware of.
(1) Not including any promotional element at all in their marketing strategy.
(2) Using an ineffective message in their promotion.
(3) Mounting promotions that do not reach all the important decisionmaking constituencies in their target markets.

(1) No Promotional Elements Included in the Marketing Strategy
You have already encountered several new businesses in this chapter
that did not have any promotion elements in their marketing strategies.
The New Product Showcase did not promote its retail store, probably
because it did not have a clearly defined target market. 22 Michael
Kuperstein founded Neurogen Labs, Inc. to design computer software
that performed like the human brain, but his marketing strategy did not
include promotion. He thought he would wait for the various potential
markets to tell him where the demand would come from. Only then
would he start promoting.23 Theis Rice and Frank Mitchell started
SportsBand Network to radio broadcast ongoing events to spectators
attending professional golf tournaments.24 They devoted much energy
to gaining acceptance of their service by both the Professional Golf
Association and individual golf tournament operators, but apparently
they did not do enough to promote their service to its final customers—
the golf spectators themselves.
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(2) Using an Ineffective Message
If a new business does not have a persuasive message to send its target
market, or if it has not found a creative and effective way to say what it wants
to say to its target market, it will not be able to satisfy characteristic 3.
Carolyne Greene designed her FROYD doll for kids and introduced it
into the New York, Boston, and Philadelphia markets with a four-week
television and public relations campaign using the message, “for the reality
of your dreams.” The introduction was not successful, and part of the reason may have been that FROYD’s message was unclear to the target market
and their parents. One investor in the toy market said: “Greene has to go
out and educate the market about her concept, and that’s tough to do . . .
in the toy marketplace.”25
(3) Promotions Not Reaching All the Important Constituencies
in the Target Market
Thomas Manning started Buddy Systems, Inc. to manufacture and
market a computer-based system that could monitor important health
signs of patients who had been allowed to go home after having heart surgery or some other medical procedure in a hospital. Manning promoted
his system to large home-care companies in the United States, but he
did not directly promote to doctors, who, it turned out, were unwilling
to make decisions regarding their patients’ health without first seeing
them in person. Lacking the support of doctors, the home-care companies
were reluctant to adopt Manning’s system. Manning did not promote to
an important target market constituency that played a critical role in the
acceptance of his new product. An interested observer noted: “I question
Buddy’s ability to market without a large direct sales force. I would say they
are going to have to establish credibility and a reference base with doctors—
and that’s expensive and takes lots of time.”26
Mistakes You Should Avoid
These examples highlight three things you should avoid. (1) Do not
start a new business if you do not have a complete promotional activity
to support it. (2) Do not start your new business without a clear, easy-tounderstand, and persuasive message that will cause your target market to
understand and appreciate how your offering will be more satisfying and
more rewarding than your competitors’. (Remember, you must persuade
them to switch from the supplier they have been using to a completely
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new and unfamiliar one.) (3) Your new business will encounter delays—
and probably failure—if your promotional activities do not reach all
the important target market constituencies who, one way or another,
influence the decision to buy your product.
The following is a summary of guidelines and warnings associated with
persuasively promoting to your target market.

YOUR MARKETING STRATEGY MUST SATISFY ALL THREE
OF THESE GUIDELINES
Guideline 3a. Communicate with the individuals in your target market
in a manner that will cause them to understand and appreciate how
your product will satisfy their needs better than your competitors’.
Guideline 3b. In a short, clear, easy-to-understand persuasive message,
tell your target market individuals why your product offering will be
more satisfying to them than your competitors’.
Guideline 3c. Use an efficient and effective communications medium to
deliver your message (see guideline 3b) to the individuals in your target
market and to all other persons involved in the purchase decision.

WARNINGS OF THINGS YOU SHOULD AVOID
Warning 3a. Avoid thinking your new business can succeed without a
promotional activity (and budget) to support it.
Warning 3b. Avoid thinking your target market individuals will, without strong communication from you, somehow (e.g., word of mouth)
become aware of your product, learn all about it, and come to prefer
it to the ones they have been using for years.
Warning 3c. Avoid not sending effective communications to all individuals who must be persuaded to approve your product before it can be
purchased by your target market.

4. Price to Create Good Value
You are making good progress toward a synergistic marketing strategy
if you satisfy each of characteristics 1, 2, and 3. You have strongly linked
your product to the wants and needs of your target market, and your
promotion will make the latter fully aware of the desirable features and
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benefits you are offering. But now your marketing strategy must convey
to them the very important message that your offering is a better value
than what is available from competitors. You must do this if you want
target customers to stop buying the products they are currently using
and switch to your brand. In other words, your marketing strategy must
also satisfy characteristic 4.
Since your marketing strategy has already satisfied characteristic 2, your
product is more appealing to your target market than your competitors’.
Consequently, if you price your product lower than your competitor’s, your
offering would be a good value and would very likely attract the attention
of potential customers. If the benefits of your product are clearly greater
than those of your competitor, you can price your product to match your
competitor’s price and still have potential customers view your offering as
a better value. In such a case, you must make certain that (i) you have significantly differentiated your product in a manner that is very meaningful
to your target market and (ii) you persuasively communicate those benefits
to potential customers. You cannot set your price higher than your competitor’s unless the benefits of your offering far, far exceed those of your
competitor.
Examples
How did Miller Lite beer go about satisfying characteristic 4? Miller
Lite satisfied characteristics 2 and 3 with their “Tastes Great! Less
Filling” product and promotional approach. Their target market found
those benefits to be very desirable. By using the same price as the leading
premium brands, Miller Lite created good value in the minds of their
potential customers, who could find no other brand of beer that offered
similar benefits.
When they introduced L’eggs hosiery, Hanes targeted working women
who often found it inconvenient to shop for hosiery in a department store
or women’s specialty store. Their television commercials informed
women that “Our L’eggs Fit Your Legs,” and that the product was available in supermarkets and drugstores where they regularly shopped.
Those locations were very convenient for working women. L’eggs, a line
of good quality hosiery, was priced at $.99 a pair—noticeably cheaper
than hosiery available in traditional outlets. The combination of good
quality, convenient locations, and low price represented a very good value
to working women, and they responded by making the product an outstanding success.
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Brad Brown was trying to establish Glacier Nursery as Montana’s only
in-state tree nursery. At the time, all of the state’s 40–50 retail garden
centers were being supplied by out-of-state nurseries that did not offer
regular delivery service. In order to break into the market, Brown used
higher quality products, frequent personal contact, and all-season-long
delivery service to gain a competitive advantage. But he also used 10 percent lower prices to create a greater value than what was available from
the out-of-state nurseries.
Other Marketing Strategies That Successfully Achieved Characteristic 4
Mid-price appliance manufacturers were still using traditional electromechanical control devices when Wallace Leyshon founded Appliance
Control Technologies, Inc. Leyshon thought he could manufacture electronic control devices cheaply enough to break into that market. While
his electronic controls did prove to be less expensive than the electromechanical controls those manufacturers had been using, they also
proved to be beneficial in two other ways. They helped the appliance
manufacturers become more cost efficient, thanks to reduced inventory
expense. In addition, the electronic controls made the final products more
attractive to consumers. All three of these outcomes lead to greater value
for the appliance manufacturers.27
A different example of a strategy that achieved characteristic 4 involved
the miniaturized microwave oven-freezer-refrigerator combination called
the MicroFridge. Robert Bennett designed the MicroFridge for the college
dormitory and budget motel markets. While the product offered clear
benefits to both markets, the really good news was that nothing like it
was available from any appliance manufacturer. On the other hand,
Bennett was uncertain about what price to charge for the MicroFridge
since there was nothing on the market he could use for comparison.
To play it safe, he avoided overpricing the MicroFridge. Initially, he priced
it at $369, but a favorable market response quickly led him to increase the
price by $20. Demand continued strong even with that price increase, so
he soon raised the price again to $429.28 When MicroFridge sales continued to grow, a further price hike came under consideration. Like Brad
Brown at Glacier Nursery, Bennett felt it was more advantageous to start
out with a lower price in order for the product to appear as a good value
in the minds of buyers. But Bennett did not have competitive prices on
which he could base a comparison, so initially he picked a price that was
on the low side while still resulting in a profit.
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What You Should Do
First and foremost, be absolutely certain that you are offering your target
market a product that is more appealing than competitors’ products. You
must give your target market individuals a good reason to consider giving
up the brands they are currently using and switching to your brand.
(1) If your product is better than—but not obviously superior to—the
one offered by your main competitor, potential customers are not likely
to break your door down to buy your product. But if your product is priced
noticeably lower than the competitors’, your target market is more likely to
notice your product and consider the possibility that it may represent a better value than their current one. (2) On the other hand, if your product has
a clear advantage or benefit compared with the competition, you should try
to create value in the minds of your potential customers by using a price
slightly lower than your competitor’s. Like Brad Brown of Glacier Nursery,
you can consider raising your price after your product’s advantages have
become established in the marketplace. (3) Lastly, if it is quite obvious that
your product has a very significant advantage or benefit over your competitor’s product, you can create good value for your product in the minds of
potential customers by setting your price essentially equal to that of your
competitor. Later, after buyers acknowledge your product’s superiority
through their purchases, you may choose to increase your price, as Robert
Bennett did in the MicroFridge example described above.
Marketing Strategies That Did Not Achieve Characteristic 4
People starting small new businesses seem to make three types of
mistakes related to the value of their product offerings.
(1) Pricing the product too high.
(2) Price is not a good value.
(3) Not taking into consideration other costs customers must incur if they buy
your product.

(1) Pricing the Product Too High
One small new business that set its prices too high was the Plastic Lumber
Company.29 Founder Alan Robbins believed the best markets for his
recycled plastic materials and products would be universities and municipalities, because they were more likely to be environmentally friendly than corporations. But the plastic products Robins planned on making were more
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costly than the wood or concrete items of his competitors. This had a most
unfortunate effect, because universities and municipalities proved to be
more cost conscious than environment friendly. Due to the higher prices,
neither of those two types of institutions became a significant market for
the Plastic Lumber Company.
(2) Price Is Not a Good Value
Theis Rice and Frank Mitchell started SportsBand Network to radio
broadcast the events going on at professional golf tournaments to the attending spectators via a SportsBand radio available for a $5 rental charge. But the
$5 fee for the radios proved unpopular with spectators. Rice and Mitchell
began offering the radios at no charge on Fridays, and then only for $2 on
Saturdays and Sundays. Still, radio rentals were well below forecast, and
the two owners had to look for alternate ways to market their product.30
(3) Not Taking into Consideration Other Costs Customers Must
Incur If They Buy Your Product
Animalens, Inc., a company founded by Randy Wise to manufacture
and market red contact lenses for chickens, illustrates a quite different pricing example.31 The lenses were to be marketed to large egg farmers in the
United States at a cost to them of $.15 per chicken. According to Wise,
the use of the contact lenses could result in cost savings of as much as
$.80 per chicken, an amount that would result in greatly increased profits.
While a savings of $.80 per chicken compared with a cost of $.15 per
chicken mathematically represented a good value on paper, farmers recognized that the calculation did not represent the complete picture. The
farmer still faced installing those lenses into the eyes of tens of thousands
of chickens—and the unknown problems and costs associated with doing
so. And there was also the question of whether the lenses would actually
perform as claimed by Wise. So the lenses posed two uncertainties that
could have great negative impact on their profitability if farmers adopted
them. In the end, based on their poor response to Wise’s product, it appears
that farmers did not view a price of $.15 per chicken to be a good value.
Mistakes You Should Avoid
The essence of characteristic 4 is that your marketing strategy must provide good value to your potential customers. If your product does not have
obvious and significant advantages over the competition, do not set your
price equal to or greater than the competitor’s. Clearly, plastic lumber and
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the SportsBand radio were unable to provide good value. These are straightforward mistakes you must avoid.
But Animalens, Inc. illustrates another mistake you need to be aware of
and avoid. If you market your product to other businesses, it will be very
important for you to be well informed of the complexities of those businesses, how they operate, and how your product offering will affect those
operations. You must be absolutely certain that your product fits smoothly
into their operations and does not increase their costs or complicate their
operations. If your product does the latter, your potential customers may
not consider it to be a good value.
The following is a summary of guidelines and warnings associated with
pricing to create good value.

THE GUIDELINE YOUR MARKETING STRATEGY MUST SATISFY
Guideline 4a. Price your product in such a way that the individuals in
your target market will find it a good value when comparing the benefits
received from your product against those offered by competing products.

VERY SUPPORTIVE GUIDELINES YOUR MARKETING STRATEGY
SHOULD STRIVE TO SATISFY
Guideline 4b. If your product is better than—but not obviously superior
to—the competitor’s, create good value by pricing your product noticeably lower than the competitor’s price.
Guideline 4c. If your product has clear advantages compared with the
competitor’s product, create good value by pricing your product
slightly lower than the competitor’s.
Guideline 4d. If your product has very significant advantages compared
with the competitor’s product, create good value by pricing your product
equal to the price of the competitor’s product.

WARNINGS OF THINGS YOU SHOULD AVOID
Warning 4a. Avoid setting the price of your product equal to or higher
than the competitor’s if your product does not have obvious and significant advantages over the competitor’s.
Warning 4b. Avoid not thinking about all the other costs your potential
customers must incur if they buy and use your product (e.g., installation
and maintenance).
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5. Offer Convenient Distribution to Your Target Market
If your marketing strategy achieves characteristics 1, 2, 3, and 4, you
have a product that has been differentiated to meet the needs of a specific
target market that currently is not being well served by any competitor,
and you will be effectively communicating and promoting to the individuals in that target market in a manner that will make them fully understand and appreciate the benefits you are offering them. On top of that,
you will be pricing your product so the individuals in your target market
clearly see it to be a good value in comparison with competing products.
Now all you have to do is distribute your product to make its availability
most convenient to them. This means two things: (1) you have to know
where and how your target market will find it most convenient to buy
your product; and (2) your marketing strategy has to include whatever
it takes to get your product delivered to and displayed in those locations.
This is characteristic 5.
Characteristic 5 can be easily accomplished if you market your product
or service directly to other business institutions that are quite visible and
easily identified (e.g., banks, appliance manufacturers, universities, etc.).
In such situations, your new business can arrange to ship its product
directly to the individual business institutions that become your customers.
On the other hand, this guideline can prove to be a very serious obstacle to
overcome if your target market is, for example, consumer households in
general, or working women, or parents of high school students, or retired
persons, or any one of a number of other groups who are widely dispersed
geographically. If one of those is your target market, more than likely it will
be necessary to engage the services of certain wholesalers, distributors,
dealers, and/or retailers who can place your product where the target
market wants to buy it. Do not lose sight of the fact that all such intermediaries
are entrepreneurs like you, in business to make a profit. What does this mean
to you and your small new business? It means that your marketing strategy
must include product and pricing elements they will find attractive, as well
as sufficient rewards and monetary incentives. If you do not help them
make a profit, you will not gain their cooperation.
There are two important observations you should make with respect to
achieving characteristic 5. First, if an intermediary is already serving your
target market with a good competitive product and making a good profit
doing so, it is highly unlikely that your marketing strategy will be able to
persuade him or her to drop their current supplier and switch their
allegiance to you. You will probably be wasting your time and effort to
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pursue such a distributor. The second observation is that you should be
looking for someone (a) who wants to be serving your target market
but currently does not have a product that allows her or him to do so,
or (b) who is currently serving your target market but is very dissatisfied
with his supplier’s product quality, pricing, or service. You are more likely
to gain the cooperation of such distributors, and they will be more effective because they share common interests with your new business.
Examples
At the time they introduced Miller Lite beer, the Miller Brewing
Company’s bottlers were already distributing its only other product,
Miller High Life beer, to taverns, liquor stores, and other beer outlets.
That is, their bottlers already had a well-functioning beer delivery system,
so securing distribution for Miller Lite in those established outlets was
relatively easy to achieve. And, with the help of its highly successful
television advertising campaign, and its incentive programs for bars and
taverns, Miller Lite quickly became established as a draft beer in practically
all bars and taverns heavily patronized by its target market of sports-minded
adult males. The bottlers, liquor stores, bars and taverns all embraced the
introduction of Miller Lite beer because of the increased sales and profitability it brought them.
The Hanes Company used company-owned trucks to deliver L’eggs
hosiery directly into supermarkets and drugstores. That direct delivery
ensured that adequate supplies of hosiery were always available to working women in locations that were very convenient to them. Inside the
stores, Hanes’s delivery persons placed free-standing displays at the end
of aisles. Those types of displays meant that the retailers would not have
to give up profitable shelf space for this new, and as yet unproven, product. The company also employed consignment pricing, so retailers did
not have to pay for the inventory of L’eggs on display in their stores.
Thanks to the distribution and pricing elements of L’eggs’s marketing
strategy, it cost retailers almost nothing to display and sell this new product. With its attractive price of $.99 for a pair of hosiery and its successful
television advertising campaign, working women bought huge quantities
of L’eggs hosiery. Because it provided retailers with a very profitable new
product, L’eggs quickly gained distribution in practically all supermarkets
and drugstores throughout the United States.
Montana’s 40–50 retail garden centers were not receiving regular, seasonlong delivery services from the out-of-state nurseries they were using as
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suppliers. Glacier Nursery owner Brad Brown offered those retailers convenient delivery service throughout the growing season by using three local
trucking companies. Thanks to this previously unavailable season-long
delivery service, those garden centers could reorder plants and trees from
Glacier Nursery throughout the growing season. This allowed the garden
centers to provide better service to their customers, which resulted in
increased sales for them, and for Glacier Nursery as well.
Other Marketing Strategies That Successfully Achieved Characteristic 5
A new business that markets directly to a relatively small number of
easily identified customers can usually achieve characteristic 5 in a
straightforward manner. You have already encountered one such new
business. Appliance Control Technologies, Inc.32 This manufacturer of
electronic controls, shipped those devices directly to their customers, the
manufacturers of mid-price household appliances. Appliance Control
Technologies was able to achieve characteristic 5 without using any
wholesalers or distributors because it sold directly to their relatively small
number of easily identified customers.
On the other hand, MicroFridge, Inc., was a small new business that
achieved characteristic 5 using distributors to market its miniaturized
microwave oven-freezer-refrigerator combination to budget motels and
college dormitories.33 The company found that traditional appliance distributors wanted to carry the MicroFridge because it opened up to them
two new markets they had previously not served. In addition, those distributors realized a higher profit margin on MicroFridge sales because they were
selling appliances to end users rather than to dealers or retailers, who
required their usual discounts. The traditional appliance distributors welcomed the opportunity to cooperate with MicroFridge, Inc. because of
the benefits they received from doing so.
R. W. Frookies, Inc. is an interesting example of a new business that
absolutely had to distribute its products through supermarkets in order
to survive. When Richard Worth noted that almost every food category
in grocery stores—except cookies—included all natural products, he
believed he had discovered an opportunity for a new business. As a result,
he started R. W. Frookies, Inc. to create and market “all-natural” cookies.
Instead of sugar for the sweetener, he used natural fruit juices. He called
his product “Frookies.”
Worth’s new company faced formidable obstacles because the cookie
aisle in grocery stores was dominated by industry giants Nabisco,
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Keebler, and Pepperidge Farm. Two things helped Worth gain the distribution he needed for his cookies. First of all, he had created a very tasty
cookie made of all-natural ingredients, and his was the first company to
do so. The Kroger supermarket chain, very impressed with the taste of
Worth’s creations, believed their customers would welcome the new
Frookies, so they created permanent shelves for them. Second, to help
assure good distribution for Frookies, Worth offered an ownership interest in R. W. Frookies, Inc. to his distributors. Accord to Worth: “A distributor may handle 500 to 1,000 products, but if he is a shareholder,
you become one of the products he really devotes his time to.”34 Worth
was able to gain distribution in the very competitive cookie aisle because
he offered distributors significant incentives that strongly encouraged
their cooperation, and he offered supermarkets a product their customers
wanted but could not get from any other supplier.
What You Should Do
(1) If your target market consists of a relatively small number of easily
identified businesses, your marketing strategy should include direct
distribution to your customers, as exemplified by Appliance Control
Technologies and Glacier Nursery. (2) If your target market consists of
a large number of easily identified businesses, you will have to use intermediaries to distribute your product. Do not try to use anyone who is
already serving your target market with a competitive product and making a nice profit doing so. They are satisfied with their current suppliers,
and are not likely to pay much attention to an unproven newcomer.
Rather, select as your distributor someone who does not have an acceptable supplier and is therefore currently unable to serve your target market,
or who is dissatisfied with his or her current supplier and looking for a
better one. To gain the cooperation of any distributors, your marketing
strategy must include (a) a new and appealing product they will want to
distribute and/or one or more new markets they will want to serve, and
(b) sufficiently attractive rewards and incentives. Recall the example
of MicroFridge, Inc. (3) If you target the large consumer market, or a
sizable portion of it, your marketing strategy must include, first, a unique
product your target market strongly desires but can not get and, second,
sufficient incentives to make it well worthwhile for intermediaries to participate in the marketing of your product. Frookies is a good example of
such a scenario. If your marketing strategy excludes either of these two
elements, your new business will not achieve characteristic 5.
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Marketing Strategies That Did Not Achieve Characteristic 5
There are at least four things small new business owners do wrong that
prevent them from achieving good distribution for their products.
(1) Their product offering does not attract important distribution
participants.
(2) They use the wrong distribution channel.
(3) They select a distribution channel that is not available to their product.
(4) Their customers need or want installation services, but their distribution
system does not provide it.

(1) Product Offering Does Not Attract Important Distribution Participants
In some marketing situations there are important participants who, while
not being intermediaries in a strict sense, can make or break a company’s
distribution efforts. An example of this occurred with Keener-Blodee, Inc,
a company that began with a limited product line consisting only of two
types of wooden office chairs. This new business used a dozen manufacturers’ representatives to promote the chairs to interior designers, who typically specify the type and brand of furniture to be purchased for new or
remodeled business offices. When promoting to those interior designers,
Keener-Blodee’s manufacturers’ representatives faced at least three or four
established competitors, all of which had broader product lines than
Keener-Blodee. When designing furnishings for a new or remodeled
business office, interior designers prefer to use a small number of furniture
suppliers with broad product lines, rather than a large number of suppliers
with narrow product lines. Doing so just makes their work much easier.
This put Keener-Blodee at a disadvantage. Referring to Keener-Blodee’s
situation, one specialist in the business furniture industry said:
Consolidation [in the office furniture industry] resulted in the loss of lots
of independent distribution avenues, making it much tougher to start up
in this business today. . . . Distribution is going to be much more of a
key, much more important to the success of their company than they
appear to believe. It’ll be the single most difficult issue they’ll face.35

You have already encountered another example where a small new business’s product did not attract important distribution participants. Buddy
Systems, Inc. manufactured a computer-based system for in-home use that
could monitor the health signs of patients recently released from hospitals.36
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The company hoped to market the system to large home-health-care organizations responsible for looking after the well-being of patients just released
from hospitals. However, those organizations were reluctant to use the system because doctors were unwilling to make decisions about their patients’
health without first seeing them in person. Buddy Systems’ managers had
failed to convince doctors of the safety and effectiveness of their system.
(2) Using the Wrong Distribution Channel
Carolyne Greene tried marketing her large character and personality doll
called FROYD through major toy retailers. In doing so, she chose to compete in the general large-doll market, which was already being pursued by
some fifty competing dolls. Two experienced toy industry executives
thought that her concept was not a good match for people purchasing gifts
from major toy retailers. Rather, they said, she should have tried distributing her doll through gift shops and department stores. According to one
of the executives:
Going the gift-market route makes a lot of sense because F.R.O.Y.D. is
such a specialized product. I think the mass market is made up of people
going into Toys R Us knowing what they’re going to buy for a child.
Whereas in a gift situation, you don’t really know what you’re going to
walk out of the store with.37

(3) Selecting a Distribution Channel That Is Not Available
to Their Product
Just because you start a new business, you should not assume that the
best channels of distribution—or even any channel of distribution—will
be available to you. In the United States, more than half of all products
and services are marketed through corporate-owned distribution systems
or large franchise chains. For example, about two-thirds of the distribution of soft drinks, bottled water, and fruit juices are controlled by the
two cola giants. Probably some 70–80 percent of the fast food products
sold in the United States are controlled by the top 10 fast food chains.
Any small business that hopes to distribute its products through these
“closed” channels of distribution will be severely disappointed. If the success of the business is contingent upon gaining such distribution, the
business will certainly fail.
Rick Cardin started the O! Deli Corporation with the hope of growing
it into a nationwide chain of franchised shops offering high quality
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sandwiches.38 O! Deli intended to distinguish itself from other fast food
competitors by locating their shops in office buildings. Cardin believed
employees in the building would be a captive market and patronize the
sandwich shop about three times a week. Perhaps the idea looked very
attractive in theory. But it turned out that those potential locations often
did not want any kind of food service in their buildings, or specifically
did not want a sandwich shop. Those distribution locations were an
extremely critical aspect of the O! Deli marketing strategy, but they simply
were not available to the extent Cardin imagined. Small new businesses
should be aware of the fact that many channels of distribution are not
available to them. Individuals starting such small new businesses must take
that into consideration when designing their marketing strategies.
(4) Customers Need or Want Installation Services, but Their Distribution
System Does Not Provide It
You already saw, in the above discussion on pricing, that Animalens, Inc.
was marketing a product that required installation. However, installation of
the product was very labor intensive, and the company’s marketing system
did not provide the needed installation services.
Keith Burnett thought he had the basis for a successful new business,
Waste Energy, Inc., when he designed a machine (the Goldfire) that could
convert trash, dirty motor oil, and other combustible waste material into
electricity.39 Potential customer firms could use the machine both to get
rid of their waste materials and to create electricity they could use to
run their operations. If more electricity was created than their businesses
could use, they could sell the excess to local electric companies. Their
businesses would save money by not having to pay someone to haul away
those waste materials and by not having to buy as much electricity.
However, several difficulties emerged that caused Burnett’s machine to
be somewhat unattractive to the businesses being targeted. First, in converting waste to electricity, the machine could create hazardous emissions,
which meant it would first require approval by local and state environmental authorities. Second, the burden of selling the surplus electricity
to the local electric company fell on the customer, and it turned out to
be more complicated than it appeared at first glance, with varying conditions and arrangements for different locations and for different electric
companies. Although potential buyers of the Goldfire were greatly interested in its benefits, they clearly did not like the hassle of obtaining the
required environmental permits or negotiating the necessary arrangement
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with local electric companies. They would have been very interested in an
installed and approved system that only had to be turned on and off, but
Burnett’s distribution system was not prepared to provide such installation
services.
Mistakes You Should Avoid
A key element in achieving characteristic 5 is convenience. Your distribution channel must make it very convenient for your potential customers to
find, buy, and use your product. Distribution mistakes small new businesses
make, and which you should avoid, are the following. (1) Do not start your
new business if you are not absolutely certain that your product will attract
the important intermediaries and/or other distribution participants you will
need to achieve characteristic 5. If your product will not do that, redesign it
so it will. (2) Do not just assume that a given channel will be effective in
reaching your target market. Distributors who are already profitably serving
the target market with a competitive product and are satisfied doing so are
not likely to become effective distribution partners. (3) Just because an optimum channel of distribution exists for your product, do not assume that it
will be available to you and your product. (4) Do not lose sight of the fact
that some products require installation and/or maintenance services that
your target market individuals cannot or will not provide for themselves.
If you are offering such a product, you must find a distribution channel that
will provide those services, or you must provide them yourself.
The following is a summary of guidelines and warnings associated with
offering convenient distribution to your target market.
THE GUIDELINE YOUR MARKETING STRATEGY MUST SATISFY
Guideline 5a. Distribute your product in a manner that is most convenient for the individuals in your target market.

VERY SUPPORTIVE GUIDELINES YOUR MARKETING STRATEGY SHOULD
STRIVE TO SATISFY
Guideline 5b. Select intermediaries who will be able to place your product in all locations where potential consumers go when looking to buy a
product like yours.
Guideline 5c. Select distributors who currently are unable to serve your
target market because they do not have an acceptable supplier, or who
are dissatisfied with their current supplier and looking for a better one.
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Guideline 5d. If you are targeting the large consumer market, you must
have a unique product that the target market strongly desires but cannot
get, and you must offer intermediaries sufficient incentives to make
it worthwhile for them to participate in the marketing of your product.

WARNINGS OF THINGS YOU SHOULD AVOID
Warning 5a. Avoid starting a new business if your product will not
attract the intermediaries and/or the other distribution participants
needed to reach your target market.
Warning 5b. Avoid assuming that a given channel of distribution will be
effective in reaching your target market. Distributors who are already
profitably serving the target market with a competitive product and are
satisfied doing so are not likely to become effective distribution partners.
Warning 5c. Avoid assuming that the optimum distribution channel for
your product will be available to your new business.
Warning 5d. Avoid assuming that target market individuals will be able
to install and maintain your product, if your product requires those
services.

Summary
If your small new business is to have a reasonable chance of being successful, it must have a complete and synergistic marketing strategy. Such a
strategy will display the following five characteristics.
1. Identify a target market whose needs your business can satisfy more effectively than any competitor.
2. Design or differentiate your product/service so it is more appealing to the
individuals in your target market than are the products/services offered
by competitors.
3. Promote your product/service to the individuals in your target market so
they understand and appreciate how it will satisfy their needs better than
competitors’ offerings.
4. Price your product/service is such a way that the individuals in your target
market will find it to be a good value when comparing the benefits received
from your product/service against those offered by competing products/
services.
5. Distribute your product/service in a manner that is most convenient to the
individuals in your target market.
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Of the many small new business startups that I have studied, I estimate
that fewer than one in five were able to design marketing strategies that
satisfied all five of the above characteristics. The other 80 percent of
new businesses did not even have complete marketing strategies, let alone
synergistic ones. In effect, those new businesses already had one foot in
the grave even before they entered their launch periods. This poor showing clearly indicates that achieving a complete and synergistic marketing
strategy is not a simple task.
Regarding the selection of a target market for your new business, it is
imperative that you identify a segment of a market that currently is being
poorly served or not being served at all. That market segment must consist
of individuals who are dissatisfied with the business or businesses currently
trying to serve them. Those individuals will be actively searching for a better
supplier, and you want to be that better supplier.
If you want to be a better supplier, your product must be designed to
offer your target market the features and benefits they strongly desire
but do not find in currently available products. You want your product’s
features and benefits to be so unique and desirable to your potential customers that they will no longer consider buying a competitor’s product.
In effect, by so designing your product you will be creating a monopoly
for your new business among the individuals in your selected target
market.
But those individuals do not yet know that your new business even
exists. You have to change that. In your communications and promotions
you have to say things about your product, its features, and its benefits that
are easily understood and greatly appreciated by your target market. Not
only must these communications/promotions tell your target market the
most important things they want to hear about your product, those things
have to be communicated in the most effective way possible, and they have
to be communicated using the most efficient and economical media.
Next, your product must be priced to be an obviously good value in
the eyes of your target market. A good value can be achieved by selecting
a price below that of your product’s main competitor. If your product’s
features and benefits noticeably exceed those of your main competitor, your
product’s price can equal that of your competitor and still be considered a
good value by your target market.
Last but not least, you must find a way to distribute your product in
a manner that is most convenient to your target market. In some cases you
might do so directly to individual customers. If you cannot do that, you
must determine where your target market wants to buy your product.
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Then, you have to find distributors who want to serve your target market
but are unable to do so because they do not currently have a good supplier.
And your new business has to offer those intermediaries a product that they
can use to successfully serve their—and your—target market, and you must
also offer them sufficient financial rewards and other incentives in order to
secure their cooperation.

3
Screening Condition II:
Do You Use Marketing Elements
That Can Cause Significant
Time Delays in the Execution
of Your Marketing Strategy?

If the marketing strategy you have designed conforms to all five guidelines
discussed in Chapter 2, your small new business has identified a target market not currently being fully satisfied by any competitor and is now ready to
offer that target market a product that will satisfy its needs. The promotion
element of the strategy will cause individuals in your target market to easily
understand—and welcome—the benefits of your differentiated product,
and they will be pleased to learn that a supplier who knows how to satisfy
their needs has finally come along. Furthermore, when they learn that the
price of your product makes it a very attractive value, your marketing strategy will have created a great deal of synergy because it has highly integrated
the four elements of target market, product differentiation, promotional
communications, and price. Lastly, you created a complete marketing strategy when you arranged for your product to be distributed in a manner that
is most convenient for the individuals in your target market. Because your
marketing strategy has highly integrated all five of these elements, it should
prove to be both very effective and very efficient. The end result will be that
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your marketing strategy will provide a solid foundation upon which your
new business can build as it starts out on the road headed toward your
desired destination—success.
But do not rest on your laurels yet. You still have lots of work to do. If you
want your new business to have a reasonably good chance of succeeding, you
still have to make certain that your marketing strategy will also achieve
Screening Conditions II, III, and IV.
Recall from Chapter 1 that there are two time periods critical to the
survival of every new business—the prelaunch period and the launch
period. The prelaunch period begins with the conception of the new business idea and lasts until the new business opens its doors to potential customers. At that point the new business enters its launch period, during
which it hopes to quickly achieve a self-sustaining cash flow from its sales.
Without such a cash flow, the new business will fail. If your new business
is to achieve its cash flow goal, it must have its marketing strategy in place
and ready to “hit the ground running” on the day the business enters its
launch period. If it is to survive, your new business must begin to generate
sales revenues immediately.
In this chapter, I will describe several factors that can prevent you from
putting your marketing strategy into action in a timely manner. That is to
say, these factors can prevent your new business from entering its launch
period, and thereby prevent it from beginning to realize the sales revenues
it needs to succeed. These delaying factors are the heart of Screening
Condition II, and you must be certain that you have designed your marketing strategy to avoid such critical delays.
During my research on successful marketing strategies for small new
businesses, I discovered that certain undesirable factors might be present
in a marketing strategy, even if that strategy has satisfied Screening
Condition I. Any one of those factors can delay or even prevent a new
business from executing its marketing strategy in an effective and timely
manner. There are four of them:
1. The new business encounters difficulties in identifying and measuring its
target market.
2. Competitors create barriers that the new business cannot easily
circumvent.
3. Distribution channels are not available to the new business, or are not as
cooperative as expected.
4. Legal and/or environmental regulations cause unanticipated barriers and
delays for the new business.
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I refer to these as marketing strategy execution delaying factors, and each
is explained in the remainder of this chapter.
1. Delays Caused by Target Market Issues
In Chapter 2 you saw how a synergistic marketing strategy closely tied
its product differentiation, promotional communications, and channel of
distribution to a target market that the new business could serve better
that any competitor. That synergistic marketing strategy would also price
its product so the target market would find it to be of greater value than
any competitor’s offering. It should be very clear from those Chapter 2
discussions that a successful small new business owner must be very well
informed about his new business’s target market and the competitors
who are already pursing that target market.
To be well informed about your new business’s target market, you
should have asked and answered the following questions:
• Has the target market been clearly defined and identified?
• Do you truly understand the target market’s wants and needs, and why
target market individuals are not satisfied with their current suppliers?
• Are you absolutely certain that your product offering will be looked upon
very favorably by target market individuals?
• Have you accurately estimated the size of the target market? Is it large
enough to be profitable?
• How much of the target market’s purchases will your business be able to
capture from already well-established competitors?

If you want to be successful in your small new business, you must know
how many people, households, or organizations in the target market are
dissatisfied with their current suppliers. You must also know why those customers are dissatisfied and whether your product offering will overcome
those dissatisfactions. In order to promote your product effectively, you
must know in what ways potential customers find your product’s features
and benefits attractive. You must also know where the target market will
find it most convenient to purchase your product, and the price at which
they will consider it to be a good value. These are the kinds of information
you must know about your target market. If you do not have this information when your new business enters into its launch period, very likely your
marketing strategy will be ineffective and your launch period will necessarily be delayed until you gather the needed information.
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Clearly, the acquisition of such target market information represents a
formidable challenge for any small new business owner. But, without such
information the new business owner will not be able to design a synergistic
marketing strategy.
Marketing Strategies That Avoided Delays Caused
by Target Market Issues
Let us look again at three of the successful examples of marketing strategies discussed throughout Chapter 2. Appliance Control Technologies, Inc.
targeted U.S. manufacturers of mid-price kitchen and laundry appliances.1
There were only a relatively small number of such manufacturers, which
made it quite easy for founder Wallace Leyshon to be in personal or
telephone contact with most of them. Given that the target market was
likely to be very interested in Appliance Control Technologies’ cost-saving
product offering, Leyshon was able to gather most of the information specified in the above five question through his personal contacts.
Robert Bennett targeted budget motels and college dormitory rooms
for his product, the microwave oven-freezer-refrigerator combination
called the MicroFridge.2 Budget motels and colleges and universities are
quite easy to identify and contact. Estimates regarding the number of
budget motel rooms and dormitory rooms in the United States could be
gathered from a number of sources. Since the MicroFridge was unique
(no competitive product existed at the time) and fulfilled a latent need
not being satisfied in budget motels and only poorly satisfied in dormitory rooms, Bennett strongly believed that the MicroFridge was quite
capable of meeting the target market’s unsatisfied needs. And in the
end, it turned out he had been able to inform himself well and fully about
his target markets when the MicroFridge was ready to be marketed.
When he started his Glacier Nursery, Brad Brown already had several
years of experience working as a foreman on a Christmas tree farm.3
The target market for his nursery was the 40–50 retail garden centers in
the state of Montana, and he already knew every one of them. He also
knew that the only suppliers to those garden centers offered trees and
plants grown out-of-state, which were less hardy than plants grown in
Montana, and that those out-of-state suppliers did not offer regular delivery service in Montana throughout the growing season. Like Wallace
Leyshon and Robert Bennett, Brad Brown was very knowledgeable about
his target market, his competitors, and about the share of the target market’s purchases his new business might gain.
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What You Should Do
If you are starting a small new business, there are three things you must
be certain to do. (1) Clearly define your target market and the sales potential it represents for the product offered by your new business. You must
know who your potential customers are and how to reach them. (2)
Know exactly why target market individuals are dissatisfied with current
suppliers, and be certain that they will strongly approve of the new product
your new business is going to offer them. (3) Make a critical evaluation of
your product offering vis-à-vis the competitor’s, and make a realistic estimate of how large a share of the target market’s purchases your new business
is likely to capture.
Marketing Strategies That Experienced Delays Caused
by Target Market Issues
There are three different ways that a small new business can encounter
strategy execution delays caused by their target market selection:
(1) The new business owner has not identified a target market, or has made a
poor target market selection.
(2) The new business has multiple target markets and/or several constituencies
that must somehow participate in the new business’s marketing effort if it
is to succeed.
(3) The new business has a target market that is solely or predominantly based
on an attitude.

(1) The New Business Owner Has Not Identified a Target Market, or Has
Made a Poor Target Market Selection
If a new business has not clearly identified the target market it will
pursue, it cannot execute an effective marketing strategy when it enters
into its launch period. Without a good target market selection, properly
identified, a new business cannot know how it should differentiate its
product offering, or how it should be promoted or priced or distributed.
Without all this knowledge a new business owner cannot possibly design
a synergistic marketing strategy. Without such a strategy, there is little
chance that it will begin to generate the sales revenue stream it needs
quickly enough for survival.
Zane Causey and Robert Clark opened a retail store in a low-rent shopping mall in Texas. They called it the New Product Showcase. For a fee of
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$350 they would display anyone’s invention in their store for three months.
The New Product Showcase did not identify a target market, so it did no
consumer advertising. Individuals who visited the store were primarily
people doing business elsewhere in the mall:
Causey and Clark had only the dimmest vision of who their retail customer
might be. As it turns out, [New Product Showcase] tends to attract older
customers, mostly low- to middle-income homeowners browsing for
gadgets. . . . Causey and Clark see more curiosity seekers than serious buyers.4

Alan Robbins founded The Plastic Lumber Company to make speed
bumps and parking lot car-stops, picnic tables, and similar products using
recycled plastic. Robbins believed that universities were motivated to
improve the environment and, therefore, would buy his environmentfriendly recycled plastic products. He also thought municipalities would
do so as well, because of their concern about excessive trash caused by
plastic packaging. Unfortunately, both of those markets turned out to
be far more cost conscious than environmentally friendly. Regarding
Robbins’ selection of target markets, one expert financier said:
One of the common mistakes is to think people are going to buy products
just because they’re environmentally correct. You can’t rely on that kind of
altruism.5

If a small new business does not have a specific target market that will
quickly be attracted to its product offering, it will almost certainly experience
lengthy delays in creating the sales revenue stream it badly needs to survive.
(2) The New Business Has Multiple Target Markets and/or Several
Constituencies That Must Be Persuaded to Support the New Business’s
Marketing Efforts
When a small new business appears to have more than one promising
target market, the entrepreneur may believe that the demand for his product is so large that it essentially guarantees the success of his new business.
He may believe that it is not necessary to identify the individual target
markets or to attempt to measure what their demand will be. Or he
may think it is too demanding of his time to make it worthwhile.
Whatever the reasons, the presence of multiple target markets seems to
be a cause of marketing strategy execution delays for some small new
businesses.
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Michael Kuperstein’s Neurogen, Inc. was developing a computer product
that would read human handwriting. There seemed to be seven potential
markets for Kuperstein’s product: insurance companies: the Internal
Revenue Service, banks, the U.S. Postal Service, all sorts of sales ordering
forms, mutual funds, and credit card companies. But which one should
be the company’s target market? The company’s sales vice-president
reported:
We figured that if I showed this to enough end users we’d find out where
the demand was. We wanted to let the market tell us where the demand
was. Then we’d react.6

This lack of direction, due to the absence of a clearly specified target
market, contributed to the company’s inability to initiate a badly needed
sales revenue stream. Regarding the company’s lack of target market identification, a managing partner of Price Waterhouse’s Entrepreneurial
Services said:
They’ve let two years slip by, and they still don’t know what their market is.
They need to focus. Instead of trying to do six different things, they need
to stop and say, “this is the one place where we think we can make a dent
in the market” and go for it. If they don’t, the lack of funds, given what
they are trying to do, will kill this company.7

Sometimes a new business targets a market in which one or more external constituencies has a role to play in the marketing of a new product
offering. Such constituencies are not themselves the actual target markets,
but they can be important participants in a new product’s success, or they
can contribute to its failure.
Thomas Manning started Buddy Systems, Inc. to manufacture and
market a computer-based system that could monitor the important health
signs of a patient who had gone home from the hospital after having had
a serious medical procedure. Manning believed his machine—called
Buddy for its friendliness—would help minimize health care costs by
allowing patients to leave the hospital sooner and by reducing the frequency
of visiting nurse calls during the patient’s recuperation at home. Manning
hoped to sell his Buddy system to large home-health-care organizations,
but first he had to get explicit or implicit approval of his machine from
three constituencies. The Food and Drug Administration required lengthy
clinical trials before they would approve the Buddy system for general use.
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Doctors were a second constituency essential to Buddy’s marketing success.
Unfortunately, many doctors proved reluctant to make decisions about
their patients’ health without first seeing them in person. One director of
medicine at a large urban hospital said:
Physicians are conservative in that they make decisions based on judgment,
and they may feel judgment is interfered with by having just a few pieces of
paper and bits of information to make decisions on. We need clinical information, whether the patient is short of breath or looks ashen, whether the
lungs are clear. Doctors need to feel they know what the patient looks like.8

Insurance companies constituted a third group. They would have to
cover some of the costs of Buddy in order for it to achieve market success,
and to do that, they needed to be convinced that it would result in overall
health care cost savings. But because Buddy did not have much support
from doctors, home-health-care companies were slow to adopt it and
insurance companies saw no great need to support if financially. This
complex web of a target market and three very important external constituencies caused marketing strategy execution delays that were very
harmful to Manning and his new business.
Sometimes an entrepreneur wants to start a new business that she or he
believes can be developed into a franchise system. Such a new business can
encounter strategy execution delays because it faces two sets of serious
obstacles, rather than only one: trying to make the small new business a success in and of itself, and trying to transform the successful small new business
into a successful regional or national franchise system. These represent two
different objectives, and each needs its own marketing strategy and marketing plan. However, the entrepreneur’s first priority has to be success for the
small new business. Only after that has been accomplished should developing the small new business into a successful franchise be attempted.
Unfortunately, some people starting such new businesses try to achieve these
two very different objectives simultaneously. In doing so, they are likely to
encounter strategy execution delays and other serious difficulties.
(3) The New Business Has a Target Market That Is Solely
or Predominantly Based on an Attitude
Some people start a new business with a target market consisting of individuals who possess a certain attitude. In almost all such cases—perhaps in
all of them—it is safe to say that such a target market actually exists. That
is, there are people with the attitude the new business’s entrepreneur has
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identified, and those people constitute a market segment that can be
targeted by the new business.
Consider, for example, the Miller Lite Beer example discussed in
Chapter 2. The Miller Brewery selected an attitude-based target market—
enthusiastic sports fans who also happened to be heavy beer drinkers. This
proved to be a very good target market selection because marketing research
had shown that those young men were heavy beer drinkers who would
welcome a less filling, lower calorie beer that still had great taste. Miller also
knew that these people were almost exclusively male, in their early twenties
to mid-thirties, blue-collar workers or recent college graduates, and best of
all, that there were literally millions of them. Furthermore, because those
enthusiastic sports fans were also ardent viewers of televised sporting events,
the channel of communications Miller should use to reach this target
market was obvious. Miller Brewery knew an awful lot about the target
market when it introduced Miller Lite Beer.
On the other hand, there are numerous examples of new businesses
with attitude-based target markets where the owners appear to know very
little about their target market, except that the individuals in it possess a
certain attitude. The entrepreneurs do not know how many such persons
there are or where they are located, they usually do not know very much
about their demographics, and often they may not know which media
are best for communicating with them. If a new business’s target market
is based solely on an attitude, and little more, it will be almost impossible
for the new business owner to highly integrate the target market with the
new business’s product offering, its promotions, its price, and its distribution. In other words, the new business owner will not be able to create a
complete and synergistic marketing strategy. Without such a strategy,
the new business has almost no chance of succeeding.
David Fokos was an audio engineer who designed loudspeakers for a
company that manufactured quality audio equipment. He felt he could
design higher quality loudspeakers than his employer wanted to sell, so
he started Icon Acoustics, Inc. with that goal in mind. Fokos defined his
target market as:
people who love to listen to music, equipment junkies, the audio-addicted.
They tend to be educated, affluent and obsessed. These people would
rather buy a new set of speakers than eat.9

More than likely there were people that fit Fokos’s description, but he did
not seem to have much other information about them. If a new business is
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to have a synergistic marketing strategy, its product differentiation, promotional communications, and distribution method must all be closely tied
to its target market. This means that the new business owner must go
beyond that attitude component and have reliable information about the
size of the target market, their demographics, their wants and needs and current dissatisfactions, how to communicate with them, and what distribution
outlets they would find convenient.
Mistakes You Should Avoid
There are four. (1) Do not be like Zane Causey and Robert Clark, who
started their new business without first having clearly identified and
described their target market. And do not be like Alan Robbins and
assume your target market will buy your product because you think they
should do so. Remember, to be successful, a new business must have a
clearly identified target market it can serve better than any competitor.
(2) If you believe your new business has several target markets, do not
be like Michael Kuperstein and assume that the markets will search out
your new business and hand you success on a platter. Every target market
is already being pursued by at least one competitor, so if you hope to gain
its patronage, you too will have to pursue it. If your new business has
more than one target market, select the best one to pursue and pursue it
as if your new business’s survival depended on it. It does! (3) Unless your
new business has huge financial resources, avoid selecting a target market
that requires the support of any independent constituencies. Remember
the delays that Thomas Manning his company Buddy Systems, Inc.
encountered when he selected a target market that was reluctant to
respond to his product offering without the endorsement of several independent constituencies. (4) Do not select a target market based solely or
predominantly on an attitude. Remember the lack of success and the
delays that David Fokos and Icon Acoustics, Inc. experienced when he
identified a target market based almost exclusively on attitudes.
The following is a summary of guidelines and warnings associated with
avoiding marketing strategy execution delays caused by target market issues.

YOUR MARKETING STRATEGY MUST SATISFY THESE TWO GUIDELINES
Guideline 1a. Clearly define your target market and estimate the sales
potential it represents for the type of product your new business is offering.
You must know who your potential customers are and how to reach them.
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Guideline 1b. Know exactly why target market individuals are dissatisfied with their current suppliers, and be certain that they will strongly
approve of your new business’s product.

VERY SUPPORTIVE GUIDELINES YOUR MARKETING STRATEGY SHOULD
STRIVE TO SATISFY
Guideline 1c. Make a realistic estimate of how large a market share your
new business is likely to realize.

WARNINGS OF THINGS YOU SHOULD AVOID
Warning 1a. Avoid not making a clear identification and description of
your target market.
Warning 1b. Avoid focusing on several target markets. If there are several target markets for your product, identify the single most attractive
one and pursue it. Pursue the second most attractive target market only
after you have conquered the first.
Warning 1c. Avoid target markets where your new business’s sales success will require the support and cooperation of independent
constituencies.
Warning 1d. Avoid selecting a target market based solely or predominantly on an attitude.

2. Delays Caused by Competitive Barriers
The vast, vast majority of small new businesses enter a marketplace
where competitors have been active for quite some time. Depending
upon the specific product or service being offered, a small new business
may face only a handful of established competitors, or it may face dozens
of them, or, in some cases, hundreds. Whether there are only a few established competitors, or dozens, their mere presence represents a significant
obstacle that a small new business will have to overcome if it is to survive.
Individuals starting small new businesses often give the impression that
they expect the established competitors to roll over and play dead, or just
go away. Even when those entrepreneurs do acknowledge the presence of
well-established competitors, they very often seem to act as though those
competitors will not have anything to say about the success or failure of
their new businesses. Both attitudes are completely foolhardy.
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If your small new business is to have a reasonable chance of overcoming the strong barriers put in place by established competitors, you must
be very realistic about your competitors, how strong they are, and what
responses they might have when they see a small new business entering
their marketplace. To be fully prepared for the competitive obstacles your
new business is likely to encounter, you should ask and realistically
answer the following types of questions:
• Who are the competitors my new business will face in the marketplace?
How many are there? How strong or weak are they?
• Will my new business face only strong competitors? Only weak
competitors?
• Are my product’s advantages so apparent that customers of competitors’
products will quickly switch to my product?
• What proportion of my new business’s sales will be taken from strong competitors? What proportion from weak competitors?
• What kinds of competitive responses can I expect from strong competitors
who are losing sales to my new business? What kinds of responses can I
expect from weak competitors?

People starting new businesses are always very optimistic about
them, often to the extent that they lose sight of two critical questions
involving competitors. First, what must a new business do to persuade
competitors’ customers to purchase the new product instead of the one
they have been purchasing all along? Second, if and when competitors’
customers make such a purchasing switch, what retaliatory actions will
the competitors take?
Consider the case where a small new business enters a marketplace being
served by 10 or more established competitors. Although most of those competitors will be small, they will be experienced in their ability to compete
and survive, and this includes having the skills and know-how to prevent
other competitors from stealing their customers. They have developed good
relationships with their customers and those customers find it convenient,
and even rewarding, to continue doing business with their current suppliers.
Those established relationships represent huge obstacles the small new business must overcome if it is to have any chance of surviving.
Even if the established competitors take no special competitive action
against the small new business, it will take a Herculean effort by the latter
to overcome the built-in inertia of customers with long-established relationships with competitors. Owners of small new businesses must ask
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themselves if their marketing strategy has what it takes to cause competitors’ customers to switch allegiances to their new business. If the new
business’s marketing strategy is not certain to cause such switching, more
than likely customers will take a long time before they change, if they ever
do so. And if the switching process takes a long time, the survival of the
small new business will be doubtful. It is in this way that established competitors represent a significant barrier for the small new business to overcome. If it cannot overcome those obstacles, the small new business will
experience very critical time delays in its attempts to generate the sales
revenue stream it needs to survive.
Now consider the case where a small new business enters a marketplace
being served by only a handful of competitors, all medium sized or larger,
and all long established in the marketplace. Surviving years of competition, they have proved themselves to be strong, very savvy, and strongly
aggressive. They will not take the matter lightly when they see a new business trying to encroach upon what they consider to be their marketplace.
To put such young upstarts in their place and to teach them a big lesson,
they will take action to create obstacles and roadblocks to make market
entry difficult, if not impossible.
The owner of a small new business must anticipate the very likely
probability that one or more of the larger established competitors will
take strong actions to impede any upstart rival from being able to execute
his or her marketing strategy in a timely manner, or in the manner originally intended. If a small new business does not have a marketing strategy
able to prevent, resist or get around any strong preemptive measures
against it from established competitors, those measures can doom the
small new business. The following illustrates the kinds of actions a strong
competitor can take to disrupt the plans of a small new business.

AMERICAN AIRLINES AND LEGEND AIRLINES AT LOVE
FIELD IN DALLAS10
In 2000, American Airlines was one of the world’s largest airlines,
and it controlled 70 percent of the air traffic at the Dallas-Fort
Worth International Airport. A new start-up airline, Legend Airlines,
planned to begin offering first-class-only flights from Dallas to Los
Angeles and Washington, D.C. with gourmet meals and other
luxuries. Their flights would originate out of Love Field in Dallas,
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a small, older airport that was limited to airplanes with no more
than fifty-six seats—a restriction established by the federal government to enable the Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport
to gain dominance in the region. Legend’s aim was to attract the
most desirable type of air traveler—frequent business fliers who
pay full fare. But this was a direct attempt to steal American
Airlines’ best customers, something that American Airlines would
not take sitting down.
In its efforts to ground a tiny start-up, American Airlines sued the
city of Dallas, the federal government and the new airlines itself. It
also lobbied Congress, beseeched its frequent fliers, posted billboards around the city and secretly paid for radio advertising from
a “concerned citizens” group protesting expanded use of Dallas’s
close-in airport, Love Field.11

The lawsuits cost Legend Airlines some two million dollars
and had a negative effect on its fund-raising activities. American
Airlines also quickly and quietly leased the abandoned terminal at
Love Field that Legend had been trying to secure for its own use.
The loss of that space forced Legend to spend $21 million to build
its own terminal and garage, money that had been intended for
other purposes. American Airlines also quickly geared up to initiate
its own flights out of Love Field, offering the same services as
Legend. When Legend started their marketing campaign by calling
on local big businesses, they found that American Airlines had
already been there to offer them incentives for remaining loyal
to American Airlines. Eventually, Legend Airlines was able to start
flying, but the obstacles and barriers American Airlines had set up
were too many and too large for the new airline to overcome and
survive.

Whether a new business faces many small competitors, or a lesser number
of large competitors, all of them will have served the market for quite
some time. As established competitors, their mere presence will tend to
cause delays when a small new business attempts to persuade customers
to switch allegiances. The owner of a small new business must be aware
of such likely delays and make every attempt to avoid them.
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Marketing Strategies That Avoided Delays Caused
by Competitive Barriers
So how did the three successful examples of marketing strategies discussed in Chapter 2 deal with the issue of competitive barriers?
When Robert Bennett introduced his microwave oven-freezer-refrigerator
combination (the MicroFridge) to the budget motel and college dormitory
markets, no other firm was offering a similar product, or anything even close
to it.12 The MicroFridge was a new and unique product, so it had no established competitors and there were no buyers of competitive products who
had to be persuaded to switch suppliers. Consequently, MicroFridge experienced no strategy execution delays caused by the presence of established
competitors.
Wallace Leyshon founded Appliance Control Technology, Inc. (ACT)
to market electronic controls to U.S. manufacturers of medium-priced
kitchen and laundry appliances.13 Those manufacturers were still using
electro-mechanical controls for their appliances because they were
less expensive than electronic controls. But ACT offered its target market
standardized controls that were of higher quality than electro-mechanical
controls. Furthermore, being located domestically, ACT was able to help
appliance manufacturers shorten their lead times on new model development, and the standardized parts significantly reduced the manufacturers’
overall inventory carrying costs. ACT’s only U.S.-based competitor used
overseas manufacturing facilities, and only manufactured proprietary
controls for specific appliances, and even for different models of the same
appliance. Overseas manufacturing resulted in longer delivery schedules,
and proprietary controls resulted in appliance manufacturers needing
larger inventories. Both of those factors led to higher inventory costs for
the appliance manufacturers. In effect, ACT faced only one direct competitor in its target market, but, because of its strategy, it had the advantage of offering higher quality, lower prices and costs, and better service.
Customers were willing, even eager, to give the small new business a
chance. ACT experienced no strategy execution delays because it marketing strategy prevented the competitor from being able to establish barriers
and obstacles that could cause such delays.
Glacier Nursery was the only tree and plant nursery located in Montana,
and its owner, Brad Brown, already knew every retail garden center in the
state.14 As the only in-state nursery, Brown expected his trees and plants to
be hardier than those grown in more temperate, out-of-state climates.
Further, Montana being a relatively small retail market, out-of-state nurseries
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showed little interest in regularly supplying Montana’s retail garden centers
throughout the growing season. Brown’s nursery took advantage of this
competitive weakness by providing the state’s garden centers with seasonlong delivery service. Because Brown could offer a better product—hardier
trees and plants—and better, all-season delivery, Montana’s retail garden
centers were quite willing to give Glacier Nursery a chance at becoming a
regular supplier. And its out-of-state competitors were either unable or
unwilling to create the kinds of barriers and obstacles that could cause the
small new business to fail.
What You Should Do
Two things should be obvious from the above examples. (1) You
should be absolutely certain that your new business can serve its target
market better than any competitor. (2) To do so, you must be very knowledgeable about your competitor’s strengths and weaknesses. You should
know the important weaknesses of your competitors’ offerings, and your
new business should offer a product that obviously does not possess
those weaknesses. You must be certain that your target market clearly sees
and appreciates that your new business’s offering is superior to your competitor’s offering. Robert Bennett’s MicroFridge offered far more benefits
to the budget motel and college dormitory markets than any of the substitute products that were available at the time. Wallace Leyshon’s Appliance
Control Technologies, Inc had one competitor, but Leyshon so designed
his strategy for the mid-price appliance manufacturers’ market that his
offering had attractive advantages over that competitor. In effect, his
strategy eliminated any delaying factor that could be caused by the
competitor. Brad Brown looked at his competitors through the eyes of
Montana’s retail garden center operators. He took his competitors’ weaknesses (i.e., less hardy plants and infrequent delivery) and turned them
into competitive advantages for Glacier Nursery. These are the kinds of
things you should do for your small new business if you wish to avoid
critical delays caused by the well-established competitors in your
marketplace.
Marketing Strategies That Experienced Delays Caused
by Competitive Barriers
Competitors have two things they can call upon to impose a strategy
execution delay on a new business entering their markets.
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• Over the years they have been establishing solid relationships with their
customers, and those relationships represent a serious obstacle for a small
new business to overcome in order to survive. Established competitors
know how to use those relationships to their own advantage, often with
the result of imposing a strategy execution delay on the new competitor
trying to break into the market.
• Owners of a small new business must convince customers of established
competitors to switch allegiances to the new business. This huge task
represents a significant barrier the small new business must overcome if it
is to survive.

These are two very critical delaying factors, yet many small new business owners seem to ignore their existence. Why?
In studying the difficulties and delays small new businesses experienced
due to their competitors, I observed that new business owners typically did
not know very much about their new business’s advantages and disadvantages relative to the competitors they would face in their target market.
As a result, they frequently seem to make one or more of the following
mistakes:
(1) They are not even aware of the existence of competitors.
(2) They have selected a target market with many established competitors.
Perhaps because the numbers of competitors is so large, the task of dealing
with them may appear to be overwhelming. Often the result is that they
seem to ignore their existence.
(3) They believe their product offerings are so superior to competitors’ offerings that potential customers will quickly abandon their past suppliers
and begin buying from them.

Each of these mistakes is discussed below.
(1) The Entrepreneur Is Not Even Aware of the Existence
of Any Competitors
Michael Kuperstein founded Neurogen, Inc. to design computer software
that could perform certain tasks similar to those performed by the human
brain. He developed a computer product that could read handwritten digits
on a piece of paper. The banking industry, which processes millions of handwritten checks daily, was one market that had a great need for his product,
Kuperstein believed. But banks were already working with large system
integrators to handle their basic data processing needs—and to develop
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solutions to such tasks as computer reading of handwritten checks.15
Neurogen, a small three-person new business, thus found itself in the
uncomfortable position of learning from the banks (one of its potential
target markets) that it would be competing against some of the very largest
suppliers to the banking industry. This revelation forced the small new business to refocus its efforts elsewhere, and significantly delayed Neurogen from
achieving the sales revenue stream it badly needed.
(2) The Small New Business Has Many Established Competitors, Yet Its
Owner Seems to Ignore Their Presence or Underestimate Their Strengths
This strange behavior is displayed by some small new business owners.
On the one hand, why would a person start a small new business if he knew
that a large number of competitors were already active in that business’s
marketplace? It should be very obvious that the competition will be fierce
under such circumstances. On the other hand, it just does not make sense
for a small new business owner to enter into such a marketplace without
having a specific plan for dealing with the competition. Yet, there are quite
a few examples of such small new businesses, and the results are never
pretty.
Recall that David Fokos started Icon Acoustics, Inc. to manufacture
very high quality, top-of-the-line audio speakers.16 Only about 10 percent
of the audio equipment market purchased top-of-the-line, higher-priced
equipment and accessories, and more than 200 audio-speaker companies
were already competing for that business. Two hundred competitors! Can
you believe it? A very small business with almost no marketing budget
enters the smallest segment of a market where it faces more than 200
competitors. It simply makes no good sense to do something like that.
But this is not an isolated example. It is not uncommon to come across
small new businesses where the owners either ignore competitors or pay
little attention to how their presence can affect their new businesses.
(3) The Small New Business Owner Believes His Product Offering Is So
Superior to Competitors’ Offerings That Potential Customers Will Quickly
Drop Their Current Suppliers and Switch to His New Business
Small new business owners usually attribute greater benefits and advantages to their product than do their potential customers. Entrepreneurs
often see their products’ advantages as huge when compared with their
competitors’ offerings. Unfortunately, potential customers do not always
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share the entrepreneur’s enthusiasm for the new product. The typical result
is that the new business does not achieve a growing sales revenue stream as
quickly as its owner had hoped. Very often the projected sales revenue
growth is never achieved.
Dick Keener and Lief Blodee started Keener-Blodee, Inc. to manufacture and sell stylish wood office chairs characterized by high quality, excellent craftsmanship, and European styling. When they started their new
business, sales of wooden office furniture were flat, the office furniture
industry was consolidating into fewer but larger firms, and the surviving
companies were offering much broader product lines. Due to Keener
and Blodee’s limited resources, the new company initially could afford
to manufacture only two different chair models. The founders felt that
the design and construction of their chairs made them unique, but one
consultant to the contract furniture industry did not see it that way:
Keener-Blodee’s competitors will be tough. . . . Probably 8 or 10 other
manufacturers produce chairs that are very similar, have similar construction
systems, and carry about the same price.17

Not only might the new company be neutralized in the marketplace by
the 8–10 competitors noted in the above quote, it might also display a weakness due to its very narrow product line. In a no-growth market, the only
way a new business can survive is to take market share from an established
competitor. However, according to the same consultant quoted above:
If you don’t have a broad offering within your product line you greatly
reduce your ability to take market share from someone else.18

It’s clear that this industry observer saw Keener-Blodee, Inc. facing
much stiffer competition than Dick Keener and Lief Blodee imagined,
and worse, that the company displayed a weakness in the marketplace
because of its very narrow product line.
Small new business owners seem to make this type of mistake fairly
often. I firmly believe that such owners harbor two untested assumptions.
One is that they think their products will be better received by their target
markets than is reasonably justifiable. The second is that they believe their
competition is much weaker that even a casual observer might suppose.
These two types of mistakes almost always result in delaying or eliminating the sales revenue stream a small new business needs in order to
survive.
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Mistakes You Should Avoid
Here it is most useful to reflect on how Robert Bennett and his
MicroFridge, Wallace Leyshon and his electronic appliance controls,
and Brad Brown and his Glacier Nursery eliminated or minimized the
level of competitive intensity their new businesses would face in their
selected marketplaces. Recall that MicroFridge had no direct competitors, Appliance Control Technology, Inc. used a strategy that minimized
the competitiveness of its lone rival, and Glacier Nursery turned its
competitors’ disadvantages into its own advantages. Those new businesses represent good examples of how a small new business should deal
with the competition—namely, eliminate it, or reduce it to a very manageable level.
There are three mistakes you should avoid when starting your new
business. (1) You should avoid being uninformed or misinformed about
the competition you will face in your target market. Remember Michael
Kuperstein and Neurogen, Inc. Kuperstein had did not take the time to
really learn about the competition he was facing, and it cost him and
his new business lost time and money. (2) Avoid markets where there
are many established competitors, especially if your small new business
has no clear advantages over them. David Fokos elected to enter a very
competitive marketplace where it would take a tremendous effort to pry
a single customer away from his or her regular supplier. Furthermore,
he entered that highly competitive marketplace with no obvious advantage distinguishing his offering from the competition. (3) Avoid thinking
your product offering is so superior to competitors’ that you will have no
difficulty attracting their customers. Look at Dick Keener and Lief
Blodee. They started a new business in a mature market where sales were
not growing, competition was already strong and on the increase, and
prices were declining because of competitive pressures.
You want to avoid marketing strategy execution delays caused by
competition, such as that experienced by Kuperstein, Fokos, and Keener
and Blodee. You do want to design your marketing strategy in such a
way that you will not encounter serious delays due to obstacles and barriers
raised by competitors. To do so, remember what Bennett, Leyshon, and
Brown did.
The following is a summary of guidelines and warnings associated
with avoiding marketing strategy execution delays caused by competitive
barriers.
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THE GUIDELINE YOUR MARKETING STRATEGY MUST SATISFY
Guideline 2a. Be certain that your new business can serve its target market better than any competitor.

VERY SUPPORTIVE GUIDELINE YOUR MARKETING STRATEGY SHOULD
STRIVE TO SATISFY
Guideline 2b. Be very knowledgeable about your competitor’s strengths
and weaknesses. You should know the important weaknesses of your
competitor’s offering and you should offer a product that obviously
overcomes those weaknesses. You must be certain that your target market clearly sees and appreciates that your new business’s offering is superior to your competitor’s.

WARNINGS OF THINGS YOU SHOULD AVOID
Warning 2a. Avoid being uninformed—or even misinformed—about
the competitors you will face in your target market.
Warning 2b. Avoid mature markets or markets approaching maturity
where there are many established competitors, especially if your new
business has no clear advantage over them.
Warning 2c. Avoid thinking your product offering is so superior to
competitor’s offerings that your new business will have no difficulty
attracting competitors’ customers.

3. Delays Caused by Distribution Barriers
If it is to have any chance of being successful, a small new business must
be able to distribute its products in a manner that is most convenient for its
target market. Without such convenient distribution, the small new business is likely to fail. It is therefore imperative that such distribution be
designed as an integral part of the new business’s marketing strategy. It is
also most imperative that the distribution design be completed during the prelaunch period. If a small new business enters its launch period without its distribution channel already established and ready to go, the product’s launch
will be delayed. Precious resources will continue to be expended during the
delay, but no sales revenues will be forthcoming.
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Some new businesses choose to distribute directly to their customers.
For them, the distribution function may only involve arranging for
appropriate transportation. But even that requires careful planning and
management. Many new businesses, however, will require the services of
independent intermediaries to perform the distribution function. For
those new businesses, designing and managing their distribution channel
is a much more demanding task.
There is a tendency for owners of small new business to pay less attention to the distribution aspects of their new business than they do to the
other tasks that must be accomplished. Such behavior reflects the erroneous attitude that distribution facilities are ready and waiting for the small
new business to come along and, when it does, the distribution task will
somehow be taken care of in a timely and inexpensive manner. That is a
most unfortunate attitude! Small new business owners must never lose
sight of the fact that all distributors and intermediaries are independent
entrepreneurs who are in business to make a profit. If a small new business
does not help independent channel middlemen make a profit, those
middlemen are not going to cooperate with the small new business, and
it will have difficulty achieving effective distribution.
Entrepreneurs must be very realistic about the distribution delays their
small new businesses might experience. They should make every effort to
avoid mistakes that can prevent their new businesses from achieving the
distribution needed in order to succeed. Unfortunately, my research identified four assumptions owners of small new businesses make with some
frequency that can lead to lengthy strategy execution delays.
(1) They assume that whatever distribution facilities their small new business
will need to reach its target market will be ready and waiting when the
business enters its launch period.
(2) They presume to know what channel of distribution will be effective for
their small new business, without doing any research into the matter.
(3) Some new businesses pursue a target market that currently is not being
served by an already existing channel of distribution. And yet sometimes,
those new business owners assume that the matter of channel of distribution will not be a problem. Eventually, they learn they will have to design
a new channel of distribution to reach their intended target market—a task
that requires time and money they do not have.
(4) Even when their product is somewhat complex, entrepreneurs starting
small new business too often assume they are not responsible for its installation and/or service.
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Marketing Strategies That Avoided Delays Caused
by Distribution Barriers
Appliance Control Technology, Inc. manufactured electronic controls
that were sold to manufacturers of mid-price kitchen and laundry appliances.19 Appliance Control Technologies did not encounter any marketing strategy execution delays due to distribution because they shipped
the electronic controls directly to the appliance manufacturers who had
ordered them. No intermediaries were involved.
When Robert Bennett introduced the MicroFridge, his combination
microwave oven-freezer-refrigerator, he found that established appliance
distributors were very pleased to add the MicroFridge to their roster.20
Not only did it represent an addition to their product lines, it added two
new types of institutions—college dormitories and budget motels—to their
lists of clients. Because MicroFridge broadened both their product line and
their customer base, those distributors enjoyed added profits as a result of
their association with Bennett’s small new business.
Brad Brown designed Glacier Nursery’s marketing strategy to give it an
advantage over his out-of-state competitors, who found it unprofitable to
provide season-long delivery services to Montana’s retail garden centers.21
They did make shipments during the spring buying surge, but then cut
back sharply after that. Brown wanted to take advantage of the competitors’
disadvantages by offering regular delivery services to Montana’s retail garden centers. Due to his shortage of capital, he had no delivery trucks of
his own. So, to make his deliveries, he used three local trucking firms who
were happy to add other products to transport when making shipments
around the state and elsewhere.
What You Should Do
Chapter 2 strongly argued that a small new business needs a synergistic
marketing strategy if it is to succeed, and such a strategy must include a distribution element that compliments the new business’s target market, and
its product, price, and promotion. There are two things you should do to
achieve this. (1) You must make certain that your marketing strategy
includes an effective means of distribution that makes it very convenient
for your potential customers to buy your new business’s product. This
means that you must make your product readily available to them and/or
that your product must be available in all outlets where individuals in your
target market expect to find it. (2) You must also make certain that your
product is displayed in all appropriate locations within those outlets.
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Such a channel of distribution should be completely designed, in place, and
ready-to-go when your new business enters the launch period. None of the
three small new businesses described above encountered any marketing
strategy execution delays due to distribution because their owners had carefully planned the distribution channels their new businesses needed prior to
entering their launch periods.
Marketing Strategies That Experienced Delays Caused
by Distribution Barriers
A small new business can experience distribution delays if its owner
makes any of the four assumptions listed above.
(1) Owners Assume That Distribution Facilities Will Be Available for
Their New Business When It Enters Its Launch Period
Unfortunately, often this is not a valid assumption.
Rick Cardin was a senior manager in a reputable management consultant firm, but he really wanted to run a business of his own. So he started
a chain of franchised sandwich shops he called O! Deli. These shops
would be located in office buildings, and only operate weekdays from
7:00 AM to 5:00 PM. Cardin thought office buildings would be good
locations for his franchisees, but many property managers were not looking to add a food retailer in their high-rise buildings. Of those that were,
not all were looking for a sandwich shop. And if they were, they could
choose from a number of already-established chains with solid financial
credentials. Regarding the difficult task of finding locations, the founder
of the Subway Sandwiches chain said:
O! Deli may also have underestimated how tough it is to get sites in the
first place. It’s the most difficult task of franchising.22

It is clear that Rick Cardin did not carefully plan the distribution
element of his marketing strategy during his new business’s prelaunch
period. Rather, he seems to have assumed that appropriate distribution
facilities would simply be available when the time came to launch his
new business. In the event, that wasn’t true, and O! Deli encountered
marketing strategy execution delays because of a problem with its
distribution.
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(2) The Owner Presumes to Know What Channel of Distribution Is Best
for His New Business Without Investigation
Some small new business owners select a target market with which they
have had no previous marketing experience. Yet some of them presume to
know which channel of distribution will be most effective in reaching this
new target market. That is, they select a channel of distribution for their
new business without making a reasonable research effort to determine
the right choice.
Carolyne Greene was a women’s apparel designer who created a doll “for
the reality of your dreams,” called FROYD for short. Greene believed the
doll would help children learn how to achieve their dreams. She tried—
unsuccessfully—to market her doll through three large toy retailers.
A former senior vice-president for toy-marketing giant, Mattel, Inc.,
believed that Greene had not selected the best channel of distribution for
her doll:
I think Greene was incorrect in trying to sell FROYD to children and
through the mass market. . . . I don’t think children can relate to dreams.
That’s too abstract a concept. Its more young-adult oriented.23

After having failed in the large toy retailer channel of distribution,
Greene tried selling her doll through gift stores and department stores.
About her shift to the new channel, the former Mattel vice-president said:
she should have gone that way first. . . . Gift shops and department stores
tend to deal with an older market than toy stores do.24

The director of licensing for Jim Henson Productions agreed with the
above assessment.
Going the gift-market route makes a lot of sense because FROYD is such a
specialized product. I think the mass market is made up of people going
into Toys-R-Us knowing what they’re going to buy for a child. Whereas,
in a gift situation, you don’t really know what you’re going to walk out of
the store with.25

You already know that David Fokos was an experienced engineer who
designed high fidelity audio speakers for his employer. Because he
believed he could manufacture and sell higher-quality speakers than those
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his employer produced, he started his own company, Icon Acoustics,
Inc.26 Fokos chose to sell his speakers direct to the public via an 800 telephone number. He did so to enable customers to get his high quality
speakers for about half the price they would cost if they were marketed
through a dealer. However, Fokos’s choice of distribution method did
not take into account how consumers actually shopped for audio equipment. Most people buying expensive audio speakers want to hear how
they sound in comparison with other speakers they might consider buying. That is probably the main justification for the existence of audio
dealers—to provide a retail outlet where potential customers can go to listen to different brands of audio equipment before deciding on which
brand they will purchase. By selecting a distribution channel that did
not match consumers shopping habits, Fokos created a situation that
caused his new business to experience lengthy marketing strategy execution delays.
Greene and Fokos selected distribution channels that were not well
matched with the products they were offering or the target markets they
were pursuing. The wrong choices they made caused their new businesses
to experience lengthy strategy execution delays.
(3) No Existing Channel of Distribution Currently Serves the New
Business’s Target Market, So Owners Must Design a New Distribution
System for Their New Business
Some new businesses have a very basic channel of distribution—they
ship their products directly to their customers. Many other small new
businesses are forced to use existing intermediaries to distribute their
products to their target markets. A third and different kind of situation
occurs when an entrepreneur organizes a small new business to serve a target market that is not being served by any appropriate, existing channel of
distribution. In such cases, the small new business owner finds himself in
the very difficult position of having to design a new channel of distribution. This task will almost certainly cause his new business to experience
lengthy marketing strategy execution delays.
Christopher Nolan started Landmark Legal Plans, Inc. to sell legal services to individuals and small businesses for a modest annual fee. To operate
the new business, Nolan had to recruit lawyers who would do the actual
legal work. Lawyers were attracted to Nolan’s new business concept, but
they wanted assurances that the legal plan would be marketed in a manner
that would bring them large numbers of clients. Since no established
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channel of distribution existed for marketing legal plans to consumers and
small businesses, Nolan had to find his own solution to the problem.
Eventually he signed an agreement with an insurance marketing company
to sell his legal plans through their nationwide force of 1,700 insurance
agents. But Nolan knew that his contrived distribution system was far from
perfect:
I’m betting very, very heavily on brokerage community acceptance. I am
putting all my eggs in one basket.27

There were two potential problems associated with using insurance
brokers: (1) that the brokers were not trained to sell legal plans to consumers
and small businesses, and they much preferred to sell high commission items
like group health insurance, and (2) if legal plans were slow to catch on, the
brokers would concentrate on what was easiest to sell—insurance. The managing editor of an insurance broker magazine said the following of Nolan’s
use of insurance brokers.
His problem, though, is depending on the broker as a means of marketing.
He plans on getting a substantial number of his clients from group sales,
but I don’t think the market’s there. Employers aren’t ready to put money
into it. They have to provide medical and life insurance because everyone
else does, but there’s no pressure to offer a group legal plan. And with recent
increases of up to 40% for medical plans, they’ve been cutting back on
benefits, not adding new ones. Brokers are already struggling to put together
reasonable packages of basic insurance for their clients. Convincing those
clients to do anything else now is tremendously difficult.28

When a friend asked Paul Gruenberg if he would like to invest in a
business that would market video yearbooks to high school seniors, he
found the idea attractive. In fact, he liked the idea so much that he started
VideOvation for that very purpose. But there was no readily available
channel of distribution that Gruenberg could use to sell his video yearbooks to high-school students. At first he used three field producers to
market VideOvation, but they were unable to even talk with high school
principals about video yearbooks, and faculty yearbook advisors showed
little interest in the concept. Gruenberg’s next move was to partner with
an established yearbook company to have their sales representatives promote video yearbooks in the high schools they called on. That was unsuccessful because, reportedly, those sales representatives also did not have
any contact with high school principals. Then Gruenberg signed an
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agreement with a company that helped high school principals design
fund-raising programs for special student projects. Even this third
attempt at developing a viable channel of distribution for video yearbooks
had skeptics. A venture capitalist who formerly had worked with yearbook companies said:
Whenever you rely on an outside group whose business is different from
yours to do the sales, you have to worry about whether the partner will give
it the attention it requires—and whether its interest will be diverted to
something else next year. We see it all the time in the high-tech field: something looks like a natural add-on product for a third party selling organization, but it doesn’t always pan out.29

The owners of these small new businesses did not have established channels of distribution in place and/or waiting for them when they entered
their launch periods. Both of them had to contrive or patch together some
kind of distribution system for their products as best they could during the
launch period. The resulting distribution systems proved to be ineffective,
and they caused those new businesses to experience long marketing strategy
execution delays.
(4) The New Business’s Product Is Somewhat Complex, but Owners Assume
They Are Not Responsible for Its Installation and/or Service
Some small new businesses sell relatively simple products that do not
require installation and/or service. But other new businesses sell more
complex products that sometimes do require installation or service, or
both. If the installation and service are too complicated for customers to
perform by themselves, the responsibility for those two important activities must fall on the new business itself, or on the channel system the
new business uses to distribute the product. Without adequate installation and service, complex products will have no success in any market.
An interesting new business that involved product installation
was Animalens, Inc. Randy Wise started the company to sell red contact
lenses to chicken farmers. Reportedly, chickens fitted with red contact lenses
would lay more eggs, eat less feed, and be less cannibalistic toward other
chickens, all very desirable traits for increasing a chicken farmer’s profits.
How could they not want to buy these lenses for their chickens, Wise
thought. But he soon encountered a problem he had not fully foreseen:
the matter of who would install the lenses in the eyes of the chickens.
Wise had calculated the additional cost to the farmer of installing the lenses
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at 10¢ per bird, and did not believe that would significantly deter farmers
from buying the contact lenses. But a poultry specialist raised a different
problem with installation that Wise had not anticipated:
Wise will also have to provide more details about the installation. Two people
installing 1,200 pairs a day may seem fast to him, but it sounds like a snail’s
pace to me, particularly when you’re talking about chicken houses with
100,000 birds. It means you’d need about 20 people doing nothing but putting in lenses for around eight days straight. Even if the labor cost only works
out to $.10 a chicken, not every rancher has access to that kind of manpower.30

This small new business encountered marketing strategy execution
delays because it entered its launch period without being prepared to provide the installation and service required by potential customers. This new
business either had to provide such installation and service, or it needed a
channel of distribution that could do so. But Rick Wise had not thought
to include installation as part of his product, and since he had chosen to
distribute his lenses to the farmers directly, there was no channel of distribution he could turn to—he was it.
Mistakes You Should Avoid
(1) Small new business owners often seem to ignore the critical importance of distribution to the success of their new ventures, or they seem to
assume that somehow appropriate distribution will just happen. Such attitudes can be disastrous! Do not make the same kind of mistake Rick
Cardin of O! Deli made. (2) If you are starting a small new business whose
target market is one with which you have had no previous experience, do
not just assume you know which channel of distribution will be best for
your new business. Do some research to help you identify which distribution system is most effective at reaching your target market. Avoid the kinds
of mistakes made by David Fokos of Icon Acoustics, Inc. and Carolyne
Greene with her FROYD doll. (3) Be very careful of starting a new business
whose target market is not easily reached by using direct selling or through
existing channels of distribution. Under those circumstances, you will probably have to create a new channel of distribution, and that can cause lengthy
strategy execution delays. Remember, and avoid, the difficulties encountered by Christopher Nolan of Landmark Legal Plans, Inc. and Paul
Gruenberg of VideOvation. (4) If you start a new business with a product
requiring installation and/or service that cannot be performed by the customers themselves, you must have a channel of distribution that will
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provide the needed installation and service, or you must include installation
and service capability as part of your product marketing plan. Avoid the
kind of mistake made by Randy Wise of Animalens, Inc.
The following is a summary of guidelines and warnings associated with
avoiding marketing strategy execution delays caused by channel of distribution
barriers.
YOUR MARKETING STRATEGY MUST SATISFY THESE TWO GUIDELINES
Guideline 3a. Develop a distribution system that makes it very convenient for target market individuals to buy your product. Your product
must be readily available to all potential customers and/or be available
in all outlets where potential customers expect to find it.
Guideline 3b. Your product must be displayed in all appropriate location within those outlets.

WARNINGS OF THINGS YOU SHOULD AVOID
Warning 3a. Avoid assuming that distribution facilities will be available
to your new business when it enters its launch period.
Warning 3b. Avoid assuming you know what channel of distribution is
best for your new business, especially if its target market is one with
which you have had no previous experience.
Warning 3c. If you cannot sell directly to potential customers, avoid
target markets that currently are not being served by an existing channel
of distribution that is appropriate for your new business.
Warning 3d. If your product requires installation and/or service, do not
select a distribution channel that cannot or will not provide those two
important functions.

4. Delays Caused by Environmental or Legal Barriers
Some small new businesses can encounter environmental or legal regulations that must be satisfied before they will be allowed to begin operating as
on-going enterprises. These can be federal, state, or local regulations, or a
combination thereof. Compliance with some of these regulations might
be easily accomplished, but compliance with others can prove to be quite
costly and time consuming. Owners of a small new business will serve
themselves very well by becoming knowledgeable about all the regulations
that can affect their business. This familiarization should occur early
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in the business’s prelaunch period, to give the owner sufficient time to
design the business in a manner that satisfies all of the appropriate regulations. If the owner does not take such precautions, and instead waits to
learn about applicable regulations as the new business tries to enter its
launch period, one or more regulatory agencies may prevent it from doing
so. When that happens, very likely the new business will experience costly
and time-consuming strategy execution delays.
Marketing Strategies That Experienced Delays Caused
by Environmental, Legal, or Federal Regulations
Environmental Regulations
Many businesses are affected by environmental regulations. In the past,
for example, environmental regulations required that landfill operators
use soil every day to cover the trash that came into their landfills that
day. Paul Kittle started Rusmar, Inc. to make and sell foam that landfill
operators could use instead of soil to cover trash. The advantage of foam
was that it would collapse after 36 hours and take up less space than
would soil. This meant that the landfill operators could use more of their
capacity for storing revenue-generating trash. When viewed in this light,
foam appeared to be a very attractive alternative to soil. But the presence
of environmental regulations and regulators proved to have a delaying
effect on the quick adoption of foam by landfill operators:
It wasn’t as if [Kittle’s assistant] could win blanket permission from the
Environmental Protection Agency to begin selling foam. The EPA sets
the macro standards for landfills but leaves micro regulations to the states.
And some state regulatory agencies, mostly byzantine bureaucracies, issue
permits for the use of such products as foam on a case-by-case basis.
They’d have nothing to gain by issuing permits to landfills and everything
to lose if, once approved, the foam had an unforeseen downside.
Landfill operators could easily grasp the value of the product. But would
they go to the mat with the state agencies? Not likely. . . . landfill operators
were now facing new national regulations requiring the installation of
pumping systems and liners to protect the groundwater, a tremendous
burden. They didn’t need a fight for foam permits.31

According to one landfill operator:
I’d be using Rusmar’s foam right now if it weren’t for the regulatory nightmare. We have a severe capacity crunch. But any time you file a major
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operational change here—and foam would fit into that category—you
need new permits from three separate agencies. It would cost us more than
$1 million just to apply for them, given all the monitoring and documentation they require.32

Another new business that encountered environmental regulations was
Waste Energy, Inc. Keith Burnett founded the company to manufacture
and market a machine (Goldfire) that could convert trash, waste oil,
and other combustible waste materials into electricity. Buyers of the
Goldfire machine could use the generated electricity to run their businesses, or they could sell the electricity to their local power company.
Not only would Goldfire buyers save the cost of having their trash hauled
away, they would also reduce their electricity costs. But several potential
environmental issues could cause problems either for Waste Energy, Inc.
or for the buyers of Goldfire. According to a venture capitalist who invested
in environmental companies, three potential problems could arise:
how reasonable is it to ask these small operators to tackle the complex task of
securing environmental permits for this kind of facility (Goldfire), as well as
to monitor and comply with the ever changing body of regulations? If Waste
Energy wants to assist in the permit process and offer it as a customer service,
it will have to become expert in air quality and other regulations of all
50 states.

It is also quite possible that mandated air-emission controls would
make these units uneconomical:
there is the question of what the residuals from these units (Goldfire) will
be. In the worst case, you could be turning non-hazardous waste into hazardous waste by converting waste oil into small quantities of ash or other
residuals that are considered hazardous.33

Both of these new businesses encountered environmental regulations
that caused serious strategy execution delays when the respective companies entered their launch periods.
Legal Regulations
Some new businesses encounter legal issues and regulations that can
cause delays when they attempt to execute their marketing strategies.
Christopher Nolan started Landmark Legal Plans, Inc. because he wanted
to offer average consumers a better prepaid legal plan than those available
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at the time. He believed that the market for such plans was huge—
approximately 70 percent of the U.S. population. Although Nolan’s new
business appeared attractive to both potential customers and the lawyers
who would service them, Landmark Legal Plans faced serious legal regulatory barriers. A consultant to the legal plan industry pointed out that:
Nolan needs to analyze the regulatory impact on his plan. In a large number of states, they won’t allow him to operate this closed-panel approach—
where he is referring customers to individual law firms—on a for-profit
basis. The disciplinary rules that govern the bar in many states simply
won’t permit for-profit legal plans. A majority of states will require underwriting on Nolan’s plan to be a licensed insurer.
Maybe he’ll be able to turn decent profits in the limited number of states
he’s able to operate in without regulation. But in the long run, he might
well need to get an underwriter. Without any regulatory problems, he’s
probably got only five or six states to sell in. What happens after that? It’s
really an oversight.34

Federal Regulations
When a new business involves a product or service related to a person’s
health and well-being, there is a very good chance that it will have to be
approved by the Food and Drug Administration. Historically, such
approvals take time and are likely to delay a company’s entry into its
launch period. Very often, the length of the delay will be highly uncertain. That was true for Buddy Systems, Inc., a company that marketed a
computer-based system called Buddy that could monitor the important
health signs of a person who had returned home after having had a serious
medical procedure in a hospital. Those important health signs could be
transmitted by telephone to medical personnel who could monitor from
a distance the medical condition of the patient recuperating at home.
Thomas Manning, the founder of the company, believed that his Buddy
system could help reduce the cost of caring for patients after they had left
the hospital. As well intentioned as he was with respect to reducing medical costs, Manning learned also that he was
in a business that demands more patience than most. Any new medical
device must first win approval from the Food and Drug Administration
before it can be sold. With equipment such as Buddy, gaining that crucial
green light could take at least a couple of years of testing, paperwork, and
clinical trials, all while operating costs are mounting and before a single
sale is made.35
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A small new business can be seriously affected by a change in the
rules governing the industry to which it belongs. A small new financial
institution found this out the hard way. Ann Hartman and Daniel Dart
started a low overhead bank in a section of Boston that was poorly
served by the banking community. Nine months after it opened for business the Blackstone Bank and Trust Company was breaking even on
deposits of $25 million. Six months after that the bank was enjoying
profits on deposits of $40 million. But then the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC), which regulates some aspects of the banking industry, introduced a rule change that had a significant negative impact on
the bank:
Blackstone’s main problem hasn’t been competition, but shifting federal
banking requirements. When the start-up opened, the FDIC expected it
to keep a 6% capital-to-asset ratio; six months later the policy changed,
requiring a 10% ratio for a bank’s first three years. As a result, Dart and
Hartman had to raise $1.1 million more in capital, and cap deposits at
$56 million instead of nearly $100 million they had expected to carry.36

Dart estimated that the FDIC rule change deprived the bank of more
than $1 million in additional net revenue that it could have earned had
not the FDIC changed its rules. Blackstone Bank went out of business
two years later. According to Dart:
the bank received a fatal blow when the FDIC refused to allow it to raise
additional capital through a form of subordinated debt securities . . . then
turned around and demanded it do so a year later. By then New
England’s banking situation had deteriorated so much that Blackstone
hadn’t a prayer of finding $2 million in new equity.37

The failures of Buddy Systems and Blackstone Bank must be
attributed, at least in part, to the interruptive actions and the resulting
delays arising from the regulatory oversight of the two federal agencies
mentioned.
The first four of the above five examples illustrate how various governmental regulations can cause new businesses to experience strategy execution delays that prevent them from generating the sales revenue streams
they need for survival. Such delays can be a harsh reality for any new business that needs approvals from one or more regulatory bodies. The fifth
example showed how a change in regulations can cause the death of a
new business that showed promise of succeeding.
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What You Should Do
Practically all new businesses must satisfy some federal, state, or local
regulations, even if it is no more that obtaining from local governments
the permits and licenses required by law. When starting your new business, there are two things you must do. (1) In addition to securing basic
permits and licenses, you must be completely aware of all serious regulations that apply to your industry and business, and since there is nothing
your small new business can do to change those regulations, you must
also take the necessary steps to comply with them. (2) You need to incorporate into your planning process all of activities associated with such regulations, and complete them during your new business’s prelaunch period
so that you are in full compliance with all appropriate regulations prior to
the launch of your new business.
Mistakes You Should Avoid
The five examples discussed above illustrate that environmental and/or
legal regulations can seriously delay a new business from entering its launch
period and beginning to enjoy sales revenues. When planning your new
business during the prelaunch period, you will make a very serious mistake
if you assume that it will not be affected by any regulations and/or if you do
not fully address all of the appropriate environmental, legal, and other regulatory matters that are required of your new business. To fail to take into
full consideration all appropriate regulatory matters can be fatal.
The following is a summary of guidelines and warnings associated with
avoiding marketing strategy execution delays caused by environmental or legal
barriers.
YOUR MARKETING STRATEGY MUST SATISFY THESE TWO GUIDELINES
Guideline 4a. Be very knowledgeable about, and comply with, all environmental and legal regulations (federal, state, and local) affecting your new
business.
Guideline 4b. During your new business’s prelaunch period, fully
incorporate all appropriate regulations into your planning process.

WARNINGS OF THINGS YOU SHOULD AVOID
Warning 4a. Avoid assuming your new business will not be affected by
any federal, state, or local environmental or legal regulations.
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Be Alert for Other Sources of Delays
Based on my study of many small new businesses over the years, I have
concluded that small new business owners often experience serious marketing strategy execution delays because they did not adequately analyze
and understand their target markets, their competitors, their distribution
channels, and/or the regulations affecting their new businesses. If the
hundreds of thousands of new businesses started each year in the United
States could be studied in great detail, we would more than likely find a
few more factors that cause strategy execution delays besides those discussed in this chapter. What this means for entrepreneurs starting a new
business is (1) they should be very aware that still other factors might
cause delays, (2) they should be on the lookout for possible delaying factors that can affect their new business, and (3) they should try to respond
as quickly as possible by taking appropriate action that will shorten the
delay or eliminate it altogether.
Summary
If a small new business has a marketing strategy that satisfies Screening
Condition I, it will have a complete and synergistic marketing strategy.
With such a strategy in hand, the new business has much potential for success and is poised to exit the prelaunch period. A new business’s prelaunch
period is characterized by the expenditure of precious resources in getting
the business organized while having absolutely no sales revenues. The new
business enters its launch period when it first opens its doors to potential
customers, expecting to begin enjoying a sales revenue stream that is the
direct result of effectively executing its synergistic marketing strategy.
To achieve that sales revenue stream, the small new business owner must
make certain that his marketing strategy will not encounter any serious marketing strategy execution delays, which—if they last long enough—can lead
to its failure. This chapter identified four categories of marketing strategy
characteristics that can cause strategy execution delays. The purpose of
Screening Condition II is to help owners of small new businesses avoid such
strategy execution delays.
Based on my research, I estimate that about 80 percent of small new
businesses experience serious delays caused by the presence of one or more
factors in their marketing strategies. That means marketing strategy delaying factors can make a significant contribution to small new business failures. Small business owners should be fully aware of the possible existence
of these delaying factors and make certain that none of them is included
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in their new business’s marketing strategy. There are four categories of
delaying factors, each consisting of three or more subcategories.
A new business can encounter delays caused by the following target
market issues.
• Its owner has not carefully defined its target market.
• The new business has multiple target markets and/or constituencies.
• The new business targets a market based solely on attitudes.

Each of these factors can result in a marketing strategy that is not sharply
focused on a specific and reachable target market, and the resulting lack of
focus is likely to cause the marketing strategy to be ineffective and slow in
execution. Such delay may very well last until the small new business owner
makes the necessary change in the target market element of the marketing
strategy.
Many small new businesses experience delays because their owners
have not adequately evaluated the strength of competition. Three categories
of competition-based delays are the following:
• Owners are unaware of their new business’s competition.
• Owners choose to ignore, or not take seriously, the many competitors their
new business faces.
• Owners unrealistically overvalue their product’s superiority over their
competitors’.

When any of these factors is present, a new business will experience
delays and will likely not achieve the sales revenues the owner had been
expecting. Delays caused by these factors will last until the owner adjusts
the marketing strategy to somehow make the new product offering more
attractive to people currently buying from the competitors.
Channels of distribution can be a source of marketing strategy execution
delays in four different ways.
1. The owner assumes that appropriate channels of distribution will be available
when the new business enters its launch period.
2. The owner presumes to know what channel of distribution is most appropriate for the new business.
3. No channel of distribution is available to serve the new business’s target
market.
4. The new business’s product needs installation and/or servicing, but neither
the new business nor its channel of distribution provides those services.
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If any of these factors is present, a new business will experience delays
because the channel of distribution element in its marketing strategy is
faulty or incomplete. These types of delays will persist until the owner
establishes an effective channel of distribution for the new business.
If a new business does not comply with all appropriate federal, state,
and local environmental, legal, and other regulations, the new business
will experience strategy execution delays. Those delays will remain in
place until the new business satisfies all applicable regulations.

4
Screening Condition III: Is Your
Marketing Strategy Compatible
with a Small Marketing Budget?

If you’ve designed your new business’s marketing strategy to satisfy the
five characteristics discussed in Chapter 2, it will be both a complete
and a synergistic marketing strategy, and it will have successfully achieved
Screening Condition I. With such a strategy, your small new business will
have taken a very important first step toward becoming successful. If your
marketing strategy does not include any of the four undesirable factors discussed in Chapter 3, it will also have satisfied Screening Condition II, and
your new business should not encounter any serious strategy execution
delays caused by those undesirable factors.
You must be absolutely certain that your marketing strategy will
achieve both Screening Conditions I and II before you proceed further.
Why? Because research findings indicate that very few small new business
owners design marketing strategies that achieve both of those two conditions. For example, one study of 30 small new businesses revealed that
only 4 of them used marketing strategies that achieved all five of the characteristics associated with Screening Condition I.1 But of those four new
businesses, only two successfully avoided all four of the undesirable factors constituting Screening Condition II. A third new business used a
marketing strategy that encountered one of those undesirable factors,
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but it was able to quickly overcome the resulting strategy execution delay.
The fourth new business used a marketing strategy that did not avoid all
four of Screening Condition II’s undesirable factors, and it soon encountered very serious strategy execution delays that caused it to fail. If only
3 of 30 new businesses came close to achieving both Screening Conditions I
and II, then doing so must be something that is not easily accomplished.
You want to make certain that your marketing strategy achieves both of
those conditions before proceeding further.
This chapter focuses on another screening condition that your marketing strategy must satisfy in order for your small new business to make further progress toward becoming successful. That screening condition
addresses the issue of whether your new business’s marketing strategy
can be executed with a small marketing budget. This is very important
because most small new businesses have very meager marketing budgets.
Often there is no marketing budget at all!
Even if your marketing strategy has successfully achieved both Screening
Condition I and Screening Condition II, your new business can encounter
very serious difficulties if its marketing strategy includes one or more
elements that require a large marketing budget. If a large budget is not
available, your marketing strategy cannot be executed effectively, and your
new business will probably fail. You, and every other small new business
owner, are therefore strongly advised to ask the question: Does my marketing
strategy require a larger budget than what is available?
How can you determine if all of the elements in your marketing strategy
are executable with a small marketing budget? This is essentially Screening
Condition III, and its purpose is to help you and other small new business
owners arrive at a good answer to that question.
Introduction to Small Budget Compatibility
How might an entrepreneur evaluate a proposed marketing strategy to
determine if it is compatible with a small marketing budget? I addressed
this question on two occasions several years ago.2 In those exploratory
studies, a number of well-established marketing and economic concepts
were evaluated for the purpose of identifying intuitively whether those concepts could be compatible with a small budget. Each concept represented a
situation that could apply to a small new business and its marketing strategy
as it was just prior to the launch period. There were a total of 23 such concepts, all falling into five general topic areas:
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Target market and market segmentation
Type of market competition
Stage of the product life cycle
Channels of distribution
Business and consumer product classifications

Based on an exhaustive search, these 23 concepts were believed to
represent a complete list of all such concepts applicable to the issue of
small budget compatibility. Each of the concepts was first evaluated and
then classified into one of four categories—good match, fair match, poor
match, or mismatch—based on the extent to which it was judged to be
compatible with a small budget marketing strategy.
Eleven of the conceptual situations were judged to be good or fair
matches with low-budget marketing strategies. There was at least one
conceptual situation in each of the five topic areas identified above.
Those 11 conceptual situations are shown in Table 4.1. The remaining
Table 4.1 Summary of Conceptual Situations Which Are Good and Fair Matches with
a Low-Budget Marketing Strategy

Conceptual Situation
Many Geographically
Concentrated Buyers
Few Geographically
Concentrated Buyers
Monopolistic Competition

Evaluation
of Match
Comments
Good
Select underserved segment in one
geographic area
Fair
Need a significant product difference
and must gain distribution
Good
Select small, well-defined target
market
Good
Product needs fast acceptance in a
well-defined market
Fair
Need good relationships with dealers

Introductory Stage of the
Product Life Cycle
Exclusive, Selective
Distribution
Short Channel of Distribution Fair

Open Channel of Distribution Good
Fabricating Parts & Materials
Installations
Accessory Equipment

Fair
Fair
Fair

Consumer Shopping Good

Fair

If only a small number of retailers are
needed
If independent middlemen want/need
the product
Need a significant product difference
For selected small installations
Offer unique features for selected
target market
If selective distribution gains retailer
support
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Table 4.2 Summary of Conceptual Situations Which Are Poor Matches or Mismatches
with a Low-Budget Marketing Strategy

Conceptual Situation
Few Geographically Dispersed Buyers
Many Geographically Dispersed Buyers
Pure Competition
Oligopoly
Growth Stage of the Product Life Cycle
Mature, Decline Stage of Product Life Cycle
Extensive Distribution
Long Channel of Distribution
Closed Channel of Distribution
Raw Materials & Operating Supplies
Consumer Convenience Good
Consumer Specialty Good

Evaluation of Match
Poor
Mismatch
Mismatch
Mismatch
Mismatch
Mismatch
Mismatch
Poor
Mismatch
Poor
Mismatch
Mismatch

12 conceptual situations were evaluated to be either poor matches or mismatches with a small marketing budget. They are listed in Table 4.2.
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 can help owners of small new businesses evaluate
whether their proposed marketing strategy is compatible with a small
budget. They should avoid marketing strategies that utilize any of the
12 conceptual situation listed in Table 4.2, because all of them require
large marketing budgets. Instead, the new business owner should look
for a marketing strategy that only utilizes the concepts presented in
Table 4.1, because all of them can be compatible with small marketing
budgets. If new business owners design a strategy that adheres to those
two suggestions, they will very likely be able to execute it with a small
marketing budget. This is the essence of Screening Condition III.
The 23 conceptual situations listed in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 are discussed
below.
1. Target Market and Market Segmentation Concepts
You already saw in Chapter 2 that the target market element is crucial to
the task of designing a complete and synergistic marketing strategy. And
Chapter 3 described how a poorly identified target market might cause a
small new business to experience strategy execution delays. The fact that
this chapter begins with the target market concept is a further indication
of how important that topic is to the success of a small new business.
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The cardinal rule is that owners of small new businesses should avoid selecting a target market that is not compatible with a small marketing budget.
Although market segments can be defined in many ways using different
bases, the dimensions which most impact the size of the marketing budget
are (a) geographically concentrated versus geographically dispersed buyers,
and (b) many versus fewer buyers.
If a small new business targets buyers in a relatively small geographic
area, it will have a geographically concentrated target market, and such
markets are more compatible with small marketing budgets than are
geographically dispersed markets. There are three reasons why this is so:
it is more economical to communicate with a relatively small number of geographically concentrated buyers; it is easier to achieve efficient distribution to
them; and fewer competitors are likely to be encountered in a geographically
concentrated market than a geographically dispersed one.
A market of many geographically dispersed buyers tends to be less compatible with a small marketing budget than a concentrated market of fewer
buyers for two reasons. More competitors are likely to be actively pursuing
large markets, and they will be more aggressive and competitive in their
efforts to carve out their share of the market. A small new business without
a large marketing budget will find it more difficult to communicate with
potential customers in such a market than in a more geographically concentrated one.
Small new business owners should understand the realities of dimensions (a) and (b) above and select target markets and market segments
that are compatible with the size of their marketing budgets.
Marketing Strategies That Are Compatible with Small Budgets
There are two target market/market segmentation situations that
appear to be quite compatible with small marketing budgets.
(1) In a geographically concentrated market with many buyers, target a segment
that is being poorly served, or not being served at all.
(2) Offer a significantly better product to a few geographically concentrated
buyers.

(1) In a Market with Many Geographically Concentrated Buyers, Target
a Segment That Is Being Poorly Served, or Not Being Served at All
The Blackstone Bank and Trust Company selected as its target market
the low-income sections of Roxbury and the South End in Boston, both
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of which were being ignored by the Boston banking community.3 Those
geographic sections of Boston represented many underserved households
and small businesses in a relatively confined geographical area. It was very
easy for Blackstone Bank and Trust to communicate with individuals and
small businesses in those neighborhoods, and those potential customers
welcomed the service.
A second new business venture worth noting here is the MicroFridge,
the combination microwave oven-refrigerator-freezer developed by
Robert Bennett.4 Until the MicroFridge came along, no such product
was available for students living in college dormitory rooms. They were
a market segment that was not being served, and no competitors gave evidence of being interested in serving it. Yet, each medium-sized and large
college and university represented many geographically concentrated
potential users of the MicroFridge. College and universities were easy to
identify, and communication with each was relatively easily achieved.
In these circumstances, only a relatively small marketing budget would
be needed for each college and university.
(2) Offer a Significantly Better Product to a Few Geographically
Concentrated Buyers
If a market consists of only a few buyers, those buyers are likely to receive
a lot of attention from suppliers who have long-established relationships
with them. A small new business would have much difficulty trying to take
the place of those established suppliers unless it could offer a product with
a significant difference that buyers considered important. If a small new
business has a significantly better product to offer consumers than what
is available from the established suppliers, its marketing strategy can be a
fair match with a small marketing budget.
One company that successfully used this target market concept in its
marketing strategy was Appliance Control Technology, Inc. (ACT).5
This small new business offered kitchen and laundry appliance manufacturers electronic control devices to replace the electro-mechanical controls
they had been using. Because those manufacturers were relatively few in
number, it was not greatly time consuming or expensive to be in touch
with all of them. And since ACT’s electronic controls promised lower
production costs, improved appliances, and faster introduction of new
models, a number of appliance manufacturers viewed ACT’s electronic
controls as a significantly better product than what they had been using
and were eager to learn as much as possible about what ACT had to offer.
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What You Should Do
All three of these small new businesses were able to begin generating
sales revenue streams early in their launch periods because they had
selected target markets and market segments that were easily reached
and quite compatible with small marketing budgets. Because not all
target markets display such desirable characteristics, you should look for
target markets that do. (1) Always look for potential customers that are
being poorly served by their current suppliers. (2) Make certain those
potential customers constitute as geographically concentrated a market
as possible. Remember, the more geographically dispersed the market,
the larger the marketing budget needed to address it. (3) If your small
new business is going to target certain businesses as its potential customers,
it can have a good chance of being successful if it offers them a significantly
better product than what is available to them from current suppliers. Your
new business will be able to manage with only a small marketing budget
if your potential customers are relatively few and geographically
concentrated.
Marketing Strategies That Are Not Compatible with Small Budgets
There are two target market/market segmentation concepts that are
not likely to be compatible with a small budget: large target markets,
and many geographically dispersed buyers.
In situations where a small new business targets a large market or a market
consisting of geographically dispersed buyers, the new business will theoretically
have more potential customers, but it will also encounter more competitors
and it will have to develop a more widespread distribution system. Both the
increased competition and the larger distribution system will lead to greater
expenses, which translates into a need for a larger marketing budget. Such
situations are at best a poor match with small budget compatibility, and
very often will be a mismatch. Yet, at least half—and perhaps as many as
two-thirds—of all small new businesses pursue target markets consisting of
geographically dispersed buyers. Only a very small percentage of them will
show some signs of being able to survive for more than a year or two. The
rest of them will suffer very difficult times because their marketing budgets
were not large enough to pursue such markets.
You’ve already encountered two such small new businesses. When
Carolyne Greene introduced her dream-oriented F.R.O.Y.D. doll, she targeted all five-to-thirteen-year-old children.6 David Fokos started Icon
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Acoustics, Inc. to sell his top-quality audio speakers to high-fidelity music
lovers throughout the United States.7 Clearly, both of these small new
businesses targeted large, geographically dispersed markets and needed
large marketing budgets if they were to communicate effectively with
their target markets.
Mistakes You Should Avoid
Small new businesses that target large and/or geographically dispersed
markets almost always encounter serious difficulties or fail because they
do not have a large marketing budget. You never want your small new
business to target such a market unless you are certain that you can afford
the large promotional program and the widespread distribution system
you will need in order to have any chance of succeeding.
The following is a summary of guidelines and warnings associated with
target market/market segmentation concepts that are compatible with a small
budget.

YOUR MARKETING STRATEGY MUST SATISFY AT LEAST ONE
OF THESE GUIDELINES
Guideline 1a. Target an underserved segment in a market with many
geographically concentrated buyers.
Guideline 1b. Offer a significantly better product to a few geographically
concentrated buyers.

WARNINGS OF THINGS YOU SHOULD AVOID
Warning 1a. Avoid pursuing a large target market unless you have a
very large marketing budget.
Warning 1b. Avoid pursuing a target market consisting of many geographically dispersed buyers.

2. Type of Market Competition Concepts
Most businesses are engaged in one of three types of market competition:
pure competition, oligopolistic competition, or monopolistic competition.
When a person starts a small new business, more than likely it will enter
into one of these three types of market competition. For reasons discussed
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below, both pure competition and oligopolistic competition are incompatible with starting a small new business with only a small marketing budget.
That leaves monopolistic competition as the only one of the three in which
a small new business might have a reasonable chance of succeeding.
Pure Competition
This type of competition is characterized by many buyers and many
sellers of commodities or commodity-like products. Fruits and grains
are commodity products, as are gasoline and most raw materials. Firms
selling their products in pure competition have little or no control over
price. All competitors sell their products at or near a market price that is
determined by supply and demand. Some manufactured products, like
office supplies, hardware store products, basic breakfast cereals, household paper products, and others can become commodity-like products
if there are many sellers of the product and if there is little to distinguish
one supplier’s product from another’s. Such a competitive situation can
be characterized as nearly pure competition.
If a small new business enters into such market competition, it will not
be able to gain a significant product advantage because there are already
many competitors selling the same or very similar products. Without a
clear product advantage, the small new business would have to do a great
deal of advertising and promoting to persuade consumers to switch to its
product. Such a new business is also likely to have difficulty gaining
adequate distribution because wholesalers and retailers will have little
reason to drop their current suppliers and take on the new business’s
product. A small new business with only a small marketing budget and
no product advantage to attract consumers or distributors will be headed
for certain failure. Its only chance of survival would be with a large
marketing budget, one that could support a very effective promotional
campaign directed at both consumers and intermediaries. Consequently,
if a new business enters into a pure competition or nearly pure competition market, such a situation would be a mismatch with the successful
use of a small marketing budget.
Oligopolistic Competition
In an oligopoly there are fewer competitors than in pure competition—
often less than 10, sometimes only 3 or 4—but all the competitors offer
identical products or very similar products. The products are similar in the
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sense that buyers tend to be equally satisfied with their purchases regardless
of which brand they’ve selected. An important characteristic of oligopolistic
competition is that most competitors charge quite similar prices. Typically,
one of the competitors is the industry leader who decides if, when, and
how much to change prices. The other competitors (“followers”) take their
cue from the industry leader and set prices at or slightly below the leader’s
price, but not so low as to start a price war. Often there is a “pecking order”
among the followers, where those of lesser reputation must set a lower
price in order to attract buyers. In oligopoly, price (i.e., low price) is often
the dominant factor taken into account when many customers make
purchase decisions.
Because the products offered by all competitors tend to be identical or
very similar, a small new business entering this type of market competition would have to offer a lower price than most or all of the established
competitors. If it does so and begins to threaten established competitors,
they will quickly lower their prices, causing sales revenues for the small
new business to fall. And when that happens, the small new business will
not be able to survive for very long. Alternatively, a small new business
entering oligopolistic competition could try to use heavy promotion to
gain entry into the market. But if it pursues such a course, it will soon face
strong retaliation from established competitors, quite likely in the form of
deep price reductions, and once again, the end result will be failure for the
small new business. For these reasons, oligopolistic competition is quite
incompatible for a small new business unless it has a significant product
advantage and a large marketing budget to promote that advantage.
Monopolistic Competition
In a monopolistic competition market, competitors offer differentiated
products designed to be very appealing to a specific market segment.
Owners of small new businesses entering a monopolistic competition market can enhance their chances of success by offering a truly differentiated
product that the target market will find more attractive than ones offered
by competitors. If the target market is small and well defined, and if the
market does in fact find the new business’s product offering more attractive
than competitors’, the small new business may be able to distribute and
promote its product relatively efficiently and economically—that is, with
a small marketing budget. Thus, of the three main types of market competition, monopolistic competition is the only one compatible with a small
marketing budget.
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Marketing Strategies That Are Compatible with Small Budgets
You are already well acquainted with three small new businesses that
successfully practiced monopolistic competition with their marketing
strategies. Wallace Leyshon launched Appliance Control Technology,
Inc. to offer a differentiated product—electronic controls—to the underserved target market of manufacturers of mid-price kitchen and laundry
appliances.8 Leyshon’s electronic controls offered those manufacturers
significant advantages when compared with the electro-mechanical controls they had been using. Furthermore, since the number of mid-price
kitchen and laundry appliance manufacturers was relatively small and
easily identified, Appliance Control Technology was able to promote
and distribute to them effectively with a small marketing budget.
Robert Bennett’s MicroFridge, Inc. is another example of a small new
business that entered a monopolistic competition market.9 Many college
students used electric hot plates, microwave ovens, small refrigerators, and
still other devices to prepare meals in their dorm rooms. Such devices were,
at best, marginally satisfactory, but there was nothing better available.
Bennett’s combination microwave oven-freezer-refrigerator was a differentiated product that many students found very appealing. Since colleges and
universities constituted a well-defined market, it was not difficult for
MicroFridge, Inc. to communicate with, and distribute to, that market,
and that, in turn, allowed the new business to operate with a relatively small
marketing budget.
Even Brad Brown’s Glacier Nursery used a marketing strategy that
enabled it to behave like a monopolistic competitor.10 His small, welldefined target market comprised the retail garden centers located in
Montana. To his potential customers, Brown offered a differentiated
product—namely hardier trees and shrubs grown in Montana—and he also
offered them differentiated service in the form of product delivery throughout the entire growing season. With such a differentiated product and service offering, and a small and well-defined target market, Brown was able
to execute his marketing strategy with a rather small marketing budget.
What You Should Do
As a potential small new business owner you would be well advised to
look for a monopolistic competition market to enter. To do so successfully, you must differentiate your product offering from those of other
competitors in that market. You must also identify a small, well-defined
target market that is not being well served by those competitors, and
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you must make certain that your differentiated product offering has
distinguishing features that the target market will find very appealing.
In these circumstances, your marketing strategy may requires only a relatively small marketing budget.
Marketing Strategies That Are Not Compatible with Small Budgets
Because both pure competition and oligopolistic competition are not
compatible with a small budget, small new businesses should avoid entering
into such market competition.
Avoid Entering into a Market That Can Be Characterized as Pure
Competition or Nearly Pure Competition
To enter into such types of market competition, new business owners
need a large marketing budget to help the new business somehow stand
out from its competitors, either through effective promotion and/or
through the creation of some kind of distribution advantage. But even
with a large marketing budget, that can be difficult to accomplish in a
pure or nearly pure competition market. Yet, some small new businesses
do try to enter into such markets with little or no marketing budgets.
Tom Silverman’s Sanctuary Recordings, Inc. was one new business that
entered into a nearly pure competition market.11 The recording studio
business offers musicians a facility to rent when they wanted to make a
record. There were dozens of competing recording studios within a short
distance from the location Silverman chose for Sanctuary Recordings, and
hundreds of them within a half-hour’s drive. With so many competitors
located nearby, market competition looked very much like nearly pure
competition. But Silverman thought most recording studios were
“cruddy,” and he intended to attract customers by offering musicians
more amenities than were available in most studios. On the other hand,
his recording equipment was not all the latest technology. Silverman
didn’t have a large budget to promote his studio, and there was no way
he could create a distribution advantage. So overall, it was unclear how
much he was able to differentiate his recording studio from the hundreds
of others available in the area.
David Fokos’ Icon Acoustics, Inc. manufactured and sold high quality
audio speakers to high-fidelity music enthusiasts.12 Although Fokos’
speakers were priced at the high end, there were over 200 competitors
going after the same market segment. With that many competitors selling
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high quality speakers, it was difficult for consumers to distinguish
between them. Thus, the market displayed characteristics of being in
nearly pure competition. Fokos sold his speakers directly to consumers
via an 800 telephone number, so he did not have a distribution or retail
advantage. He was unable to create much demand for his speakers
because he had very little money for promoting them.
Tom Silverman tried to distinguish his new business from competitors’
through more amenities even though he lacked top of the line technology.
David Fokos thought he had a higher quality speaker at a competitive
price. But potential customers of these two new businesses had many
competitive alternatives to choose from. Both of these new businesses
entered into nearly pure competition markets, apparently with very little
to distinguish themselves from the competition. Given the number of
established competitors each faced in his market, and the fact that both
businesses had little differentiation to offer, neither of them had much
chance of successfully breaking into his respective market without a large
marketing budget.
Avoid Entering a Market That Displays Oligopolistic Characteristics
After growing bored of retirement, Dick Keener and Lief Blodee started
Keener-Blodee, Inc. to manufacture and sell stylish wooden office chairs.
They did not have a large marketing budget, but they believed they had a
highly differentiated chair that interior designers would appreciate.
According to Keener:
The uniqueness of design and construction give us a product with integrity
that designers will respect.13

But they were entering a market that was becoming oligopolistic in
character: fewer but larger competitors, flat demand, and the price competition that usually follows a stagnant market. Justin Thompson, a consultant
to the industry, believed Keener-Blodee was facing 8–10 established manufacturers that offered similar chairs at similar prices. Of their optimism
about selling many chairs during their first year in the face of such competition, Thompson said:
This is not a growing market segment. For them to expect they’re going to be
able to whack 7,100 units out of somebody else’s hide is a gross miscalculation.
Not minor; gross.14
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This small new business was facing well-established competitors in a
mature market that displayed oligopolistic characteristics, yet it did not
have a marketing budget that was large enough to effectively compete
with those large competitors.
Mistakes You Should Avoid
The three new businesses discussed above tried to compete in types of
market competition that are not receptive to small new businesses in general, and not forgiving of small new businesses with small marketing
budgets. In those circumstances, such new businesses are very likely to
fail. If you don’t want to make the kinds of mistakes those new businesses
made, (1) avoid entering into a market that can be characterized as pure
or nearly pure competition, and (2) avoid entering a market that displays
oligopolistic characteristics.
The following is a summary of guidelines and warnings associated with
types of market competition concepts that are compatible with a small budget.

THE GUIDELINE YOUR MARKETING STRATEGY MUST SATISFY
Guideline 2a. Enter a monopolistic competition market by offering a
differentiated product with distinguishing features that will appeal to
a small, well-defined target market.

WARNINGS OF THINGS YOU SHOULD AVOID
Warning 2a. Avoid entering a market that can be characterized as pure
or nearly pure competition.
Warning 2b. Avoid entering a market that displays oligopolistic
characteristics.

3. Product Life Cycle Concepts
Every truly new product goes through a life cycle of its own. Someone
invents or designs an innovative new product and introduces it to its
intended market. If the market wants or needs the new product, some customers will start buying it. When that occurs the product enters the introductory stage of its life cycle, during which it probably will not have any
competitors. As time passes and broader market acceptance begins to take
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hold, demand for the new product increases, and it then enters the growth
stage of its life cycle. A second entrepreneur—or an established firm—will
notice the growth of that new product, see it as a profit-making opportunity,
and soon begin to offer a product similar to the one already available. If the
demand for those two products continues to expand, one or more additional firms will enter the market, also hoping to gain a share of its profits.
But these later entries into the market must take on the earlier entries,
who by now may have become well-established competitors. To do
so, the later entries must have a large promotional budget to announce
their entry into the market and to overcome the disadvantages of being
“johnny-come-latelies.” Often the increased competition of more firms
entering the market will trigger price decreases and that cause a decline
in profit growth for all competitors. Eventually the market for these
products will approach saturation, sales growth slows down and then disappears, the market matures, price competition becomes more severe,
and most competitors begin to experience a decline in profitability.
When that occurs, the product will have entered the maturity stage of
its life cycle. Time passes and eventually sales go into decline as fewer
and fewer potential customers remain in the marketplace. Taken together,
this phenomenon of growth and decline is called the product life cycle.15

Figure 4.1 Stages of the Product Life Cycle
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Familiar examples of products that have progressed all the way through
their respective life cycles include steam-powered railroad locomotives,
manual and electric typewriters, propeller-driven commercial aircraft,
pocket pagers, videocassettes, analog television and others. These products
have all died or are in decline, superseded by newer products. In the
United States, even the desktop personal computer is about to enter the
mature stage of its product life cycle, if it has not already done so.
Individuals thinking of starting a small new business should be very aware
of, and use, the product life cycle concept when they first begin planning
their new businesses. For example, if a person starts a small new business
with a product that’s in the introductory stage of its life cycle, that new business may be able to succeed with just a small marketing budget. On the
other hand, if someone starts a new business with a product that is already
well into its growth stage, that new business will have difficulty succeeding
without a large marketing budget because of the more intense competition
in that stage of the product’s life cycle. It is obvious then, that this information about the product life cycle concept will be very important for entrepreneurs to know and use when they first begin planning a new small business.
Small Budgets and the Introductory Stage of the Product Life Cycle
Only the introductory stage of the product life cycle can be compatible with
a small market budget.
If a person pioneers a truly new product, his or her new business should
not encounter any direct competitors when it enters into the launch period.
This represents a tremendous advantage in four ways. (1) If the product is
well designed to satisfy the needs of a market segment that is not currently
being well served by any competitor, that segment will quickly begin purchasing the new product. (2) Because it has no direct competitors, the
new business will not need a large marketing budget to overcome competitors’ promotions. (3) Since there is no equivalent product already on the
market, many wholesalers and retailers that serve the new business’s target
market will very much want to carry the new business’s product offering.
(4) With no competitors’ prices already established in the minds of potential consumers, the new business owner has some freedom in pricing his
product so as to “create good value” in the eyes of the intended consumers.
These are tremendous advantages.
If a small new business owner introduces a truly new product to a target
market that is not being well served, two considerations will determine if
such a marketing strategy can be successful with a small marketing budget.
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One of those considerations has to do with the new business’s target market
being both (a) well defined and (b) underserved. These issues have been discussed in depth at the beginning of Chapter 3 and again at the beginning of
this chapter. A well-defined and underserved target market is both more
economical to reach and more receptive to informative communications.
The second consideration that is critical to a successful marketing strategy
is discussed in detail below.
Small Budgets Need Fast Adoption and High Acceptance
This second consideration has to do with how quickly the new product
will be adopted by the target market and what proportion of the target
market will eventually adopt it. These are called the rate of adoption
and the level of acceptance, respectively. A new product has a good chance
of achieving both a fast rate of adoption and a high level of acceptance if it
possesses the characteristics discussed in the following four paragraphs.
When a business first introduces a truly new product, its launch period
will coincide with the initial segment of the introductory life cycle stage of
the new product. Consequently, the small new business will not encounter
any competition when it does so. Even without any competition, however,
there is no guarantee that the new product’s target market will quickly
adopt the new product.
So how can the owner of a small new business with a truly new product
evaluate whether or not it will achieve both a fast adoption and a high
level of acceptance by its target market? To make such an evaluation,
the entrepreneur must turn to diffusion of innovation theory. This theory
states that to achieve a fast rate of adoption and a high level of acceptance
by its target market, a new product should
1. have important advantages over products currently being used by the target
market.
2. be compatible with the target market’s current life styles and values. That
is, potential buyers should not have to change the manner in which they
act, behave, or do things if they purchase and use the new product.
3. be easy to understand and use.
4. be capable of being sampled or used on a trial basis by the target market.
5. have advantages and benefits that can be easily communicated and/or
demonstrated.16

According to this theory, if a new product possesses all five of these
characteristics, the target market should enthusiastically embrace it,
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and it should enjoy both a fast rate of adoption and a high level of
acceptance. In turn, that kind of market receptivity will cause distributors and dealers to want to carry the product. If the target market is well
defined and easy to reach, promotional efforts will be both economical
and relatively easy to achieve. The launch of a truly new product that
possesses these characteristics should be very compatible with a small
marketing budget.
Conversely, the fewer of these five characteristics a new product possesses, the more likely the product will encounter a slow rate of adoption
and a low level of acceptance. A slow rate of adoption means the new
product will not quickly begin to generate a sales revenue stream once it
enters the launch period, and a low level of acceptance means less sales
revenue potential for the new product in the long run. Because both of
these outcomes are very incompatible with a small budget, an entrepreneur would be well advised not to start a small new business based on a
product likely to experience a slow rate of adoption and/or a low level
of acceptance.
Marketing Strategies That Are Compatible with Small Budgets
Let’s look again at the three new businesses that achieved Screening
Conditions I and II, and examine how they were able to incorporate this
product life cycle concept into their marketing strategies.
Wallace Leyshon’s Appliance Control Technology, Inc. (ACT) selected
manufacturers of mid-price kitchen and laundry appliances as the target
market for its electronic control devices.17 Because prices of electronic
controls had been too high until then, those manufacturers were still
using electro-mechanical controls on their appliances. In effect, they were
not being well served by the established suppliers of electronic controls.
When Leyshon approached those appliance manufacturers with ACT’s
electronic controls, those controls appeared as a truly innovative product
to them. Furthermore, with respect to the five diffusion of innovation
characteristics associated with fast adoption, ACT’s electronic controls
had important advantages over the established competitors’ products,
they were compatible with the appliance manufacturer’s current products
and processes, they were easy to understand and use, their effectiveness
could be demonstrated and their advantages easily communicated.
These evaluations support the conclusion that ACT’s electronic controls
could be designed and promoted in a manner that would achieve fast
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adoption and high acceptance among the well-defined target market.
These factors enabled Leyshon to accomplish ACT’s marketing strategy
with only a small budget.
Robert Bennett marketed his combination microwave oven-freezerrefrigerator, the MicroFridge, to the well-defined target market of
students living in college dormitory rooms.18 That market was not being
served by any competitor, because there were no direct competitors to the
MicroFridge. Evaluating the MicroFridge with respect to the abovedescribed five diffusion of innovation characteristics shows that it had
significant advantages over everything students had available in their
dormitory rooms, it was easy to understand and use, it was very compatible
with current college student life styles, and its effectiveness could be easily
demonstrated and its advantages easily communicated. Bennett’s design of
the MicroFridge and his selected target market of college students living
in dormitories favored both a fast rate of adoption and a high level of acceptance. That, in turn, allowed Bennett to get by with a reasonably small
marketing budget.
Even Brad Brown’s Glacier Nursery utilized the product life cycle
concept in its marketing strategy, but his new product also included a
service component. 19 Brown’s well-defined target market consisted
of Montana’s 40–50 retail garden centers who were not being well served
throughout the gardening season by out-of-state nurseries. Brown capitalized on that weakness of his competitors by offering all-season-long
deliveries to the target market. And that service supplemented the superior product—hardier, Montana-grown trees and shrubs—that his competitors could not match. Even so, Brown found that adoption of his
hardier trees and shrubs was not as fast as he would have liked. The slow
rate of adoption was caused—at least in part—by the difficulty of demonstrating their superior hardiness. To offset that difficulty, every year
Brown sent some free samples of his plants to a number of Montana retail
garden centers.
What You Should Do
From the above discussion you can see that successful small new businesses identify a well-defined target market that is not being well served by
current suppliers. The owners of those new businesses then offer a truly
new product that will enjoy fast diffusion among the members of their target
market. You should keep the examples of Wallace Leyshon, Robert Bennett,
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and Brad Brown in mind when you first start planning your new business if
you want it to be successful with only a small marketing budget.
Marketing Strategies That Are Not Compatible with Small Budgets
There are three product life cycle situations that are not compatible
with a small marketing budget.
(1) A new business based on a truly new product whose characteristics will not
result in a fast rate of adoption and a high level of target market acceptance.
(2) A new business based on a product that is already in the growth stage of its
product life cycle.
(3) A new business based on a product that is already in the maturity or
decline stage of its product life cycle.

(1) A New Business Based on a Truly New Product Whose Characteristics
Will Not Result in a Fast Rate of Adoption and a High Level of Acceptance
Some new businesses are based on truly new products that do not enjoy
fast rates of adoption. Randy Wise’s Animalens, Inc. offered large chicken
farmers red contact lenses for their chickens, reportedly causing them to
lay more eggs, eat less feed, and be less cannibalistic toward one another.20
Chicken farmers showed very little interest in the lenses, probably because
their advantages were not easily demonstrated and installing the lenses
required a change in the farmers’ operating procedures. Thomas Manning
started Buddy Systems, Inc. to sell his remote patient-monitoring computer
system to large home-health-care companies.21 Manning believed his system could help reduce healthcare costs because patients could be sent home
from the hospital earlier and visiting nurses could make fewer calls on
patients recuperating in their homes. Despite what seemed like very attractive advantages, the adoption rate for Buddy was poor because the system
was not compatible with doctors’ established practice of wanting to see their
patients face to face before making decisions regarding their health. If a new
product will not enjoy a fast rate of adoption and a high level of acceptance,
that product will be a mismatch with a small marketing budget.
(2) A New Business Based on a Product That Is Already Well
into the Growth Stage of Its Product Life Cycle
When an innovative new product has been introduced to a market and
begins to show significant growth in sales, potential competitors begin to
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enter the market because they are attracted by the profits they hope to
realize. Their appearance marks the new product’s entry into the growth
stage of its product life cycle. As the market grows and the competition
increases, most sellers will be trying to achieve broad distribution and create brand preference for their offerings. To do so, those competitors will
be spending large amounts on marketing. As the product moves still further into the growth stage of its life cycle, even more competitors may be
entering the market with even more differentiated products. The overall
result is that the growth stage represents a period of strong and increasing
competition, well into the latter portion of the stage. There the competitive situation becomes even more unpleasant because the rate of market
growth declines, causing some competitors to begin reducing prices.
At this point maximum profits for all competitors will already have been
achieved. If a small new business tries to enter a market with a product
that is already in the growth stage of its product life cycle, it will find itself
facing a number of established competitors who are very actively spending their marketing budgets.
If you are thinking of starting a small new business in such a market,
you should recognize that there is little or no chance of succeeding unless
you have a huge product advantage and a large marketing budget.
Without a large budget, your small new business will have great difficulty
attracting customers away from competitors who already have become
established in the market. With more competitors offering more differentiated products, your small new business will have difficulty gaining a significant product difference in the eyes of consumers. The appropriate
channels of distribution have been besieged—and continue to be
besieged—by all competitors, making it difficult for your small new business to gain the distribution advantage it would need to succeed. Overall,
it is clear that your small new business would encounter intense competition if it enters a market with a product that is already in the growth stage
of its product life cycle. To have even some small chance of success in such
a market, it would need a very large marketing budget.
(3) A New Business Based on a Product That Is Already in the Maturity
or Decline Stage of Its Product Life Cycle
When a product enters its maturity stage, total market sales for the product are growing only slightly, if at all. The product is already available in all
of the distribution outlets where it is expected to be sold. One or more
competitors may still enter the market, further intensifying competition.
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More firms will pursue further product differentiation and/or price reductions in the hope of gaining—or at least not losing—market share. Firms
that have the resources may increase their promotional spending.
Eventually total sales by all competitors begin to decrease, signaling
that the product has entered into its decline stage. Supplies of the product
from all competitors will exceed total market sales, causing a downward
pressure on prices. Because of the numerous competitors, effective product differentiation will be difficult to maintain. Profitability will decline
for all competitors, and completely disappear for some. The weakest
competitor will abandon the market, and sooner or later others will
follow suit.
Anyone thinking of starting a small new business should be aware of,
and fully appreciate, the characteristics associated with products in the
maturity and decline stages of their life cycle. Those characteristics are
very grave and unforgiving, and they certainly should not instill optimism
in the heart of anyone thinking of starting a small new business with such
a product.
The above descriptions make it very clear that a small new business
with little or no marketing budget will be well advised not to enter markets that are in the maturity or decline stages of their product life cycles.
To do so will almost certainly invite failure. Yet, I believe that somewhere
between one-third and one-half of all small new businesses enter such
markets.
Consider Carolyne Greene and her F.R.O.Y.D. doll.22 There were
already 50 or more competing dolls on the market when she started her
new business. David Fokos started his Icon Acoustics, Inc. when there
were already some 200 high-quality audio speakers that potential customers could chose from.23 When Dick Keener and Lief Blodee founded
Keener-Blodee, Inc. to manufacture European-style wooden office chairs,
the market for such chairs was already flat, and industry observers noted
that there were probably 8–10 well-established competitors already
in the market.24 Each of these three small new businesses was unsuccessful in its attempt to enter a mature market.
Mistakes You Should Avoid
Do not base your new business on a truly new product if it will not enjoy
a fast rate of adoption and a high level of acceptance in your target market.
A new product that requires significant time and money to gain acceptance
in its market is not compatible with a small marketing budget. When you
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first start planning your small new business, make certain you accurately
identify the life cycle stage your product offering will be in. If your product
offering is already in the growth, maturity, or decline stage of its product life
cycle, it will be very much in your best interests to consider a different product as the basis of your small new business. If you insist on starting a small
new business with a product already in its growth stage, you must have a
very large marketing budget if you hope to have any chance of succeeding.
A much, much better option, however, is to look for a product offering that
is in the introductory stage of its product life cycle.
The following is a summary of guidelines and warnings associated with
product life cycle concepts that are compatible with a small budget.

YOUR MARKETING STRATEGY MUST SATISFY AT LEAST ONE
OF THESE GUIDELINES
Guideline 3a. Offer a truly new product that will enjoy fast adoption and
a high level of acceptance by a well-defined target market that is not being
served at all by any competitor—or only being poorly served.
Guideline 3b. If your new business will not be offering a truly new product, design or differentiate your product offering so that it will be more
appealing to the individuals in your target market than the products
offered by competitors. (This is guideline 2a from Chapter 2.)
Guideline 3c. If your new business will not be offering a truly new product, your product should offer better quality and/or important new features and benefits and/or greater convenience and/or better value
compared to your competitors’ offerings. (This is guideline 2b from
Chapter 2.)

WARNINGS OF THINGS YOU SHOULD AVOID
Warning 3a. Avoid offering a truly new product that will not enjoy a
fast rate of adoption and a high level of acceptance by the target market.
Warning 3b. Avoid entering a market where your offering will be competing against products that are already in their growth (especially late
growth), maturity or decline stages.

4. Channels of Distribution Concepts
To have any chance of success, a new business must be capable of
economically distributing its products and services to its customers.
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Distribution can be accomplished in a number of ways, some of which
can be very expensive, some less expensive. When planning a new business, the owner must select a distribution system that is compatible with
the available budget. If there is a mismatch between the cost of distribution and the available budget, the new business will encounter serious
difficulties that may cause it to fail.
There are three distribution channel concepts that small new business
owners should be aware of when planning their small new businesses.
• Exclusive, selective, or extensive distribution
• Short or long channels of distribution
• Open or closed channels of distribution

Exclusive, Selective, or Extensive Distribution
A new business uses exclusive distribution if it sells its products through
only one retailer or dealer in a given geographical market. If the new business sells its products through only a few retailers or dealers in a given
market, it is using selective distribution. If a small new business’s target
market is geographically concentrated, the choice of either exclusive or
selective distribution is appropriate for its target market and compatible
with a limited marketing budget. Perhaps more importantly, exclusive
or selective distribution can also help the new business owner establish
solid relationships with a relatively small number of dealers and distributors without spending a lot of money.
Extensive distribution occurs when a new business sells its products
through many retailers and dealers in a market. When a new business targets many geographically dispersed potential customers, it will have to use
extensive distribution because its product must be available in many retail
outlets. To achieve such distribution, the new business owner will have to
commit the resources needed to build a large network of wholesalers and
distributors to carry the product. The new business’s marketing budget
will probably also require a large promotional element to provide retailers
with financial incentives to secure their cooperation. Typically, these
kinds of activities require more than a small marketing budget.
Most products sold through grocery stores, drug stores, and convenience
stores are targeting many geographically dispersed buyers. All new businesses based on such products will probably need extensive distribution to
succeed, and establishing such distribution can be quite costly and/or difficult. Many retailers charge new suppliers a fee just to place their products
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on the retailers’ shelves. These are referred to as “slotting fees.” So if the
small new business wants to use extensive distribution but does not have a
large marketing budget, it will be in trouble even before it starts.
Short or Long Channels of Distribution
A firm uses a “short” channel of distribution if it sells directly to end
users or if it sells to a retailer who resells to end users. A “long” channel
is one where a firm uses two or more intermediaries to reach end users.
For example, some firms sell to wholesalers, who in turn sell to retailers.
Other firms use agents or brokers to sell to wholesalers, who then sell to
retailers. In such channels, a firm has no contact with end users, and very
little contact with retailers. To initiate and maintain some communications with these retailers and end users—and to motivate them—would
require the establishment of an organization to do so, and that will likely
be impossible with a small marketing budget. In general, the shorter
the channel and/or the fewer the retailers or final end users, the greater the
chance that a small new business can establish good relations with those
parties. For example, a small new business could get by with a small marketing budget if it had to contact and maintain good relationships with only
50 end users, or with only 50 retailers who serve hundreds or perhaps thousands of end users. On this basis, short channels can be a fair match with a
small marketing budget, while long channels are likely to be a poor match
or a mismatch.
Long channels of distribution utilizing two or more intermediaries are
typically employed when a firm is trying to target many geographically
dispersed consumers being served by a large number of retailers. When
a small new business needs the cooperation of many wholesalers, retailers,
and consumers for its success, it will almost certainly need a large marketing budget to offer wholesalers and retailers incentives to gain their cooperation. Quite likely, promotional activities will have to be directed at
the consumers as well. Without the cooperation of all three parties, there
is little chance that the new business will succeed. For obvious reasons,
long channels of distribution, typically, are not compatible with small
marketing budgets.
Open or Closed Channels of Distribution
Well over half the goods and services marketed in the United States flow
through what are called vertical marketing systems. A vertical marketing
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system is a channel of distribution that is closed to all suppliers and distributors except those specifically invited to be members of the channel. Some
vertical marketing systems are corporate-owned. Goodyear sells some
of its tires through its own retail stores, and Sherman-Williams sells
its paints through its own retail stores. These channels of distribution
are not open to a small new business except by permission of the corporate
owners. Other vertical marketing systems are based on contractual arrangements. We know them as franchises, and they are found in fast foods, soft
drinks, new automobiles, automotive repairs, and in other product and
services markets. These vertical marketing systems, too, are closed to any
firm without the permission of the franchising organization. If its target
market is being well served by one or more existing vertical marketing systems, a small new business will have little chance of distributing its product
through that channel unless specifically invited to do so.
On the other hand, an open channel consisting of independent distributors can help a small new business gain distribution for its product if
those intermediaries have not yet been able to obtain a similar product
from some other supplier. In this case, the open channel may welcome
the small new business with open arms. Such collaboration can help a
small new business gain a competitive advantage in that channel. When
that occurs, when a small new business is welcomed by an open channel
of distribution, the new business may very well be able to achieve a distribution advantage with a small marketing budget.
Marketing Strategies That Are Compatible with a Small Budget
There are three distribution channel concepts that can be compatible
with small marketing budgets.
(1) Exclusive or selective distribution can reach geographically concentrated
target markets.
(2) A short channel of distribution can reach a relatively small number of geographically dispersed customers.
(3) An open channel of distribution that wants to distribute your product will
welcome your arrival on the scene.

(1) Exclusive or Selective Distribution Can Reach Geographically
Concentrated Target Markets
Robert Bennett used appliance distributors to distribute his MicroFridge.25 Those distributors welcomed the opportunity to carry his new
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appliance for three reasons: it was a new product line they were not carrying;
the product opened up two new markets—colleges and budget motels—
that the distributors were not already serving; and the distributors were given
exclusive rights to distribute the MicroFridge in the areas they historically
served. For these reasons, appliance distributors welcomed Bennett with
open arms when he called upon them.
(2) Use a Short Channel of Distribution to Reach a Relatively Small
Number of Geographically Dispersed Customers
A short channel involves either selling directly to end users, or selling
to dealers and retailers who sell to end users.
Wallace Leyshon’s Appliance Control Technology, Inc. had a target
market consisting of several dozens of appliance manufacturers located
in the United States.26 Although the manufacturers were not geographically concentrated, they were relatively few in number, a fact that made
it easy enough for Leyshon to be in personal contact with each. Since each
manufacturer ordered in large quantities, the most efficient and the least
expensive approach was for ACT to ship its controls directly to the individual manufacturers who had ordered them.
Brad Brown’s Glacier Nursery also used a short channel to distribute
his trees, shrubs, and plants in Montana.27 It would have been quite
impractical to try to sell directly to homeowners. Instead, he used local
trucking companies to ship his plants to his target market—Montana’s
40–50 retail garden centers—who then sold them to homeowners. His
system was a good match for his small marketing budget, and it was relatively easy to maintain personal contact with those 40–50 retail garden
centers.
(3) An Open Channel of Distribution That Wants to Distribute Your
Product Will Welcome Your Arrival on the Scene
Earl Bentz was successful in starting a new business to build small boats
for people who liked to fish for bass, walleye, pike, muskie, and other
game fish. Much of his success was due to the fact that boat dealers were
unhappy with the established boat manufacturers because the latter had
shown no interest in providing them with new, up-to-date models of fishing boats. The dealers’ customers were also very unhappy with the boat
manufacturers for the same reason. Here then was a channel of distribution waiting and hoping for someone to supply it with the kinds of new
boat models they wanted, but couldn’t get. In short, it was a very open
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channel of distribution! Bentz recognized the situation for what it was
and started a new boat-manufacturing business that successfully exploited
that very dissatisfied channel of distribution.28
When Michael Stecyk noticed that millions of small business owners—
just like all U.S. citizens—had to go to the post office to buy stamps, he
got the idea for a postage meter machine designed especially for small businesses. Such a machine would not only weigh a piece of mail and apply the
appropriate amount of postage, it could also print the return address on the
envelope, as well as print other promotional messages on the front or back
of the envelope. Most important, however, was that a new inventory of
postage could be downloaded into the machine via a telephone connection,
so the small business owner would not have to take the machine to the post
office. Stecyk’s employer asked him to start a small new business to design,
manufacture, and market the new postage meter. Potential customers soon
found the new postage meter to be very helpful, almost indispensable. But
its success in the marketplace was also due to the existence of a very open
channel of distribution that quickly embraced the postage meter when it
became available. That open channel consisted of Staples, Office Depot,
Office Max, and other retail chains that targeted small businesses. Before
Stecyk’s postage meter came along, those retailers had nothing to offer small
business owners for their postage and mailing activities. The fact that those
large retailers were ready and waiting when Stecyk’s meter became available
contributed greatly to its success in the marketplace.29
These two examples demonstrate that an open channel of distribution
can quickly welcome a small new business’s product with open arms, and
then deliver that product to eagerly awaiting buyers. Very often, because
of the speed at which channel acceptance can occur and the large sales
volumes that such a channel can deliver, open channels of distribution
can be very compatible with small marketing budgets.
What You Should Do
When planning your small new business, do not lose sight of the fact
that there are three channel of distribution characteristics that are most
compatible with a small budget. If you have a unique product offering
for a well-defined and geographically concentrated target market, give
serious thought to using exclusive or selective distribution in your marketing strategy. If you are serving a relatively small number of potential
customers that are geographically dispersed, direct distribution or a short
channel of distribution can be very compatible with a small budget.
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If you can find an open and welcoming channel of distribution that serves
your target market, such a channel will very likely be quite compatible
with a small budget.
Marketing Strategies That Are Not Compatible with Small Budgets
Three distribution channel concepts that are not compatible with small
budgets are (1) extensive distribution, (2) long channels of distribution,
and (3) closed channels of distribution.
(1) Extensive Distribution
When a small new business tries to sell its products through many
retailers and dealers in a market, it is using extensive distribution.
While on a Caribbean vacation, Octavia Randolph discovered some
native food products she liked very much. She started Oualie, Ltd. to
make those products and market them in the United States.30 She was
hoping to distribute her products through supermarkets, but was unable
to gain such distribution. As noted earlier, large retail food chains often
require new products to pay a “slotting fee,” and usually expect the new
product to be well advertised and promoted. Either one of these demands
calls for more than a small budget, but when combined, they require a
marketing budget well beyond the means of the typical small new business. Randolph’s failed attempt to gain extensive supermarket distribution
is not uncommon for small new businesses trying to sell products to the
large consumer market.
Richard Worth, on the other hand, was much luckier. He founded
Frookies, Inc. to market his fruit-sweetened cookies, the first cookies to
be made from all natural ingredients. Worth was able to gain extensive
distribution because the buyer of a large grocery chain was very impressed
with the “great taste” of his cookies.31 Even so, Worth had to utilize some
very creative—and perhaps quite expensive—trade promotions in order
to attract the attention of buyers. So, overall, it’s not clear whether he
was able to gain extensive distribution with only a small marketing
budget. It is very possible that the overall cost of his distribution proved
to be not so small in the long run.
Evidence suggests that a sizeable proportion of small new businesses
must achieve extensive distribution in order to have some chance of succeeding. Yet, attempts to gain extensive distribution with only a small
budget appear to have very little chance of succeeding.
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(2) Long Channels of Distribution
A long channel of distribution uses two or more middlemen to reach
final consumers. As noted above, when a small new business uses two or
more intermediaries in its channel of distribution, it will be necessary to
motivate and communicate with them on a regular basis, and that is very
difficult to do with a small budget.
Landmark Legal Plans, Inc. tried using a long channel of distribution.32 Landmark Legal Plans (LLP) hoped to sell inexpensive legal plans
to individuals (for wills, leases, etc.) and to small businesses (for various
contracts, leases, etc.). LLP planned to use independent lawyers to do
the actual legal work involved in the plans, and it signed an agreement
with an insurance marketing company with a nationwide network of
1,700 insurance agents. Those salespeople would be paid a commission
for each legal plan sold. In effect, using only a small marketing budget,
LLP tried to establish a long channel of distribution consisting of two different types of intermediaries. To shape it into an effective channel of distribution, however, LLP would first have to train those agents in the best
ways to sell the plans and motivate them to find buyers for the plans. LLP
would also have to coordinate each successful transaction with the lawyer
component of the channel of distribution and make certain that the
appropriate legal plan was returned to the prospect through the salesperson who made the sale. Such a multilayered channel of distribution
is far too complex to be achieved with only a small budget.
(3) Closed Channels of Distribution
As noted earlier, this type of channel is closed to all suppliers and intermediaries who have not specifically been invited to be members of the
channel. But a channel might also be closed for other reasons.
For example, at one time all cable television operators in the United States
were required to carry all local, over-the-air broadcast programming on their
systems. After a Supreme Court decision declared that requirement illegal,
cable operators did not have to carry a local station’s programming unless
they felt it was in their best interests to do so. With that ruling, cable television was transformed from a completely open channel of distribution for all
television programming to an arbitrarily closed system. When Barbara
Lamont founded Crescent City Communications Co., she encountered that
arbitrarily closed system, and it prevented her programming from reaching a
part of the target market that relied on cable for their television reception.33
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Some of the market she had hoped to reach with her programming turned
out to be unreachable because of this closed distribution channel.
A small new business, O! Deli, wanted to locate its sandwich shops in
office buildings.34 Unfortunately, many of the managers of those buildings did not want any food service at all, many specifically did not want
a sandwich shop food service, and, of those that did, some preferred competing sandwich shops over O! Deli. In effect, much of the envisioned
channel of distribution was closed to this small new business.
Mistakes You Should Avoid
Given the examples presented above, if you are starting a small new
business and do not have a large marketing budget, you very much want
to avoid trying to use extensive distribution or long channels of distribution or closed channels of distribution. Each of these three types of distribution makes a poor match with a small marketing budget.
The following is a summary of guidelines and warnings associated with
channel of distribution concepts that are compatible with a small budget.

YOUR MARKETING STRATEGY MUST SATISFY AT LEAST ONE
OF THESE GUIDELINES
Guideline 4a. Use exclusive or selective distribution to reach welldefined, geographically concentrated target markets.
Guideline 4b. Use a short channel of distribution to reach a relatively
small number of geographically dispersed customers.
Guideline 4c. Use an open channel of distribution, one that wants to
distribute your product and welcomes your arrival on the scene.

WARNING OF THINGS YOU SHOULD AVOID
Warning 4a. Avoid using extensive distribution unless you have a marketing budget that will support such a system.
Warning 4b. Avoid using a long channel of distribution to reach your
target market.
Warning 4c. Avoid pursuing a target market if it is served by a closed
distribution system, or if it is not already being served by an existing
channel of distribution that can be helpful to your new business.
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5. Business and Consumer Product Classification Concepts
Marketing textbooks classify both business products and consumer products into useful categories, and describe the specific marketing and competitive characteristics associated with the products in each category. That
information can be very helpful to anyone who is thinking of starting a
small new business. By understanding and utilizing this readily available
information, entrepreneurs can avoid starting a small new business with a
product that is not compatible with a small marketing budget.35
Business Products Classifications
All products being marketed by one business to other businesses are
considered to fall into one of five possible categories: raw materials, operating supplies, fabricating parts, installations, or accessory equipment.
Businesses Raw Materials and Operating Supplies
These two categories of business products tend to consist of commodities
or commodity-like products. Steel, various chemicals, paper, paper clips, file
folders and many similar products fall into these categories. A small new
business that engaged in one of these product categories would not be able
to offer significant differentiation compared to the products offered by
numerous and well-established competitors. Even with a large marketing
budget, a small new business entering into competition in any of these
product markets is not likely to achieve even marginal success.
Businesses Fabricating Parts
These are products that become parts of some other, finished product.
For example, a company uses raw materials to manufacture small motors
which then become part of many appliances. Because such fabricated
parts are typically sold directly from one manufacturer to another, it is
often possible to keep distribution and promotional expenditures low.
However, if a small new business intends to offer a fabricated part to
mature business firms, more than likely the small new business will be targeting a mature market. When that is the case, warning 3b (earlier in this
chapter) would apply; that is, a small new business should not enter a
market where the products being offered are already in the mature stage
of their product life cycle. Since established competitors will have welldeveloped relationships with customer firms, a small new business is
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likely to encounter long delays before persuading those firms to switch
suppliers, if such a switch ever happens at all. In light of this reality, an
entrepreneur would be well advised to avoid the fabricated parts market
unless he could offer something significantly better than current competitors’
offerings. If a small business can offer such a superior fabricated part, and
if it can keep promotion costs low with direct (short) distribution, its market strategy could be somewhat compatible with a small marketing budget.
Business Installations
Large installations such as manufacturing plants, warehouses, or
sophisticated materials handling facilities are beyond the means of all
but a very few large businesses. However, smaller types of installations,
such as specialty production or testing equipment, might be pursued by
small new ventures. If a small business owner has designed extra or
unique features into the product offering, targeted businesses may find
it attractive. Distribution of these types of installations is usually direct,
which might allow a small new business to handle its own distribution
in an economical manner. Under such circumstances, offering some types
of smaller business installations might be compatible with a small marketing budget.
Business Accessory Equipment
This category of products includes such things as office furniture, telephone systems, computer products, copy machines, and many other
items not directly involved in the production operations of a firm. But
well-established competitors already exist in each business accessory
equipment category. If a small new business is going to enter into the
business accessory field, more than likely it will be facing a number of
well-established competitors in a mature market. That is not a situation
favoring a small new business with a small marketing budget. Still, many
business accessories can be designed with unique features that some target
markets may find desirable. Since many business accessories are distributed directly or through short channels, it may be possible for a small
new business to secure acceptable distribution quite economically. If the
small new business’s target market is well defined, relatively few in number, and not widely dispersed geographically, promotional expenditures
may be kept a reasonable level. When these conditions exist, the business
accessory market can be a fair match with a small marketing budget.
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Consumer Products Classifications
All consumer products are classified into one of three categories: convenience goods, shopping goods, and specialty goods.
Consumer Convenience Goods
These are products found in grocery stores, drug stores, convenience
stores, and many other outlets. We are all familiar with them: we buy
them almost every day. Distribution of these products is extensive and
uses long channels, two factors that are associated with large marketing
budgets. Unless a small new business offers a really significantly different
convenience product, it will encounter many active and aggressive competitors. To compete against them, the small new business would have
to promote heavily—which again means having a large marketing budget
at its disposal—in order to have even a small chance of succeeding.
Because of the strong competition and potential distribution difficulties
likely to be encountered, entering a consumer convenience goods market
must be considered a mismatch with a small marketing budget.
Consumer Shopping Goods
This category of consumer goods includes fashionable apparel, furniture
and home furnishings, large appliances, automobiles, and other products.
They are called shopping goods because consumers go to retail stores selling
such items, look at the different brands and models, and compare them with
one another and with their own wants and needs before they buy them.
They are “shopping,” and this activity is very serious business to them.
Because some consumer shopping goods such as automobiles and
major appliances require large marketing budgets, such products are not
compatible with a small marketing budget. On the other hand, many
apparel and home furnishing items are not well-known, heavily promoted
major brands. Such products typically are sold (1) to many consumers
in geographically concentrated markets (2) through short channels of distribution (3) using relatively few retail outlets (selective distribution).
As pointed out earlier, all three of these conditions are fair or good
matches with a small marketing budget. (See guidelines 1a, 4a, and 4b
earlier in this chapter.) To have a reasonable chance of succeeding with a
product in the consumer shopping goods category, a small new business
owner would have to offer something very differentiated from what is
currently available, and something that both the target market and the
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retailers serving them would find appealing. With an attractive product
offering, a small new business may be able to gain the cooperation of
selected retailers through short channels. If such circumstances are
present, a small new business with a consumer shopping goods product
can be a fair match with a small marketing budget.
Consumer Specialty Goods
These are tangible products “for which consumers have a strong brand
preference and are willing to spend substantial time and effort in locating
the desired brand.”36 Some brands of women’s and men’s apparel are
specialty goods, as are certain brands of china and silverware. Expensive
watches, certain electronic and photographic equipment, some automobiles and home appliances, as well as unique foods and health and beauty
products can be specialty goods. For some consumers, Starbuck’s coffee
seems to belong to the category of specialty goods. It is important to note
that specialty goods are ones for which consumers have a strong brand
preference. Generally, specialty goods have been around for some time
and have become both well known and desirable.
Three factors argue against a small new business trying to enter a specialty goods market. One is that specialty goods tend to require heavy
advertising, which in turn requires a large marketing budget. A second
negative factor is that the small new business’s product will face strong,
well-established competitors who will aggressively defend their market
share. The third factor is that retail outlets are likely to be unenthusiastic
about carrying a new brand trying to become a specialty goods before it has
developed any reputation as such, especially if there is little evidence of it
being heavily supported with promotions. Since specialty goods status for
a product entails a significant investment in advertising and promotion,
the consumer specialty goods market is just not compatible with the limited marketing budget typical of most small new businesses.
Marketing Strategies That Are Compatible with Small Budgets
Four types of product classifications can be compatible with a small
marketing budget.
(1) Business fabricating parts that are significantly better than competitors’
offerings.
(2) Small business installations with desirable special features not offered by
competitors.
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(3) Significantly improved business accessory products with important new
features for well-defined target markets.
(4) Differentiated but very appealing consumer shopping goods in categories
that are not dominated by major brand competitors.

(1) Fabricating Parts That Are Significantly Better
than Competitors’ Offerings
Wallace Leyshon’s Appliance Control Technology, Inc. manufactured
electronic control devices for makers of mid-price kitchen and laundry
appliances. 37 Those control devices were business fabricating parts
because they became an integral part of the finished appliances. It should
be noted that the appliance industry was a mature market for fabricating
parts suppliers when Appliance Control Technology, Inc. was formed.
But ACT’s electronic controls were a significantly better product than
the electro-mechanical controls offered by established suppliers. They
were less expensive, they made for higher-quality and more attractive
appliances in the minds of consumers, and they helped reduce overall
inventory costs. Because there were relatively few of those appliance manufacturers, ACT was able to operate with a small marketing budget.
(2) Small Business Installations with Desirable Special Features
Not Offered by Competitors
Michael Kuperstein’s new business was based on a small installation
product. He founded Neurogen, Inc. because he wanted to design and
market a computer-based system that could read handwritten numbers.38
His first target market was banks, which daily had to process millions of
personal checks handwritten by consumers. Kuperstein believed that if his
system were installed in a bank’s information processing system, it would
reduce the banks’ check processing costs by millions of dollars each year.
Kuperstein’s small business installation product offered the target market
special features not available from any other supplier. Marketing strategies
that display such characteristics can be compatible with small budgets.
(3) Significantly Improved Business Accessory Products with Important
New Features for Well-Defined Target Markets
Paul Kittle founded Rusmar, Inc. for the purpose of selling foam to landfill operators to use as a cover for the trash that had been dumped each day in
their landfills. They were required to do so by law.39 Kittle also sold them the
machines that could apply the foam on top of the trash. Applying foam—
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instead of the traditional soil—allowed the operators to utilize more of their
landfill’s capacity, which translated into more revenue and profits for them.
That made Kittle’s machine an attractive accessory product for landfill operators. Kittle offered his well-defined target market an accessory product that
helped them become more profitable. The presence of such conditions are
often associated with compatibility with a small marketing budget.
(4) Differentiated but Very Appealing Consumer Shopping Goods
in Categories That Are Not Dominated by Major Brand Competitors
When they were first introduced, New Balance athletic shoes targeted a
market segment that was totally ignored by competing athletic shoe
brands, and they did so by offering a differentiated but very appealing
product. They pursued the aging baby boomer market, people 40 years
of age and older. At the time, the average age of Nike’s customers was
early to mid 20s, while Reebok users averaged in their early to mid 30s.
New Balance’s customers were people who were old enough to start having serious foot problems, so much so that they visited podiatrists seeking
help. Most competitors offered their shoes in only two widths—medium
and wide. New Balance offered its shoes in a number of widths ranging
from AA (very narrow) to the very wide EEEE. Not only did they promote their wider shoe models to their target market, they also promoted
them to podiatrists who favored the wider models for patients who had
to wear foot-supporting devices inside their shoes. None of the other shoe
brands pursued either this target market or their podiatrists.40 This marketing strategy enabled New Balance to operate with a much, much
smaller marketing budget than that employed by Nike and Reebok.
What You Should Do
If you are offering a fabricated part for business use, you must design it
in such a way that it will clearly be seen by your target market as having
significant advantages over what they are currently using. Recall how
Wallace Leyshon and Appliance Control Technology, Inc. created electronic control devices with such advantages. That is an example you can
use as a guide. If you are offering a type of business installation or a piece
of accessory equipment, you must make certain that your product’s differentiated features are very important to your target market and can only be
obtained from you. Michael Kuperstein and his Neurogen, Inc. were trying to achieve this with a type of business installation. Paul Kittle’s foam
and foam-applying machine are good examples of business accessory
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products with features that were very important to their target markets.
Remember, for any new fabricating part, accessory, or installation to have
a chance to succeed, it must be a significantly improved product with
important advantages over competitors’ offerings.
If your new business is to be based on a consumer product, your best
bet by far is to offer a shopping good that is (1) differentiated from competitors’ offerings in ways that are very appealing to your target market
and the retailers serving your target market, and (2) not in a product category dominated by one or more major brand competitors.
Marketing Strategies That Are Not Compatible with Small Budgets
Four product classifications that are not compatible with small budgets
are business raw materials, business operating supplies, consumer convenience goods, and consumer specialty goods.
Business Raw Materials and Operating Supplies
Both of these kinds of business products consist of commodities or
commodity-like products. Furthermore, these products are almost always
in the mature stage of their product life cycles, and are usually sold by
industries whose type of market competition is oligopoly or nearly pure
competition. All three of these factors are strongly associated with intense
price competition that makes it almost impossible for a small new company to differentiate itself from established competitors. Such a situation
is clearly not compatible with a small marketing budget.
Consumer Convenience Goods
Small new businesses based on consumer convenience goods face
four conditions that are not favorable to small marketing budgets.
Consumer convenience goods are sold in geographically dispersed markets.
Competitors in consumer convenience goods markets often display oligopolistic characteristics. Most consumer convenience goods are in the late
growth or maturity or decline stage of their product life cycle. Most such
goods use an extensive distribution system. These four factors are clearly
not compatible with the idea of a small budget marketing strategy.
Exceptions
It should be noted that occasionally a small new business based on a consumer convenience good can be successful. Such exceptions, though quite
rare, typically involve a really significantly different product that consumers
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find very appealing. Ben & Jerry’s ice cream is thought to be such an exception. Clearly, to many people, it is a significantly different kind of ice cream.
Consumer Specialty Goods
By definition, such products can emerge only after they have been very
well promoted and, as a result have created a strong brand preference in
the minds of their target market consumers. It is very difficult for a small
new business to achieve such status for its product with only a small marketing budget.
Mistakes You Should Avoid
You should definitely not base a small new business on raw materials or
business operating supplies or any other commodity or commodity-like
product. Do not start a small new business based on a consumer convenience product unless it is truly and significantly better than products
already on the market and unless you have a marketing budget that can
support the introduction of such a product. Lastly, since it is not possible
to create a consumer specialty product with a small budget, do not try to
base a small new business on such a product.
The following is a summary of guidelines and warnings associated with
product classification concepts that are compatible with a small budget.
YOUR MARKETING STRATEGY MUST SATISFY AT LEAST ONE
OF THESE GUIDELINES
Guideline 5a. Offer a business fabricating part that is significantly better
than current competitors’ offerings.
Guideline 5b. Offer a small type of business installation with desirable
special features not offered by competitors.
Guideline 5c. Offer a significantly improved business accessory product
with important new features to a well-defined target market.
Guideline 5d. Offer a differentiated but very appealing consumer shopping product in a category that is not dominated by a major brand
competitor.

WARNINGS OF THINGS YOU SHOULD AVOID
Warning 5a. Avoid entering product markets based on raw materials
and operating supplies.
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Warning 5b. Avoid starting a small new business based on a consumer
convenience product unless it is truly and significantly better—not just
a little better—than products already on the market.
Warning 5c. Avoid starting a small new business whose product will
attempt to break into a consumer specialty market.

Carefully Evaluate All Marketing Strategy Elements
This chapter identified a number of potential marketing strategy elements that are likely to be incompatible with small marketing budgets.
Given that hundreds of thousands of new businesses are started each year
in the United States alone, it is very realistic to assume there are still other
marketing strategy elements that are not compatible with small marketing
budgets. For a person starting a new business, it would be most convenient
if a complete list of all high-cost marketing strategy elements were readily
available. Unfortunately, no such list is known to exist. Therefore, a person
starting a small new business would be very prudent to (1) be aware that
other high-cost marketing strategy elements may very well exist,
(2) be alert for the possibility that one or more of the marketing strategy
elements they are considering for use in their small new business may be
one of those, and (3) to search for alternative low-cost marketing strategy
elements to replace all those identified as high cost.
Summary
If your marketing strategy has satisfied both Screening Condition I and
Screening Condition II, your new business should have a complete and synergistic marketing strategy that will not encounter any strategy execution
delays. That means that your small new business has the potential of
quickly achieving a growing sales revenue stream when it enters its launch
period. But to achieve that potential, your marketing strategy also must
avoid using marketing elements that are not compatible with a small
budget.
Since practically all small new businesses have limited marketing budgets,
people starting them should definitely avoid using marketing strategy
elements that require a large marketing budget. If your small new business
uses an expensive marketing element without having the budget to pay
for it, you will not be able to execute your marketing strategy in a timely
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manner and/or in the manner intended. As a result, when the new business
enters it launch phase, it will not begin to enjoy a growing stream of sales
revenues. If the sales revenue stream is delayed long enough, the new business will fail.
If you are thinking of starting a small new business, this chapter identified 13 guidelines that can help you select marketing strategy elements
that are compatible with small marketing budgets. You should strive to
use in your marketing strategy only elements that are included in this list
of 13. The chapter also presented 12 warnings identifying marketing
strategy elements that tend to require large marketing budgets. You
should avoid using those strategy elements. Both of those lists will help
you identify inexpensive elements you will want to include in your
marketing strategy, as well as expensive elements you will want to avoid.
This is essentially Screening Condition III.
The high-cost marketing strategy elements identified in the chapter are
a serious cause of small new business failures. Based on my research, I estimate that between one-half and three-fourths of all small new businesses
use marketing strategies that include one or more elements that are
incompatible with small marketing budgets. Essentially all such new businesses encounter serious operational and/or financial difficulties. The logical conclusion from this observation is that using marketing strategy
elements that are incompatible with small marketing budgets is a serious
mistake that contributes significantly to the failure of many small new
businesses.
The 25 guidelines and warnings presented in this chapter fall into five
general topic areas, one of which is target market and market segmentation.
Target markets consisting of many geographically concentrated buyers are
likely to be compatible with small marketing budgets, especially if there is
an underserved segment in those markets. A few geographically concentrated buyers can also be compatible with a small marketing budget if
the seller offers a significantly better product than those currently available. On the other hand, target markets consisting of many geographically dispersed buyers typically require that sellers have large marketing
budgets.
The second general topic area discussed in this chapter is type of market
competition. If a small new business hopes to succeed with a limited marketing budget, it should enter a monopolistic-competition market while
offering a differentiated product that will appeal to a small but welldefined target market. If a small new business enters a market characterized
as pure competition or nearly pure competition, or if it enters a market
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displaying oligopolistic characteristics, it will almost certainly need a large
marketing budget to have any chance of succeeding.
The owner of a small new business should avoid entering a certain
product market if the main product there is in the growth stage or the
mature stage or the decline stage of its product life cycle. Such product
markets almost certainly require a new business to have a large marketing
budget to be able to compete successfully. If the small new business has
only a limited marketing budget, it will have a much better chance of succeeding if it’s product is just entering the introductory stage of its product
life cycle. The best chance to succeed would come from pioneering a truly
new product that would enjoy fast adoption by a well-defined target
market that is not being well served by current suppliers.
The fourth general topic area is channels of distribution. With only a limited marketing budget, a small new business should use exclusive or selective
distribution, and the channel should be both short and open. If a small new
business wants to use extensive distribution, or a long distribution channel,
or a closed vertical marketing system, the new business will encounter very
serious difficulties without a large marketing budget.
With respect to the business or consumer product classification general
topic area, the categories most compatible with a small marketing budget
are business fabricating parts, small installations for businesses, business
accessory products, and some consumer shopping goods. Product categories not compatible with small marketing budgets are business raw materials
and operating supplies, consumer convenience goods, and consumer
specialty products.

5
Screening Condition IV:
Will Your Marketing Strategy
Be Capable of Defending Itself
Against Strong Counterattacks
by Well-Established Competitors?

If your marketing strategy achieves all three of Screening Conditions I, II,
and III, you will have made excellent progress toward identifying a successful marketing strategy for your small new business. Because of Screening
Condition I, you will have identified a target market that is not currently
being satisfied by competitors’ offerings, and your new business will be
offering that target market a product that it is eager to obtain. Your promotional communications will cause the individuals in your target market to
fully understand and appreciate the advantages of what your new business
has to offer. Compared with competitors’ offerings, you will have priced
your product to make it a very good value in the eyes of your target market
individuals. Lastly, by arranging to distribute your product in a manner that
is very convenient for your target market, your marketing strategy will be
very synergistic because it has highly integrated the five elements of target
market, product differentiation, promotional communications, price, and
distribution. As a result of this integration, your marketing strategy should
be both effective and highly efficient.
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Since your marketing strategy also achieves Screening Condition II, it
should not experience any strategy execution delays because it doesn’t
include any of the four types of undesirable characteristics described in
Chapter 3. Consequently, your new business should begin enjoying a
growing stream of sales revenues as soon as it enters its launch period.
Because your marketing strategy has also achieved Screening Condition III, it doesn’t include any marketing elements that require a large
marketing budget. You should therefore be able to execute your marketing
strategy with the low level of marketing expenditures originally intended.
By keeping good control of your marketing costs, your marketing strategy
will soon be generating a sales revenue stream in excess of your costs, and
your new business will be well on its way toward profitability and success.
So again, congratulations on making a great start toward achieving a
successful new business. But don’t rest on your oars yet, because there is
still one more obstacle you’ll have to overcome. If your new business starts
enjoying sales successes and continues to grow, it will soon attract the
attention of established competitors. There are at least two reasons for
this. One is that they have observed your success and want to grab a share
of that success before it is too late to do so. A second—but potentially
more dangerous reason—is that they believe your business’s success is
causing them to lose sales. When that occurs, the established competitors
are likely to consider your new business a serious threat and take some
kind of action against it. And because they are well established and larger
than your new business, they will most likely have the resources and marketing know-how to develop a strong counterattack designed to reduce,
or even destroy, the effectiveness of your new business’s marketing strategy.
Because you don’t want that to happen, you must make certain that your
new business is capable of defending itself against such counterattacks
when they occur. This is the essence of Screening Condition IV, which will
help you evaluate your marketing strategy to determine if it possesses the
characteristics it will need to defend itself against competitors’ counterattacks when they do occur.
Examples of Counterattacks by Established Competitors
You have already been introduced to one striking example of a small
new business being counterattacked by an established competitor in
Chapter 3. The small new business was Legend Airlines, which was trying
to start first-class-only business flights between Dallas’ Love Field and
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both Los Angeles and Washington, D.C. The well established competitor
was American Airlines. In fact, Dallas was their headquarters city. American
Airlines didn’t even wait for the small new airline to start operating. They
clearly saw that Legend Airlines would attract some of their best customers
once they began flying, so they counterattacked while the new airline was
still in its prelaunch period.1
The American Airlines attack was broad and vicious. First they sued
Legend Airlines, the city of Dallas, and the federal government with the
goal of preventing or delaying the new airline from ever taking off.
Then they paid for a radio advertising campaign supposedly from “concerned citizens” who were protesting the use of Love Field for commercial
passenger flights. Their sales force offered Dallas business travelers special
incentives if they remained loyal to American Airlines. In addition,
American quickly leased the unoccupied terminal at Love Field that
Legend Airlines had planned to use. That imposed costly delays on the
new airline and forced it to spend precious financial resources on a new
terminal and parking garage. American Airlines also used their newly
acquired terminal at Love Field to begin offering the same kind of services
that Legend had been planning to offer. The new airline did not survive,
and its failure was due in great part to actions taken against it by the wellestablished competitor.2
Different Types of Counterattacks
There are three different types of competitive counterattacks that owners of small new businesses should be aware of. The first type, illustrated
by American Airlines’ attack against Legend Airlines, occurs when the
established competitor sees that a new business—still in the process of
being organized—has the potential of becoming a significant competitor
if it becomes operational. In this type of counterattack, the established
competitor undertakes to destroy the new business’s marketing strategy
even before it can be executed.
A second type of counterattack occurs as part of an established competitor’s defensive plan, which is in place, ready and waiting to be used
whenever a small new business attempts to steal its customers. In this type
of situation the established competitor, expecting new competitors to
emerge from time to time, has developed strong defensive measures to
respond harshly to threats when they do emerge. The Batesville Casket
Company, described below, is an example of this second type.
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DISCOUNT CASKET RETAILERS VERSUS BATESVILLE CASKET COMPANY3
The Batesville Casket Company, a division of Hillenbrand Industries,
Inc., was the leading manufacturer in the $1 billion U.S. casket
market. Batesville’s share of the market was approximately 40 percent,
but they had a much larger share of the market for premium-priced
caskets. Because operating margins were widely known to be very
lucrative, the casket market frequently attracted small new retail businesses that would attempt to sell coffins at a discount. Batesville was
able to fend off those small new competitors by selling its caskets
directly to licensed funeral directors and by providing them with outstanding services.
Because of their marketing practices and customer services,
Batesville created a mountain of goodwill and loyalty among funeral
home operators. In turn, those funeral home operators cooperated
fully with Batesville, and together they organized a distribution system for caskets that could not be easily penetrated by a small new
business trying to sell coffins at a discount. How did Batesville
accomplish such a closed distribution system? They used the following multifaceted strategy.
Batesville sold their caskets directly to licensed funeral directors.
They did not sell to any wholesalers or retailers. In this way,
Batesville’s caskets were sold only at full list price, which was in
the best interests of both funeral home directors and Batesville.
For the funeral home directors, this resulted in markups of 200–
400 percent. For Batesville, it meant very happy and cooperative
funeral home directors who were not interested in buying caskets
from anyone but Batesville. Batesville also operated 68 companyowned distribution centers, which provided funeral homes with
overnight delivery of caskets. Such delivery services saved funeral
homes the costs associated with keeping an inventory of caskets.
Batesville also financed the casket showrooms in funeral homes,
which could easily cost $50,000 or more. Many funeral homes
offered their customers pre-need funeral insurance, and Batesville
was the largest underwriter of such insurance at the time.
Because they benefited so handsomely from Batesville as market
leader, funeral homes also did their part to help maintain Batesville
in that position. When a licensed funeral home director learned the
names of the casket manufacturers who sold their products to
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discount coffin retailers, the director would share that information
with other directors. This usually resulted in their boycotting those
manufacturers, which clearly discouraged other casket manufacturers from selling to discounters. Some funeral homes reportedly
contributed in another way to strengthen the Batesville distribution
system—they would make repeated calls to a discount store’s telephone number, thus tying up its telephone lines and preventing
potential customers from getting through.
One small businessman who tried and failed as a discount retailer
said: “My advice to anyone who wants to go into the casket business
is: don’t.”

Based on the American Airlines and Batesville examples, one very
important observation you should make is that well-established competitors have no doubt already faced—and defeated—a number of potential
threats from small new businesses in the past. They are well-established
competitors because they have had experience successfully fending off
challenges by small new businesses. They know how to defend their businesses, and they are ready and well prepared to do so vigorously.
The third type of counterattack occurs after a new business has begun
to enjoy some early sales successes. The established competitor notices the
small new business’s success, evaluates it, judges it to be a potential threat,
and then designs a specific counterattack to eliminate the potential threat—
or at least reduce it to an acceptable level. Two examples of this third type,
one by Anheuser-Busch, another by food company giants, are described
below.

MICROBREWERIES VERSUS ANHEUSER-BUSCH4
In recent years, many small independent breweries, or microbreweries, came into existence throughout the United States. They were
attractive because they offered distinctive lagers and ales quite different from the beers made by Anheuser-Busch (A-B), Miller, Coors,
and the other major domestic brewers. These microbreweries were
local and small, and they grew very slowly at first; but eventually they
gained 1 percent of the U.S. beer market, then 3 percent. Many of
these microbrewery brands were distributed by A-B distributors.
The owner of one such microbrewery said: “You got entree into every
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place immediately with an A-B distributor.” At the same time, A-B
beer sales remained essentially flat, while their profits fluctuated
unevenly. If A-B wanted to increase their sales—and they did—they’d
have to take sales from some else’s brands. The most vulnerable competitors were the smaller brands, and the microbreweries were the
most vulnerable of the smaller brands.
In response to the growing presence of microbrewies, A-B offered
their 900-some distributors an “exclusivity” contract under which
the distributors would agree not to carry brands of beer that competed with A-B’s brands. By signing the contract, a distributor would
receive a number of monetary and other incentives, including greater
access to A-B credits and loans, an allowance of $1,500 per delivery
truck for painting it with A-B logos and designs, a cash bonus of
two cents for every case of beer sold, and the opportunity to be first
in line when a new A-B territory became available. And there was
one other incentive for signing the contract. If a distributor refused,
there was no guarantee that their A-B distributorship would not be
terminated. Reportedly, every distributor signed the contract.
The results of the exclusivity contract were quickly apparent
and as favorable for A-B as intended. Once the A-B distributors
stopped carrying the microbrews that competed with A-B brands,
they started placing more emphasis on lesser A-B brands such as
Red Wolf and Black & Tan Porter. They also began promoting
Redhook Ale, a small brand partly owned by A-B.
The effects of the contract were very unfavorable—almost
disastrous—for many microbreweries. Some industry analysts predicted that small breweries would go into decline. One microbrewery
owner was quoted as saying: “We had eight Anheuser-Busch distributors at one time. Now we have two.” He tried to find replacement
distributors in areas where he had lost the A-B distributors, but
was unable to do so: “. . . we just basically shut down in some of
those areas.”

Microbreweries were ignored when they were very small and not worth
the trouble of taking seriously. But after awhile they got bigger, and the
domestic beer market flattened out. The market and competitive conditions changed, and so did the attitude of the largest established competitor.
The smaller breweries were now beginning to pose a threat that called for a
counterattack.
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MY OWN MEALS, INC. VERSUS FOOD GIANTS5
Mary Anne Jackson was 35 years old with CPA and MBA degrees
and eight years of experience in planning with a huge food conglomerate. She had some guilty feelings about being a working mom while
her little daughter was still preschool. She also found, after thoroughly searching food and grocery stores, that no one was supplying
the kind of good quality children’s meals she wanted for her daughter.
So she was spending much of her weekends preparing and freezing
wholesome meals the babysitter could feed her daughter during the
upcoming week. Other women in similar employment-family situations, eager to prepare such healthy meals for their children, asked
her about her meal preparation activities. Then, suddenly, Jackson’s
company was the victim of a leveraged buyout and Jackson was one
of the many midlevel managers who were let go.
Jackson always thought she might start a company of her own
one day. Since her work experience had been in the food industry,
and since her personal experience had revealed that no company was
marketing quality meals especially created for children, she decided
she would start a new company to make wholesome meals for preschool children. The meals would be sold in plastic retort pouches
that didn’t need refrigeration. They could easily be prepared in less
than two minutes in a microwave oven, or by placing the pouch in
boiling water for four to five minutes. Given the number of working
mothers with children, and the type of meals she was planning to produce, Jackson estimated that the size of the market was worth about
$500 million per year.
She named her company My Own Meals, Inc. and, two years
after becoming unemployed, she began distributing five different
meals for children through two large food chains in Chicago that
had agreed to carry her products. With the meals priced between
$2.39 and $2.99, Jackson had expected sales of $1 million during
her first year, a goal she reached and surpassed. Her line of meals
was available in about 100 stores going into her second year, and
in about 1,000 stores by the beginning of the third. Jackson had
forecast sales of $10 million for the second year, and she expected
sales to reach $60 million a few years after that.
Unfortunately, the growing market acceptance of My Own
Meals—and the estimated market size of $500 million per year—had
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caught the attention of some of the major food giants. During
Jackson’s second year in business, both George A. Hormel &
Company and ConAgra Frozen Foods entered the market with their
brands of children’s meals. Soon after that, Tyson Foods also introduced its own line of children’s meals. Individual items in those
competitors’ product lines were priced between $1.09 and $1.29,
considerably below the prices of My Own Meals.
Three years later My Own Meals had completely disappeared
from supermarket shelves. Jackson’s description of what happened
was: “We got annihilated!”

These four examples clearly and strongly illustrate that small new businesses are very vulnerable to counterattacks by established competitors.
Established competitors are very experienced companies that usually have
the motivation, the resources, and the marketing know-how to successfully respond to the arrival of a small new competitor. They can preempt
a small new business’s marketing strategy, and completely disrupt its
potential effectiveness, as American Airlines and Batesville caskets did.
They can control the appropriate distribution channels to prevent or deny
distribution to competitors they wish to destroy, as in the Anheuser-Busch
and Batesville casket examples. Being larger and having greater resources,
they can use lower prices to punish or destroy new competitors, as the food
giants demonstrated. With their greater size and strength, they can usually
forego profits for a longer period of time than a small new competitor. All
four of the above examples display this characteristic. If you want your
small new business to be successful over the long term, you must be ready
and able to fend off a strong counterattack from an established competitor
if and when it occurs. Screening Condition IV can help you prepare to do
just that.
SCREENING CONDITION IV
Screening Condition IV consists of four characteristics that your
marketing strategy must possess if it is to be capable of successfully
defending your new business against an aggressive counterattack by a
large competitor.
1a. Your small new business should not directly attack a large competitor.
In fact, it should not even appear to threaten such competitors.
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1b. If your small new business is based on a concept that eventually will cause
it to either directly or indirectly engage a large competitor, you must be very
certain that the competitor is vulnerable in some way that offers you a good
chance for success. If the competitor is not vulnerable in some important
way, your small new business will almost certainly fail.
2. Your new business’s marketing strategy must be so designed that it neutralizes a large competitor’s ability to disrupt or negate its effectiveness.
3. Your marketing strategy must include a significant and sustainable product
and/or service advantage.
4. Your marketing strategy must incorporate a distribution component, or
some other strong impediment, that provides your small new business with
longer-term protection against competitors’ counterattacks.

Each of these four characteristics is in addition to those already described
in relation to Screening Conditions I, II, and III. They are discussed in
great detail in the remainder of the chapter.
1. Do Not Attack a Large Competitor
In previous chapters you were introduced to three small new businesses
that were on the road to marketing success. Neither Appliance Control
Technology, Inc.6 nor MicroFridge, Inc.7 attacked large competitors—
or any direct competitors—when they opened their doors. Glacier
Nursery8 chose a target market that large, distant competitors showed
little interest in serving, so in a sense it also did not directly attack a large
competitor. These three companies illustrate the merits of starting a small
new business that does not directly attack a large competitor. When those
new businesses are compared with the four examples presented at the
beginning of this chapter, it should be perfectly clear why a small new
business should not directly attack a large competitor.
Still, it is not easy for a small new business to avoid coming into contact
with large competitors for any extended period of time. When some small
new businesses begin to achieve growing sales, they often do so by taking
sales away from established competitors. When that occurs, the small new
business begins to be a threat to an established competitor. If that competitor is alert and sharply focused on what is happening in the marketplace, it
will probably take determined action to neutralize the threat. Since it is
already established in the marketplace, it will very likely use its financial
and marketing resources to strongly counter the threat posed by the small
new business. As the four foregoing examples illustrate, such counterattacks are often life threatening to a small new business. At the very least,
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such attacks will make life miserable for the owner of the small new business, who may come to regret wanting to compete against such an established rival.
On the other hand, there are times when an established competitor is
intensely focused on some new internal development or is overconfident
about its competitive position or is unaware of some inherent weakness
or is concerned with some other very important business matter. When
an established competitor finds itself under such distracting circumstances,
it may fail to notice a small new company trying to enter its industry. Such
a distraction or loss of focus may cause it to be vulnerable in the marketplace. That is, due to its circumstances the established competitor may
not even be aware of the small new business or may not even want to be
bothered by its existence. Or, the circumstances may be such that it won’t
or can’t attack the new business. That is what I mean when I say that the
established competitor may be “vulnerable.” When something like that
happens, a small new business may be able to gain some market successes
for a short time period due to the established competitor’s lack of response.
When Might an Established Competitor Be Vulnerable to an Attack?
If you are thinking of starting a small new business that might come
into direct contact with an established competitor, how can you know if
that competitor might be vulnerable to an attack? This is a good question,
but not an easy one to answer. However, some researchers have explored
this question by studying historical examples of attacks on large competitors whose circumstances at the time may have made them vulnerable.9
In their findings, those researchers identified a number of circumstances
that may cause large competitors to be vulnerable. That list is useful
information for anyone thinking of starting a new business likely to confront an established competitor.
There seem to be 12 circumstances under which well-established competitors can be vulnerable to attack by smaller rivals. Those circumstances
can be categorized under three broad headings: changing external forces,
industry structure and/or market position, and the established competitor’s behavior. The following explanations use historical examples of
attacks on large competitors as illustrations.
Changing External Forces
There are four such forces. (1) A government agency is threatening or
actually attacking the well-established competitor for some kind of legal,
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environmental, or other violation. (2) A new technology becomes available that gives small companies certain advantages over the established
competitor. (3) The established competitor is subjected to some kind of
external catastrophe. (4) A “new personality”—in a business or marketing
sense—enters the industry.
(1) A Government Agency Attacks the Established Competitor
When the use of fluorocarbon-propelled aerosols was banned by the
Food and Drug Administration, Gillette’s Right Guard, the deodorant
industry leader, lost significant market share as the public turned increasingly to roll-on alternatives.10 Bristol-Myers became especially aggressive
when this occurred. Their strong marketing efforts exploited Gillett’s
vulnerability and carried their Ban roll-on deodorant into the market
leader position.
(2) A New Technology Weakens the Established Competitor’s Dominance
Encyclopedia Britannica was the dominant market leader for years and
years. But the arrival of CD-ROM technology quickly changed that.11
Almost immediately new competitors entered the market with less expensive electronic encyclopedias that offered more features than traditional
print versions.
(3) The Established Competitor Is Subjected to a Catastrophe
Perhaps the most notorious example of an external catastrophe occurred
when seven people died after taking Tylenol tablets that had been criminally tampered with. The event quickly triggered increased marketing
activity by a number of analgesic competitors. A similar increase in competition occurred when Procter & Gamble’s new tampon, Rely, had to be
withdrawn from the marketplace because of its association with a dangerous medical condition known as toxic shock syndrome.12
(4) A “New Personality” Enters the Industry
The number eight brewery in the United States in the 1960s was the
Miller Brewing Company, whose sales had been declining for years due to
anemic marketing and product development efforts. A “new personality”
entered the domestic beer industry in the 1970s when the Philip Morris
Company acquired that brewery.13 The new marketing and management
talent imposed on Miller by Philip Morris soon resulted in the introduction
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of new Miller Beer brands and much increased advertising expenditures.
The suddenly intensified competition caused market leader Budweiser to
focus strongly on Miller’s new marketing activities, a distraction which
allowed some of the other beer brands to take more aggressive actions than
they might otherwise have taken.
Industry Structure and/or Market Position
This is the second main category of competitor vulnerability. A wellestablished competitor may be vulnerable to attack during any one of four
industry structure and/or market position circumstances. (1) All established
competitors, including the industry leader, are small. (2) The market leader
has higher prices and costs because it emphasizes image and reputation
and/or excellent quality and/or good service. (3) A new product positioning, product differentiation, or market segmentation opportunity can be
identified and exploited. (4) Only the established competitor has national
distribution, while other competitors are regional or local. When this condition is present, some distributors, retailers, and consumers are likely to
welcome an acceptable new competitor.
(1) All Competitors Are Small
In the post–World War II era all motels, real estate agencies, and hamburger joints were small businesses. There were no large competitors, and
certainly there were no dominant market leaders on a national scale in
those business activities. When there is no dominant market leader, the
door of opportunity is equally open to all, but all too soon, the savviest
small competitors exploited those opportunities to become Holiday Inn,
Century 21, McDonald’s, and others. Similar examples of opportunistic
small new firms becoming dominant market leaders can be found more
recently in the fields of furniture and sporting goods retailing, and the
eye care industry.
(2) The Market Leader Has Higher Prices and Costs Because It Emphasizes
Image and Reputation, Excellent Quality and/or Good Service
In the late 1990s Verizon Communications, Inc. was using its Yellow
Pages telephone directory as a cash cow to finance it competitive activities
in the telephone service market. To maximize the cash flow, Verizon raised
the rates it charged businesses for their advertisements in the Yellow Pages, a
development that caused many small businesses to stop placing ads in that
directory. A small competitor, Yellow Book USA, saw those alienated small
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businesses as a market waiting to be served, and they did so by offering
them much lower rates than Yellow Pages was charging. Because Verizon
was using their directory as a cash cow, it was hesitant to lower rates to more
closely match those of Yellow Book. As a result, Yellow Book USA enjoyed
tremendous revenue growth in the 10-year period from 1993 to 2003.14
(3) A New Product Positioning or Product Differentiation or Market
Segmentation Opportunity Can Be Identified
For years Crest toothpaste dominated the market with the message
that regular use of Crest would lead to very healthy teeth and gums.
However, Beacham’s market research showed that a sizeable market segment was looking for a toothpaste that offered breath-freshening qualities
along with cavity prevention. When they developed such a product—
Aqua-Fresh—and introduced it in the market, they were rewarded with
a very warm reception. Beacham’s identification and exploitation of a market segmentation/product differentiation opportunity allowed them to
establish a new entrant in a field strongly dominated by two large, wellestablished competitors.15
(4) Only the Established Competitor Has National Distribution,
While Others Are Regional or Local
The A&W brand was the long-established market leader in root beer
when Barq’s was only a small but popular brand in the New Orleans area.
Throughout the nation, there was no strong number two brand that
offered root beer drinkers an attractive alternative to A&W. Barq’s
thought it could expand its appeal into the areas immediately surrounding
New Orleans, and some distributors and retailers gave full support to that
notion. That successful initial expansion was followed by successive waves
of similar expansions, and after several years, Barq’s had become a wellestablished national brand.16
Established Competitor’s Behavior
This is the third main source of an established competitor’s vulnerability—
the competitor’s own behavior, specifically the following four types: (1) The
established competitor is not an aggressive marketer on a regular and continuing basis. (2) It displays a significant weakness in its marketing strategy
and/or cannot easily change its strategy to respond to changing competition. (3) The established competitor has offended an important channel
of distribution or customer group. (4) It is in the process of diversifying.
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(1) The Established Competitor Is Not an Aggressive Marketer
In the 1970s, American Chicle Company mounted a major marketing
initiative when it noticed that Wrigley’s, the gum market leader, lacked
any significant product and marketing initiatives, thus leaving itself vulnerable to a market challenge.17 Similarly, in the pickle business both
Heinz and Borden’s demonstrated little marketing aggressiveness, even
though both had large market shares. Perhaps that was due to the fact that
pickles were not an important part of their overall business. In any case,
their complacency opened the door for Vlasic, which eventually captured
market leadership.18
(2) The Established Competitor Displays a Significant Marketing
Strategy Weakness
Market leader Hershey had a long-standing policy against using large
national advertising campaigns, a noticeable marketing strategy deficiency.
Hershey also displayed little aggressiveness when it came to introducing
new products. Mars took note of Hershey’s behavior, and through its advertising campaigns and new product introductions was able to move into the
industry’s number one position.19
(3) The Established Competitor Offended an Important Distribution
Channel or Customer Group
Outboard Marine Corporation was a well-established competitor in
the fishing boat market, especially bass fishing. But boat dealers, and bass
fishermen as well, were clamoring for newer and more luxurious fishing
boat models. Yet all of Outboard Marine’s boats were old models and
the company showed little interest in developing new ones. Earl Bentz,
a former Outboard Marine employee, saw this demand for newer and
better boats, and started his own new business to build just the kinds of
boat models that dealers and fishermen wanted. Both of those parties
eagerly welcomed Mr. Bentz’s boats when he brought them to market.20
(4) The Established Competitor Is in the Process of Diversifying
In the late 1980s Epson was the dominant leader in printers for personal
computers. Their dot matrix printers were everywhere. But Epson was also
trying to break into the personal computer business, both because they saw
it as a large and growing market of itself, and also because they believed
personal computers would be a good companion product to their printers.
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Their diversification efforts demanded large amounts of managerial and
engineering time, as well as significant financial resources. When HewlettPackard’s new ink jet printers came on the scene, Epson, distracted by its
focus on diversification, paid little attention to the new competitor’s product and failed to recognize right away that it was a serious rival.21
Two Additional Comments
First, it is quite possible—even probable—that there are more than
12 circumstances when an established competitor might be vulnerable
to attack. Other critical circumstances may exist that have not yet been
identified. If you are starting a new business that is likely to come into contact with an established competitor, it will be well worth your while to
make a careful evaluation of that competitor’s situation and circumstances.
You just might find some good reason to suspect your competitor will have
trouble counterattacking your new business once it has gotten started.
Second, there is no guarantee that every established competitor will
be vulnerable to attack when it finds itself in one or more of the above
12 circumstances. Your small new business will still be taking a risk by
entering a market with an established competitor, even if it is vulnerable.
The crucial point is that you will face much less uncertainty if your small
new business does not attack a well-established competitor.
What You Should Do
(1) The very best thing you can do is to enter a marketplace that is free
of any direct competition. Your first and foremost goal should be to offer
a differentiated product into a specific market in such a way that your
small new business will not directly encounter an established competitor.
Keep in mind the marketing strategies used by Wallace Leyshon and his
Appliance Control Technology, Inc., and by Robert Bennett and his
MicroFridge, Inc. Try, as they did, to enter a market in such a way and
with such a product that your small new business will not face direct competition. (2) If your small new business is likely to confront an established
competitor sometime in the not too distant future, however, be very certain that competitor is vulnerable in some important way. (3) Remember
that there is no guarantee an established competitor will be seriously vulnerable even if it finds itself in one or more of the 12 circumstances
described above. If you face a competitor—whether vulnerable or not—
it might quickly and strongly counterattack your small new business, so
you must be very certain that your marketing strategy also satisfies each
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of characteristics 2, 3, and 4 of Screening Condition IV as described in
the remainder of this chapter.
Mistakes You Should Avoid
Your small new business should not directly attack or threaten a large,
well-established competitor. The danger of doing so has been painfully
illustrated in the examples presented at the beginning of the chapter.
You do not want your small new business to encounter the extreme competition experienced by Legend Airlines, by the discount casket retailers, by
the microbreweries, or by Mary Ann Jackson’s My Own Meals, Inc.
The following is a summary of guidelines and warnings associated with
the characteristic of not attacking a large competitor.

YOUR MARKETING STRATEGY MUST SATISFY GUIDELINE 1A, OR BOTH
GUIDELINES 1B AND 1C
Guideline 1a. Select a target market that is not being well served by a
large, well-established competitor.
Guideline 1b. If your small new business is likely soon to engage an
established competitor in the marketplace, be very certain that competitor is vulnerable in some important way.
Guideline 1c. If your small new business is likely to engage an established competitor sometime in the near future, be very certain that your
marketing strategy also satisfies each of characteristics 2, 3, and 4 of
Screening Condition IV.

WARNINGS OF THINGS YOU SHOULD AVOID
Warning 1a. Avoid directly attacking or threatening a large, wellestablished competitor.
Warning 1b. Avoid attacking any established competitor if that competitor is not vulnerable in some important way.

Three More Characteristics in Screening Condition IV
If your small new business enters its launch period without directly
threatening large competitors, it will have satisfied the first characteristic
of Screening Condition IV. And having done so, there is a good chance
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your business will not be exposed to aggressive, competitive counterattacks,
at least not in the short run. But if your business enjoys early success and
continues to build on that success, sooner or later its growing sales will
attract the attention of a large competitor. When that occurs, your new
business is likely to come under attack by that competitor, or at least be
subjected to more competitive pressure than before. The four examples
at the beginning of the chapter strongly suggest that all successful small
new businesses will eventually come under attack by one or more large
competitors. If you expect your small new business to enjoy early success,
you should recognize this eventuality and make certain that your marketing strategy will be capable of defending against such counterattacks.
To achieve such a defensive capability, your small new business needs a
long period of competitive peace in order to establish itself firmly in its
target market and its distribution channel and gain the marketing and
financial strength necessary to fend off counterattacks when they finally
do occur. That is, your marketing strategy must have the ability of “buying time” in such a way that a large competitor will be unwilling or unable
to attack quickly. Something in your marketing strategy must force the
competitor to delay or abandon any notion of attacking your small new
business. To have such a capability, your marketing strategy must also
possess each of the other three characteristics constituting Screening
Condition IV.
2. Your marketing strategy must be so designed that it neutralizes a large competitor’s ability to disrupt or negate its effectiveness.
3. Your marketing strategy must include a significant and sustainable product
and/or service advantage.
4. Your marketing strategy must incorporate a distribution component, or
some feature that provides your small new business with longer-term protection against competitors’ counterattacks.

These three characteristics are discussed below.
2. Neutralize the Competitor’s Ability to Weaken
Your Marketing Strategy
You saw in the four examples at the beginning of the chapter that all of
the large competitors were able to do something in their counterattacks
that essentially nullified the effectiveness of the marketing strategies
of the offending small businesses. Those marketing strategies had been
effective only so long as the large competitors ignored them. But they were
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rendered completely ineffective once the large competitors attacked them.
Each of those small new businesses needed a stronger marketing strategy.
Each needed something more in its marketing strategy. Each needed something that could have prevented the large competitor from destroying the
effectiveness of its marketing strategy. What kind of thing could that be?
What could those four small new businesses have included in their marketing strategies that could have thwarted the competitors’ counterattacks
from weakening or destroying their strategies’ effectiveness?
There are five factors that can help a small new business blunt the efforts
of a large competitor’s disruptive attack:
•
•
•
•
•

prevent or delay a large competitor’s counterattack.
create a superior reputation within the target market.
maximize the product’s attractiveness to the target market.
select a target market that will prevent a counterattack.
select competition that will not counterattack.

These five factors were identified by a number of researchers who studied the characteristics associated with successful marketing strategies for
smaller businesses.22
Five Factors That Can Neutralize Large Competitors
Prevent or Delay a Counterattack
There are three ways you can try to incorporate something into your
small new business’s marketing strategy in order prevent or substantially
delay a counterattack by a large competitor. (1) Do something to “change
the rules of marketing.” That is, use a marketing program that is different
from the marketing programs established competitors have traditionally
used in the past. Changing how the product is marketed can delay a competitor’s response because (i) they are likely to doubt that the new marketing approach will be successful, (ii) they will not have experience planning
and executing the new kind of marketing, and (iii) they may not be able
to make an easy transition from their traditional marketing to the new
marketing. (2) Significantly improve your product and/or service in a
manner that cannot be easily adopted by competitors. (3) Create a barrier
or an impediment to competitors by working closely with selected channels of distribution or by establishing strategic alliances with important
customers or third parties. If done properly, such actions cannot be easily
duplicated by the large competitor.
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(1) “Change the Rules of Marketing”
Appliance Control Technology, Inc. (ACT) used a strategy that “changed
the rules of marketing.”23 When ACT started marketing its electronic controls to manufacturers of medium-priced appliances, their competitors were
offering those manufacturers standardized electro-mechanical control devices which they sold through distributors who called on the manufacturers’
purchasing departments. ACT, on the other hand, called directly on those
manufacturers’ engineers and designers at the time they were planning
new appliance models. ACT could supply those manufacturers with customized electronic controls that would be a better design match with the
new appliance models than could be achieved with the standardized
electro-mechanical control devices offered by the competitors. The result
was a better overall appliance design, and one that was cheaper to produce
as well. In effect, Appliance Control Technology changed the rules of marketing. It would not have been easy for the competitors to quickly change
their marketing, even if they had wanted to do so.
(2) Significantly Improve Your Product and/or Your Service in a Manner
That Cannot Be Easily Adopted by Competitors
By combining microwave, freezer and refrigerator functions in one
device, MicroFridge is a shining example of such a product.24 When compared with the three single purpose products available at the time to college
students in dormitory rooms and budget motel operators, the MicroFridge
was much more than just a significantly improved product. Meanwhile,
companies selling electric hot plates, toaster ovens, and even microwave
ovens and small refrigerators could not quickly develop, manufacture, and
market a product to rival all the features and benefits of the MicroFridge.
Glacier Nursery was another example of a small new business offering a
significantly improved and hard to duplicate product and service to its target
market.25 To offer trees and plants as hardy as those offered by Glacier
Nursery, established competitors would have to open their own nurseries
in some new harsh climate location like Montana. Even so, it would still
be uneconomical for those out-of-state nurseries to try to duplicate Glacier
Nursery’s all-season-long delivery services to Montana’s retail garden centers.
(3) Create a Distribution Barrier or a Strategic Alliance or Some Other
Impediment That Will Prevent Competitors from Counterattacking
For an example of a strategic alliance, one can look again at Appliance
Control Technology, Inc. and the relationship it was able to form with the
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manufacturers of medium-priced appliances.26 By working closely with
those engineers and designers when they were developing new appliance
models, ACT helped them achieve appliances that were both more appealing in design and less expensive to produce. Clearly, the appliance manufacturers benefited significantly by their alliance with ACT. The previous
suppliers to those manufacturers now faced the almost impossible challenge
of finding a product or service they could offer those manufacturers that
would be superior enough to cause them to forsake the benefits of the
alliance with ACT.
Create a Superior Reputation Within the Target Market
This can be a very powerful factor for neutralizing a large competitor.
Perhaps the most outstanding example of this factor is Starbuck’s coffee.
In less than 15 years Starbuck’s grew from a small chain of seven stores
in the Pacific Northwest to hundreds of stores across the entire United
States. They did so by establishing an outstanding reputation for serving
great tasting coffee in a comfortable atmosphere. Some competitors have
tried to emulate their success, but no one has been able to negate the
effectiveness of Starbuck’s marketing strategy, which is strongly based on
their tremendous reputation.
The Blackstone Bank and Trust Company is another example of a small
new business that created a superior reputation.27 It did so thanks to four
things. It opened for business in Roxbury, a poor section of Boston so
neglected by the banking industry that when it opened, Blackstone was the
only bank in the community. It worked hard to provide fast and personal
service to small business borrowers in the community. It gave all borrowers
direct and easy access to the bank’s two founders. And borrowers did not
have to deal with a bureaucratic loan committee like those found in most
banks, because there was none. No other bank was offering any of these
services to the bank’s target market of Roxbury’s small business owners.
Maximize the Product’s Attractiveness to the Target Market
This is the third of the five factors that can help small businesses resist a
powerful competitor’s attack. A small new business may be able to maintain its marketing strategy despite a competitor’s attempts at disruption
if it is able to make its product especially attractive to its selected target
market. There are three ways this might be accomplished. (1) A small
new business can so design its product that the competitors’ offerings
appear less and less attractive. (2) A new business might use product
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positioning and/or product differentiation to neutralize a competitor.
The competitor may choose not to redesign its products to include features being offered by the small new business because significant effort
and costs may be involved and also because of the uncertainty that the
target market will respond favorably to such changes. (3) A small new
business can also market a type of product that the competitor may not
wish to offer because it would significantly cannibalize its already existing
products and/or require a noticeable change in its advertising.
(1) Design the Product in a Manner That Causes Competitors’ Products
to Be Less Attractive
Glacier Nursery’s products were home grown in the harsh climate of
Montana. Homeowners who bought Glacier Nursery’s products would
be getting hardier trees and plants than those grown by out-of-state competitors in more moderate climates.28 As a result, Glacier Nursery offered
products that caused competitors’ products to appear less attractive.
(2) Use Product Positioning and/or Product Differentiation
to Neutralize Competitors
Appliance Control Technology, Inc. used both product differentiation
and product positioning in their marketing strategy.29 They were the only
supplier of electronic control devices to actively pursue manufacturers of
medium-priced appliances, and they did so by differentiating their controls to best meet the manufacturers’ needs. Furthermore, they positioned
their products as ones that would help those manufacturers achieve two
very desirable goals: lower production costs and better-designed, more
attractive appliances.
(3) Offer a Product That Competitors Will Not Duplicate for Fear
of Cannibalizing Their Already Existing Products
When CD-ROM technology became a practical reality, several firms—
including small ones—used it to introduce encyclopedias in electronic
format rather than in print format. The dominant world leader at the
time was Encyclopedia Britannica. It, too, had acquired CD-ROM technology, but it elected not to fully exploit it.30 Had it done so, it would
have severely cannibalized the sales of its printed encyclopedias and further hastened its loss of market leadership. As it happened, the advances
made by the new competitors were sufficient to drive Encyclopedia
Britannica off its once lofty perch.
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Select a Target Market That Will Prevent a Counterattack
This fourth factor involves two ways a small new business can neutralize
a large competitor through choice of target market. (1) It can select a market that established competitors have either ignored or not seriously
pursued. Such markets are often considered too small and not worthy of
their attention. An established competitor is less likely to go to the trouble
of counterattacking over a market in which it has little interest. (2) A second way a small new business can prevent a counterattack is by selecting a
market whose needs it can serve better than any competitor. When a small
new business pursues such a strategy, the established competitor can either
choose to do nothing, or it can somehow “gear up” to make itself more
capable of competing in that market against the small newcomer. The significant investment of time, effort, and resources necessary to gear up may
prevent the established competitor from launching a counterattack.
(1) Select a Market That Established Competitors Have Ignored
or Not Seriously Pursued
When skateboarding and snowboarding were in their infancy, large
sneaker marketers such as Nike and Reebok either ignored the youths
who engaged in those activities entirely or considered that market too
small to be worthy of attention. However, Van’s, Inc., a very small player
in the sneaker market, noticed that those skateboarders were growing in
numbers and in enthusiasm for their sporting activities. When Van’s managers saw that none of the large competitors had even established a foothold
in that market, they undertook serious promotional activities directed at
those board-riding youths, including sponsorship of many of their sporting
events. Doing so helped them become the dominant sneaker supplier to
those youths.31
(2) Select a Market Whose Needs Your Small New Business Can Serve
Better Than Any Competitor
The small business owners of Boston’s Roxbury neighborhood, and
Montana’s retail garden centers as well, had needs that were not being
well served by established suppliers. Those markets offered opportunities
to Blackstone Bank and Glacier Nursery. Two other markets whose
“at-home” food preparation needs were not being satisfied were those of
college students in dormitory rooms and guests staying in low-budget
motels. Those markets represented opportunities for someone to exploit,
and Robert Bennett and MicroFridge, Inc. did just that when they started
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marketing the combination microwave oven-freezer-refrigerator to
them. A similar observation can be made with respect to Appliance
Control Technology, Inc. and the relatively small and neglected market
segment it chose to serve. These four small new businesses helped improve
their chances for success by targeting relatively small and underserved market segments and offering them products and services that could satisfy
their needs better than anything else available.32 Their market selections
probably deterred large competitors from launching counterattacks
against them.
Select a Competitor That Will Not Counterattack
When a small new business selects a target market (as in the fourth
factor discussed above), it is also choosing to face the competitors who
are active in that target market. This fifth factor suggests that a small
new business might do best to focus on the competitor it wishes to compete
against. Thinking this way may help a small new business select a competitor that it will be capable of neutralizing. It might do this in two ways:
(1) select a competitor with a history of not being an aggressive marketer,
or (2) select a competitor that has as one of its markets a relatively unimportant segment that is not worth competing for when a small new business arises to pursues it as its own target market.
(1) Select a Competitor with a History of Not Being an Aggressive Marketer
The description of the first characteristic of Screening Condition IV
included a discussion of when an established competitor might be vulnerable to attack. One such possibility occurs when all the competitors
are small. The discussion pointed out that all motels, real estate agencies,
and hamburger joints were still small businesses in the 1950s. There were
no large competitors yet in those lines of business. The same is true still
for other lines of business. If a small new business chooses to enter one
of these markets, there is a very good chance that it will not be subjected
to a counterattack because of the small size of all of the competitors.
(2) Select a Competitor Who Has as One of Its Markets a Relatively
Unimportant Segment That It Will Not Defend If Targeted
by a Small New Business
For quite a number of years the bottled pickle industry was led by
Borden’s and Heinz, each having approximately a 10 percent share of
the market. Those two competitors historically had not been aggressive
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marketers, as evidenced by the absence of any significant promotional
efforts. As pickles were a rather small business for both of these large companies, perhaps they were not given high priority for marketing expenditures, or even for managerial attention. This lack of competitiveness on
the part of the two leaders eventually attracted the notice of the managers
of Vlasic pickles. In seven or eight years Vlasic, a local pickle producer
with less than 1 percent of the national market, was able to grow and
become the U.S. market leader with almost one fourth of the market.
Vlasic’s growth occurred slowly, expanding first into one region, and then
into another. Their growth came mostly at the expense of small local and
regional producers, but it was made possible by the absence of any resistance from the two market leaders.33
What You Should Do
The foregoing describes 11 options a small new business can use
to neutralize a large competitor’s ability to disrupt the effectiveness of a
challenger’s marketing strategy. When you are starting your small new
business, it is a matter of life and death importance that you recognize
that your marketing strategy must incorporate this second characteristic
of Screening Condition IV. You should try to include one or more of
the above eleven options into your marketing strategy while your new
business is still in its prelaunch stage. Failure to do so may result in a most
undesirable outcome when your new business enters its launch stage. You
have only to reflect on the four examples presented at the beginning of
this chapter to visualize how unfortunate that outcome can be.
The last several pages have described what a number of small new
businesses included in their marketing strategies to achieve the second
characteristic of Screening Condition IV. Note especially that four of
those new businesses utilized more than one of the 11 options presented.
Although not completely described in the foregoing, Appliance Control
Technology, Inc. in fact used five of the options, while Glacier Nursery
used three, and MicroFridge, Inc. and Blackstone Bank each used two
options. Why is this significant? The more of these 11 options your new
business can include in its marketing strategy, the more barriers and
obstacles you will be erecting to defend it from counterattacks by large
competitors. You want to have as many of these obstacles and barriers in
place as possible, forcing a large competitor to circumvent or surmount
each of them before it tries to mount an attack on the effectiveness of your
new business’s marketing strategy. In short, the more of these options your
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new business uses, the stronger will be its defenses against a counterattack
by a large competitor.
The following is a summary of guidelines associated with the characteristic of neutralizing the competitor’s ability to negate the effectiveness of your
marketing strategy.
YOUR MARKETING STRATEGY MUST SATISFY AT LEAST ONE
OF THESE GUIDELINES
Guideline 2a. Use one or more of the three possible ways to prevent or
delay a counterattack by a large competitor (change the rules of marketing; product improvement that cannot be easily copied; create a distribution barrier or impediment).
Guideline 2b. Create a superior reputation for your product among target market individuals.
Guideline 2c. Use one or more of the three possible ways to maximize
your product’s attractiveness to your target market (make competitors’
products less attractive; use product positioning and/or product differentiation; offer a product that competitors won’t offer because of cannibalization effects).
Guideline 2d. Use one of the two possible ways to make a target market
selection that will prevent your small new business from being counterattacked by a large competitor (target market is too small or unworthy of
attention; you can serve the target market better than any competitor).
Guideline 2e. Use one of the two possible ways to select a competitor
that will not attack your small new business (competitor has a history
of not being aggressive; competitor considers market not important
enough to counterattack).

3. Have a Significant and Sustainable Product/Service Advantage
If you want to provide your small new business with the maximum
amount of protection against counterattacks by large competitors, your
marketing strategy must possess two more characteristics beyond those
already discussed in this chapter. Having a significant and sustainable
product and/or service advantage over competitors is one of them. If your
new business has only a slight product and/or service advantage over
established competitors, its sales revenues will probably not be large
enough to ensure survival. Compared with the established competitors,
your new business must have a significant product and/or service
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advantage if it is to attract customers in numbers large enough to generate
a profitable cash flow. But even that might not guarantee survival.
Recall two of the four examples described at the beginning of this
chapter. First, Legend Airlines, who planned to offer first-class-only flight
service between Dallas’ Love Field and both Los Angeles and Washington,
D.C. Since Love Field was located near downtown Dallas, Legend Airline’s
first-class-only service would be very appealing to the Dallas business community, and no other airline was providing a comparable service. Clearly,
Legend Airline was offering its target market a transportation service with
a significant advantage over what was then currently available.
Second, My Own Meals, Inc., founded by Mary Ann Jackson to offer
working mothers ready-made, high quality meals to provide their preschool
children while the mothers were away at work. Her product offering was
attractive, there was a large and accepting target market, and she had no
competition when she started her new business. Jackson had identified a
target market whose needs were not being satisfied, and she provided it
with a product line that had significant advantages compared with the
alternative offerings at the time.
When they first started, both Legend Airlines and My Own Meals had
product/service offerings with significant advantages compared with what
was available from competitors. But both soon failed. What both of them
did not have was a sustainable advantage. That is why this third characteristic of Screening Condition IV states that a small new business’s marketing
strategy must include a significant and sustainable product/service advantage.
There are four possible approaches a small new business can take when
trying to develop a significant and sustainable product/service advantage:
•
•
•
•

offer product/service differentiation
offer improved quality
offer better value
convince the target market to use the new business’s brand name interchangeably with the product category

Patents and Sustainable Advantage
Some small new businesses are based on products never before conceived,
designed, developed, and commercialized. Such products are called “newto-the-world” products, and often the designers obtain patents on them.
Having a patent on a product can protect it from being copied by others,
but the patent does not necessarily guarantee that the product has a
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sustainable advantage. If a new product has a competitive advantage and is
also protected by a patent, that advantage may prove sustainable for the
entire period provided for by the patent. But not always!
How long does a patented product have a sustainable advantage? Robert
Bennett invented the combination microwave over-freezer-refrigerator
named the MicroFridge. Its design and construction was based on a
patented switching device that prevented electrical power from being used
by more than one of the three appliance components at any given time.34
Based on that patent, Bennett and his MicroFridge might have a sustainable
advantage for as long as the patent was granted protection. But if someone
invented a better switching device that did not infringe on Bennett’s patent,
the MicroFridge would no longer have a sustainable advantage. In other
words, Bennett’s patent does not protect him from the possibility that
someone else will invent a better switching device and thereby effectively
eliminate the MicroFridge advantage.
Patents can be very useful helpmates when you are starting your new
business, but don’t make the mistake of thinking that having a patent
guarantees your new business a sustainable advantage forever. If a patent
does give your new business an advantage, be fully aware that it may
not be sustainable even for the entire life of the patent.
Four Approaches to a Significant and Sustainable Advantage
Offer Product/Service Differentiation
Product and/or service differentiation represents one approach to gaining a significant and sustainable advantage. There are three ways a small
new business can achieve such differentiation. (1) It can differentiate its
product in a manner that makes competitive substitutes less acceptable to
its target market. (2) It can offer a new form of a currently available product, where the new form offers the target market important new features
and benefits not possessed by the old form. (3) It can offer different services
that are meaningful to the target market. It is important to note that in each
of (1), (2), and (3) the differentiation should be such that it prevents the
large competitor from quickly copying the differentiation, either because
it cannot do so or will not do so.
(1) Differentiate Your Product in a Manner That Makes Competitive
Substitutes Less Acceptable to the Target Market
Both the electronic controls Appliance Control Technology, Inc.
(ACT) offered to its target market of appliance manufacturers and the
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MicroFridge Bennett offered to budget motel operators were differentiated products that made competitive substitutes less acceptable to those
customers. ACT’s controls allowed the manufacturers to design more
attractive appliances at lower costs. Competitors that had previously supplied the manufacturers with electro-mechanical control devices were not
likely to quickly adopt the electronic controls technology that ACT was
using. If budget motel operators wanted to offer guest the benefits of a
MicroFridge in their room, they could choose to buy one MicroFridge,
or they could choose to buy one microwave oven and one refrigerator with
a freezer compartment. Furthermore, it was unlikely that manufacturers of
toaster ovens, electric hot plates, or even refrigerators or microwave ovens
would be able to quickly offer a product that could compete with the
MicroFridge. Even Brad Brown of Glacier Nursery offered his target market hardier trees and plants by growing them locally in Montana’s own
harsh climate. Competing nurseries situated in more moderate climates
would have to move to harsher climates in order to duplicate what Brad
Brown was offering.35
(2) Offer a New Form of Product with Important New
Features and Benefits
Perhaps the most dramatic example of offering a new form of a currently available product involves CD-ROM technology. One small new
business used the new technology to create an electronic version of an
encyclopedia that offered buyers several benefits over printed versions.36
Not only was the electronic encyclopedia much less expensive than the
printed ones, readers could activate sound recordings for selected topics
to enrich their reading and learning experience. Another practical benefit
to the owner of an electronic encyclopedia was that its storage did not
require the same shelf space as a printed encyclopedia. Meanwhile,
Encyclopedia Britannica shied away from marketing an electronic version
of its famous books because such a version would not be able to financially support its very large door-to-door sales force.
Of course MicroFridge, too, was a new form of currently available
product. Its benefits included all those associated with a refrigerator, a
freezer, and a microwave oven, but in a smaller size and at a lower price.
Similarly, to the manufacturers of medium-priced appliances, Appliance
Control Technology, Inc.’s electronic controls were also a new form of a
currently available product that offered those manufacturers important
new benefits.
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(3) Offer New Services That Are Meaningful to the Target Market
The all-season-long delivery service that Glacier Nursery offered to
Montana’s retail garden centers was an important service to them, and
one that was not available from out-of-state competitors. Paul Kittle’s
Rusmar, Inc. offered his landfill customers not only the useful foam
product itself, but also a machine with which to apply the foam.37 That
machine was an important and very effective service component of
Rusmar’s offering. Several of Rusmar’s customers considered it better
than the competitor’s machine.
Offer Improved Quality
A second approach a new business owner can use to attain a significant
and sustainable advantage is to offer improved quality. This can be done
in two ways. (1) A small new business can provide truly higher quality
than that offered by competitors, or (2) it can offer a product which target
market customers perceive as of significantly higher quality than the comparable currently available products.
(1) Provide Truly Higher Quality than Competitors
As noted earlier, Glacier Nursery was the only tree nursery located in
the state of Montana. Because they were grown locally, Glacier Nursery’s
trees and plants were hardier and more capable of thriving in Montana’s
harsh climate than the offerings of competing nurseries located out-ofstate in more moderate climates. Once Montana’s retail garden centers recognized this characteristic of Brad Brown’s trees and plants, they clearly
appreciated the truly higher quality of his offerings.
Blackstone Bank and Trust Company offered its target market higher
quality than what was available from competing banks.38 Unlike any
competitor, the bank was very conveniently located in the target market
community, and it provided fast and personal service to its customers.
In practice, this meant that customers had direct and easy access to the
bank’s founders. These features represented far higher quality banking
service than anything available from the other banks.
(2) Provide a Product Perceived to Be of Higher Quality
than Competitors’ Offerings
Sometimes a small new business can offer a product that its customers
simply perceive to be of higher quality than that offered by competitors.
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Ben and Jerry’s super premium ice cream appears to be an example of
such a product. More recently, the small bottled water company, Glaceau,
introduced a brand of enhanced health water called Vitaminwater. It took
several years, but the brand was able to grow its distribution to over
50,000 outlets in the United States. Reportedly, many retailers credit the
brand with creating a new product category that is providing them with
very healthy margins (no pun intended). Vitaminwater seems to be another
example of a small new business achieving a significant and sustainable
advantage by offering perceived higher quality.39
Offer Better Value
This is a third approach to achieving a significant and sustainable
advantage. Offering customers better value can be done in two ways.
(1) A small new business could provide its target market with greater value
by offer one or more extra product or service features while maintaining
product prices comparable to the competitors’. (2) Offering a parity product at prices noticeably below competitors’ prices will also afford customers
better value, but this approach is viable only if the price difference can be
sustained long-term.
(1) Offer Customers Extra Features at Competitors’ Prices
Operators of budget motels easily recognized that buying one
MicroFridge was a much better value than buying three small appliances
separately—a refrigerator, a freezer, and a microwave oven. The MicroFridge’s
better value was further enhanced because the motel operator could gain
added revenues from the sale of frozen meals, snacks, and drinks that
could be stored and prepared in a MicroFridge. The motel operators also
benefited because they could charge a higher rate for rooms that included
a MicroFridge. For the manufacturers of medium-priced appliances, the
electronic controls from Appliance Control Technology, Inc. were a better
value than the competitors’ electro-mechanical controls because the former contributed to improved appliance designs, lowered production
costs, and reduced overall inventory costs.40
(2) Offer a Parity Product at Substantially Lower Prices
That Can Be Sustained
Landfill operators could purchase foam for covering trash from
Rusmar, Inc. or from Rusmar’s competitor. On balance the two different
foams were probably comparable in the extra landfill capacity they offered
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relative to ordinary soil. But Rusmar’s prices were almost 50 percent
cheaper than the competitor’s prices, making his foam a much better
value for the landfill operator.41
Convince the Market to Use the Brand Name Interchangeably
with the Product Category
This is the fourth approach to achieving a significant and sustainable
advantage. Jello and Kleenex are two well-known historical examples of
a market adopting a new brand’s name interchangeably with the product
category. Another brand that achieved such status not too long after it
came into existence was Federal Express (as in “FedEx” it). More recent
examples of brands that may belong in this category are Xerox and
Starbuck’s coffee.
In this day of large advertising and promotional campaigns, is it still
possible for a small new business to use this fourth way to achieve a significant and sustainable advantage? Perhaps at the annual convention of
the association of budget motel operators one might hear some of the
members using the term “MicroFridge” in their conversations without
having to explain to one another that they are referring to a combination
microwave oven-freezer-refrigerator. Reportedly, many food retailers
believe that Vitaminwater created a new and lucrative category for their
stores.42 If these scenarios are true, these relatively new brands may have
achieved a significant and sustainable advantage on the basis of their
name recognition and acceptance.
What You Should Do
This section has described eight ways that a small new business can
try to include a significant and sustainable product/service advantage in its
marketing strategy. Your small new business must have a significant advantage over competitors in order to generate the profitable cash flow it needs
to survive. But a significant advantage does not guarantee survival, as demonstrated by the examples presented at the beginning of this chapter. Your
small new business must also have a sustainable advantage if it is to succeed.
In discussing this third characteristic of Screening Condition IV, four
small new businesses were mentioned more than once. Glacier Nursery,
Appliance Control Technology and MicroFridge were each mentioned
three times, and Rusmar twice. This means that each of those four new
businesses somehow incorporated more than one of the above eight
options into their marketing strategies. By doing so, each of those new
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businesses was creating an even more formidable product/service advantage than would have been the case if their strategies had only included
one of the above eight options. When you are planning your small new
business you would be well advised to try to follow the examples of those
four new businesses.
The following is a summary of the guidelines and warnings associated
with the characteristic of having a significant and sustainable product/service
advantage.

YOUR MARKETING STRATEGY MUST SATISFY AT LEAST ONE
OF THESE GUIDELINES
Guideline 3a. Use one or more of the three possible ways to offer product and/or service differentiation (differentiate to make competitive
substitutes less acceptable; offer a new form of product with important
new features; offer different but meaningful services).
Guideline 3b. Use one or both of the two possible ways to offer improved
quality (provide actual higher quality; offer perceived higher quality).
Guideline 3c. Use one or both of the two possible ways to offer better
value (offer extra product or service features at competitive prices; offer
a parity product at lower price).
Guideline 3d. Persuade your target market to use your brand name
interchangeably with the product category.

WARNINGS OF THINGS YOU SHOULD AVOID
The following four warnings were presented in Chapter 2 with
respect to achieving Screening Condition I. (See warnings 2a–2d
in that chapter.)
Warning 3a. Avoid supposing your target market will want your differentiated product because you think it is a good idea.
Warning 3b. Avoid not making a critical comparison of the strengths/
advantages and weaknesses/disadvantages of your product versus competitors’ products.
Warning 3c. Avoid not confirming through testing and research that
your target market actually believes that your product is different in
some important way.
Warning 3d. Avoid thinking that the customer will install your product
or arrange for someone else to install it.
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4. Use Distribution or Some Other Impediment to Provide
Longer-Term Protection Against Competitors’ Counterattacks
If your marketing strategy successfully included one or more of the
four approaches described in the third characteristic above, you should
have confidence that it has achieved a significant and sustainable product/
service advantage relative to the competition. Furthermore, if your marketing strategy has also achieved the second characteristic of Screening
Condition IV, there is a very good chance it will result in a growing sales
revenue stream once your small new business enters its launch period.
Why is this likely to be true? Because your marketing strategy is offering
your target market a product with a significant and sustainable advantage,
and it includes one or more factors that prevent competitors from quickly
attacking your new business.
But even if your marketing strategy achieves both characteristics two
and three above and its sales continue to grow, it is unrealistic to believe
that established competitors will never counterattack. Recall two of the
examples presented at the beginning of this chapter. The microbreweries
were well on their way to establishing themselves, and then AnheuserBusch took notice and made changes that quickly disrupted their growing
prosperity. My Own Meals, Inc. had had a successful first year of sales
growth and was expecting an even better second year when a couple
of food giants entered the market and quickly put an end to Mary Ann
Jackson’s dreams.
When a small new business begins enjoying sustained sales growth, it is
almost certain that one or more established competitors will take notice.
If the new business is taking sales from an established competitor, that
competitor will more than likely be very unhappy with the situation
and will look for ways to regain its lost sales. Or perhaps some wellestablished firm may simply notice the new business’s prosperity and
wish to get a share of that prosperity. Whatever the reason for the attack
or counterattack, owners of small new businesses are doing themselves a
great disservice if they are not well prepared for an eventual attack.
Because your marketing strategy has achieved both the second and
third characteristics of Screening Condition IV, your new business should
not experience competitive attacks during the early part of its launch
period. Hopefully, such attacks won’t occur until your new business is
far into its launch period, or even later. But if you want to enjoy an even
longer period without competitive counterattacks, your marketing strategy
will also have to provide your new business with some kind of long-term
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protection. That is the purpose of this fourth characteristic of Screening
Condition IV. You can create such protection if your marketing strategy
includes a distribution component, or some other kind of impediment that
will protect your new business’s marketing successes from competitive
retaliation for a longer period of time.
As mentioned in the above discussion of characteristic three, having a
patent is an impediment that can provide a small new business with
longer-term protection against attacks by established competitors. Both
MicroFridge, Inc. and Rusmar, Inc. had patents that probably helped keep
some potential competitors at bay. But in addition to patents, there are five
other ways a small new business can use distribution to create an impediment that prevents or discourages competitors from counterattacking.
•
•
•
•
•

improve logistics
establish new relationships
distribute directly to retail outlets
offer a full product line
provide new services

Five Ways to Provide Longer-Term Protection
Against Counterattacks
Improve Logistics
If a small new business can offer faster delivery and/or less costly delivery and/or more reliable delivery, customers will view such delivery as
improved service. If they value such service and wish to enjoy it on a continuing basis, it will tie them more closely to the small new business.
With its all-growing-season-long delivery service, Glacier Nursery offered
Montana’s retail garden centers significantly improved delivery over what
was available from out-of-state competitors. Improved logistics can also
result by helping customers manage their logistics and inventory more
efficiently. By working closely with the appliance manufacturers’ designers
and engineers, Appliance Control Technology, Inc. was able to help its customers reduce their overall inventory costs. In both these instances,
improved logistics tied the customers more closely to the suppliers because
they were helping them be more successful in their businesses. Any logistics
improvements you can offer that competitors cannot quickly duplicate
will provide your new business with a longer period of time free of competitive attacks.43
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Establish New Relationships
If a small new business can establish exclusive relationships with
dealers, distributors, and retailers, that will discourage them from taking
on competing lines.44 One new business designed an advanced type of
distribution system for prescription drugs that created new relationships
among five different groups of participants: health plan sponsors; insurance companies; pharmaceutical companies; doctors; and consumers.45
Once the various relationships among those groups were established, they
created barriers that competitors could not easily overcome. By working
with its customers’ engineers during the early stages in the design of new
appliances, Appliance Control Technology, Inc. was able to establish relationships with appliance manufacturers that could not easily be disrupted.46
Diaper Dan’s Delivery Service tried to establish new and important relationships with recent mothers by guaranteeing that they would always get
back the very same diapers their babies had been using all along—not
someone else’s, a feature greatly appreciated by mothers. Furthermore, by
using women drivers, Diaper Dan expected to develop a woman-tomother rapport than could not occur with male drivers.47
Distribute Directly to Retail Outlets
The microbreweries example presented at the beginning of this chapter
illustrates how vulnerable to competitive attack a small new business can
be if it does not control its distribution all the way into retail stores. If those
microbreweries had had their own direct distribution into retail outlets,
the retail availability of their products would not have been disrupted by
Anheuser-Busch’s new policies toward their distributors.
One small business even negotiated to set up the entire product
category display in retail stores.48 By taking on this logistic task, the company freed retailers of the responsibility and, in so doing, established a
special relationship between itself and its retail customers. If a small new
business can develop such a high level of in-store control, it can deter
competitors from weakening or destroying its product’s retail availability
and display. When Vitaminwater first entered its launch period, for example, its founder often delivered his product into retail stores personally
and helped set up its display.49 When Hanes introduced its L’eggs hosiery,
it delivered the hosiery right onto the free-standing displays it had provided
to retailers. Hanes also sold the hosiery on consignment, which meant that
retailers did not have to pay for the hosiery inventory on display in their
stores. (See the L’eggs hosiery example in Chapter 2.)
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In general, individuals starting a small new business should not lose
sight of the distribution control that is associated with delivering directly
to customers or using catalogs or the Internet as a means of being in contact with customers and distributing directly to them, or with distributing
directly to customers through the mail or by using UPS, FedEx, or other
delivery services. These are distribution options that cannot be disrupted
by established competitors.
Offer a Full Product Line
The electronic controls that Appliance Control Technology, Inc.
(ACT) manufactured were easily adapted to different models of the
same appliance, and even to different appliances. Their controls had this
versatility because the same piece of electronic hardware could easily be
programmed for different appliances. Not only did this substantially
reduce the customer’s inventory, it also meant that ACT could offer every
manufacturer a full line of electronic controls for all of the manufacturer’s
products. As a result, manufacturers did not have to deal with any other
suppliers of controls, and that meant that they could make more efficient
use of their time. Manufacturers often develop a greater loyalty toward
suppliers who help them be more efficient.50
Provide New Services
If a small new business can identify, design, and provide new services
that customers will highly value—services not currently available from
competitors—that may well create an impediment that established competitors cannot or will choose not to challenge. Established competitors
are usually larger organizations than a small new business, and that in itself
may prevent them from introducing the kinds of services their upstart rival
is offering. Or, because of the established competitor’s large size, it may not
be practical for them to offer such services to its large customer base.
Some small businesses have contributed to their success by providing
customers with such new services as the design and management of
in-store displays, managing the re-order and delivery and inventory functions, and even arranging for electronic fund transfers between customers
and themselves.51 We saw that Glacier Nursery strengthened its defensive
position with its all-season-long delivery service, a service that probably
was not economically practical for the out-of-state competitors to offer.
Similarly, Appliance Control Technology, Inc. personnel consulted with
appliance manufacturers’ engineers when the latter were designing new
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appliances.52 For the larger, more established competitors, it may not be
possible or practical to attempt to duplicate such customized services.
What You Should Do
If your marketing strategy achieves both of characteristics two and
three of Screening Condition IV, your new business should enjoy growing
sales in the short run because your strategy offers an important product/
service advantage to your target market and it incorporates certain features that prevent competitors from quickly negating your strategy’s effectiveness. Over a longer period of time, however, a large competitor that
feels threatened may be able to organize an effective counterattack against
your business if your marketing strategy does not provide for longer-term
protection. This section has described five ways your marketing strategy
can include a distribution component or some other type of impediment
that can prevent the competitor from attacking for an even longer period
of time. Each of those five tactics aims to develop a stronger and more
loyal relationship between your new business and its distributors or customers. The stronger and more established the relationship becomes,
the less success a competitor is likely to have if it attacks.
It was noted earlier in this chapter that some new businesses utilized more
than one of the 11 options available to achieve the second characteristic.
(See page 172.) By doing so, those new businesses were erecting more barriers and obstacles for competitors to overcome before they have
any chance of succeeding in negating the effectiveness of the smaller rival’s
marketing strategies. Some of those same new businesses used more than
one of the eight possible options for achieving the third characteristic. (See
page 179.) By doing that, those new businesses were creating a much
stronger, significant, and sustainable product/service advantage than if their
strategies included only one of the eight options.
That same logic also applies to this fourth characteristic of Screening
Condition IV. That is, a new business should try to incorporate more than
one of the five options described above in order to create multiple barriers
and obstacles that prevent or delay competitors from counterattacking.
From the foregoing descriptions, you can see that Appliance Control
Technology, Inc. used four of the impediment options available, and
Glacier Nursery used two.
The following is a summary of the guidelines associated with the characteristic of using distribution or some other impediment to provide longerterm protection against counterattacks.
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YOUR MARKETING STRATEGY MUST SATISFY AT LEAST ONE
OF THESE GUIDELINES
Guideline 4a. Offer customers faster and/or less costly and/or more
reliable delivery and/or help your customers manage their logistics
and inventory more efficiently.
Guideline 4b. Establish exclusive relationships with dealers, distributors, and retailers.
Guideline 4c. Establish direct distribution into retail stores, and
attempt to control your product’s in-store shelf display.
Guideline 4d. Offer dealers, distributors, and retailers a full product
line in order to discourage them from turning to some other supplier
who can do so.
Guideline 4e. Offer dealers, distributors, and retailers highly valued
new services that are not currently available from competitors.

Summary
If your marketing strategy has achieved each of Screening Conditions I,
II, and III, your small new business will have a complete and synergistic
marketing strategy whose elements should not cause any lengthy strategy
execution delays. Furthermore, your marketing strategy will be quite
compatible with a small marketing budget. Because your new business
has such a strategy, it should begin enjoying a growing sales revenue
stream as soon as it enters its launch period. However, you also want your
marketing strategy to have the ability to defend itself against the competitive counterattacks that are almost certain to occur. That is why you must be
certain that your marketing strategy also achieves Screening Condition IV.
To do so, it should possess each of the following four characteristics.
Your new business should not directly attack a large competitor, or
even give the appearance of doing so. If your new business will eventually
bring you into contact with a large competitor, be absolutely certain that
the competitor is vulnerable because of the presence of one or more of the
12 circumstances described in the first section of this chapter.
If you want your new business to be capable of defending itself against
strong competitive counterattacks, your marketing strategy must possess a
second characteristic: it must be designed so that it neutralizes a large
competitor’s ability to disrupt or negate its effectiveness. Your marketing
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strategy can achieve this by incorporating one or more of the 11 suggestions presented in the second section of this chapter.
Your marketing strategy must also have a significant and sustainable
product/service advantage. That is the third characteristic associated with
Screening Condition IV. A small new business can achieve this characteristic by integrating into its marketing strategy one or more of the eight
options described in the third section of this chapter.
The fourth characteristic your marketing strategy needs in order to
achieve Screening Condition IV is the use of a distribution component
or some other type of impediment that will provide for longer-term protection against competitive counterattacks. You can make certain that your
marketing strategy possesses this characteristic by following one or more
of the five suggestions described in the fourth section of this chapter.

PART III
CREATING YOUR
SUCCESSFUL MARKETING
STRATEGY

6
Make Certain Your Marketing
Strategy Will Have a Good
Chance of Being Successful

You have now been introduced to the many details of the four screening
conditions that can help you create a successful marketing strategy for
your small new business. Your new business has been your passion for
quite awhile—at least for a number of months, but perhaps for several
years. You have already devoted much time, thought, effort, and financial
resources to its creation. Clearly, you very much want it to succeed. To do
that, you must have a successful marketing program to accompany all the
other nonmarketing activities you have already engaged in and will
engage in in the future.
To achieve that successful marketing program you must have a marketing strategy that satisfies each of the screening conditions described in
the previous four chapters. You will also want your marketing strategy
to display richness in achieving the four screening conditions because the
more richness it possesses, the greater the chances that your small new
business will be successful. These are the two topics discussed in this
chapter.
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Four Screening Conditions Help You Create a Successful
Marketing Strategy
If your marketing strategy has successfully achieved Screening
Condition I, your new business will have identified a target market whose
wants and needs currently are not being satisfied by any competitor, and
your new business will offer that target market a product that it is eager
to obtain. You have planned a promotional communication that will
cause the individuals in your target market to easily understand and fully
appreciate that the advantages and benefits of your product offering far
exceed those available from any competitor’s. You have priced your product so that target market individuals clearly see it as a very good value
when compared with the competitors’ offerings. And you have arranged
to distribute your product in a manner that makes it very convenient
for individuals in your target market to purchase. As a result of these decisions, you have combined these five marketing elements in your marketing strategy in a way that makes it very synergistic and that will prove to
be both very effective and very efficient.
If your marketing strategy has successfully achieved Screening
Condition II, your new business will not encounter any lengthy strategy
execution delays when it enters its launch period. Because your target market has been well defined and those individuals are looking for a product
just like the one you will be offering, your new business should encounter
no delays due to poor target market identification. And because you are very
knowledgeable about the competition you will encounter and are certain
that your new business can serve your target market better than they can,
you should not encounter any strategy execution delays due to the competition. You have arranged for, and secured, the timely distribution of your
product in all outlets where the target market will expect to find it. And you
have researched all the environmental, legal, and governmental regulations
that might affect your new business, you fully understand them, and you
have complied with those that are applicable. Since your marketing strategy
reflects all four of these considerations, your new business should not
encounter any strategy execution delays and should begin to realize growing
sales revenues as soon as it opens its doors to its customers. That sales revenue stream will be the first solid evidence that your new business is well
launched on its path toward success.
If your marketing strategy has satisfied Screening Condition III, you’ve
designed it to match your marketing budget. As a result, your new business will be able to execute its marketing strategy in a timely fashion
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and in the manner originally intended. These two conditions must be
present in order to cause the growing sales revenues stream noted in the
above paragraph. Thus, because your marketing strategy also has achieved
Screening Conditions II and I, your new business should encounter no
strategy execution delays, and your marketing strategy should show
results shortly after you execute it. A sales revenue stream should begin
to flow as soon as your new business enters its launch period and then
continue to grow as more of your target market learns about your new
business’s excellent product offering.
The growing sales revenue stream your new business will be enjoying
in the first 12–24 months of its launch period should continue if your
marketing strategy has also achieved Screening Condition IV. Because of
this condition, your small new business will not directly attack a large,
well-established competitor. Your marketing strategy also includes three
features that will further delay the possibility of competitive counterattacks. First, you have included something that will negate your competitor’s ability to disrupt the effectiveness of your marketing strategy. This
will prevent competitive counterattacks or at least delay them for some
time. That delay will give your new business additional time to establish
itself more firmly with its target market and its distribution channel.
Second, your marketing strategy includes some significant advantage over
your competitors, an advantage, moreover, that is sustainable. This factor
will delay even further the emergence of a competitive counterattack.
Third, your marketing strategy also includes a distribution component
or some other kind of impediment that will provide your new business
with even longer-term protection against competitive attacks. In effect,
Screening Condition IV has erected these three protective barriers to fend
off competitive attacks until your new business is far into its launch
period. As a result, the sales revenue stream you have been enjoying
should not be seriously threatened before your new business has become
well established.
Successful Marketing Strategies Display Richness
After lunch or dinner, a person might order dessert of a single scoop of
vanilla ice cream. Such a dessert could appropriately be called simple or
plain vanilla. A second person might order a banana split featuring three
scoops of flavored ice cream, a sliced banana, chocolate fudge topping, a
large foamy spray of whipped cream, a generous sprinkling of nuts, a maraschino cherry or two, and perhaps still other goodies. This dessert could
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accurately be described as rich. In a similar way, a marketing strategy can be
simple or it can be rich.
A rich marketing strategy—or a strategy that displays richness—is one
that incorporates more than the minimum number of guidelines needed to
achieve each screening condition. A rich strategy also clearly complies
with all of the warnings associated with each screening condition. In other
words, a marketing strategy that displays richness contains noticeably
more features than the minimum number required for each of the four
screening conditions, and disregards none of the warnings. In contrast, a
plain vanilla strategy will incorporate only the minimum number of
guidelines needed to achieve each screening condition.
What follows is a review of the details of three marketing strategies
with which you are now well acquainted. Those details illustrate the concept of richness in marketing strategies.
Appliance Control Technology, Inc.
Appliance Control Technology, Inc. (ACT) was founded by Wallace
Leyshon and two friends to design and manufacture microprocessor-based
electronic controls for kitchen and laundry appliances.1 Those controls were
the buttons and panels people touch and push to operate their appliances.
Screening Condition I: A Complete and Synergistic Marketing Strategy
ACT selected a target market it could serve better than any competitor.
Their target market comprised manufacturers of medium-priced appliances
who at the time were being served only by suppliers of electro-mechanical
controls. Compared with those suppliers, ACT offered the target market
better controls with higher quality and more service, along with lower prices
and overall lower inventory costs. Thus, ACT was able to better serve the
target market in several ways, not just one. (See guidelines 1a–1d, and
warnings 1a–1c in Chapter 2.)
ACT’s electronic controls were a differentiated product that served the
selected target market better than the electro-mechanical controls offered
by existing suppliers. ACT’s electronic controls were standardized—the
same controls could be used in different models of the same appliance,
and even in completely different appliances. This enabled the manufacturer
to reduce both physical inventory and inventory costs as well. Two other
advantages accrued to the manufacturers due to the product and service differentiation that ACT offered. Because of the close working relationship
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between ACT’s engineers and the appliance companies’ designers, the time
required to move a new appliance model from conception to commercialization was greatly reduced. This brought down the manufacturer’s development costs and created a marketing advantage for them since they could get
their new models to market faster than before. Also, thanks to the close
working relationship between supplier and manufacturer, the latter was able
to offer more attractive new appliance designs, which consumers found
more appealing. In effect, ACT’s product differentiation offered customers
a number of advantages over competing products, rather than just one.
(See guidelines 2a and 2b, and warning 2b in Chapter 2.)
ACT promoted their products direct to appliance manufacturers’ managers and designers. In doing so, they effectively communicated the four
features and benefits they were offering. The appliance manufacturers
understood and appreciated (1) ACT’s product quality that resulted in
better appliance models, (2) the improved delivery service, (3) the lower
prices and overall reduction in inventory costs, and (4) the shorter new
product design cycles. Here again, ACT’s promotion was effective in several
ways, rather than only one. (See guidelines 3a–3c and warnings 3a–3c in
Chapter 2.)
Not only was ACT offering their customers improved control devices
(compared with electro-mechanical controls), they did so at lower prices.
But the appliance manufacturers also enjoyed additional cost savings
through reduced inventories and shorter delivery times. Lastly, they also
enjoyed savings due to the shorter new product design cycles resulting
from their close working relationship with ACT. Overall, ACT offered
their target market good value in several ways, rather than just a lower
price for the control devices. (See guidelines 4a and 4c, and warnings 4b
and 4c in Chapter 2.)
Distribution of ACT’s controls directly to customers was faster and
more reliable overall because standardized parts meant fewer parts, which
in turn translated into fewer inventory problems. Because of the close
working relationship between ACT’s engineers and the appliance companies’ designers, communication channels were very short and whatever
problems arose could be quickly resolved. Thanks to its marketing strategy, ACT’s distribution was more convenient for their customers in at least
two ways that the competition could not easily match. (See guideline 5a in
Chapter 2.)
Conclusion Regarding Screening Condition I
From the above observations, you can see that ACT’s marketing strategy fulfilled Screening
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Condition I in much more than a minimal way. Rather, their strategy
displayed noticeable richness in each of the five elements that constitute
a marketing strategy (target market, product differentiation, effective
promotion, good value pricing, and convenient distribution).
Screening Condition II: Avoid Marketing Strategy Execution Delays
When he started his new business, Wallace Leyshon was already quite
familiar with the kitchen and laundry appliance market, and he carefully
selected the manufacturers of medium-priced appliances as ACT’s target
market. Those firms were not being served at all by the established suppliers
of electronic controls, yet they represented a sizeable market whose control
needs could be readily estimated. In addition, they were relatively few in
number, and could easily be identified and contacted. Since ACTwas offering them a significantly improved control product over what they were
currently using, those manufacturers were very receptive to the communications they received from the small new business. (See guidelines 1a–1c,
and warnings 1a–1d in Chapter 3.)
With regard to the competition, Leyshon knew that large suppliers of
electronic controls had shown no interest in serving the manufacturers
of medium-priced appliances because their controls were too expensive,
compared with electro-mechanical controls. Since they couldn’t serve that
market, and current suppliers could only offer electro-mechanical controls, Leyshon clearly saw that ACT could serve that target market better
than the competition. Leyshon knew that the four advantages ACT
offered (described above) would be quickly recognized and appreciated
by the target market as very desirable. For these reasons, ACT’s marketing
strategy encountered no strategy execution delays due to competition.
(See guidelines 2a and 2b, and warnings 2a–2c in Chapter 3.)
By delivering their product direct, ACT’s distribution was very convenient for its customers. Not only was if fast and reliable, but the good communications between ACT and their customers also contributed to faster
problem resolution and fewer delays and shortages. Thanks to their direct
distribution, ACT was able to avoid all strategy execution delays caused
by distribution factors. (See guideline 3a in Chapter 3.)
ACT encountered no legal, regulatory, or environmental constraints or
barriers. (See guideline 4a in Chapter 3.)
Conclusion Regarding Screening Condition II
Overall, ACT’s marketing strategy was designed in such a way that it avoided any strategy execution delays whether due to target market factors or to barriers set up by
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competitors or to channel of distribution difficulties or to any complications caused by legal or environmental regulations. Furthermore, both
the target market aspect and the competition aspect of ACT’s marketing
strategy demonstrated some degree of richness that probably further
insured that the new business would not experience any serious strategy
execution delays.
Screening Condition III: Marketing Strategy Is Compatible
with a Small Budget
Wallace Leyshon selected a target market consisting of firms that were
not being well served to the fullest extent. They were relatively few in
number, so they represented a few geographically concentrated buyers.
And ACT offered them a significantly better product than what they were
using. These target market factors were very compatible with a small marketing budget. (See guideline 1b and warning 1b in Chapter 4.)
ACT entered a market where the type of competition—monopolistic
competition—was compatible with a small marketing budget. They did
so by offering a small, well-defined target market a very appealing, differentiated product with distinguishing features that resulted in both cost
savings and more attractive new appliance models. (See guideline 2a and
warnings 2a and 2b in Chapter 4.)
Because ACT’s target market firms were still using electro-mechanical
controls—which were in the mature phase of their product life cycle—
the sudden availability of electronic controls essentially made them
appear as new-to-the-world products to those firms. From their perspective, electronic controls were in the introductory stage of their product
life cycle, a condition that is very compatible with a small marketing
budget. (See guidelines 3a–3c and warnings 3a and 3b in Chapter 4.)
ACT distributed directly to its appliance-manufacturing customers, and
such distribution does not require a large marketing budget. (See guideline 4b
and warning 4b in Chapter 4.)
Microprocessor-based electronic controls for appliances are business
fabricating parts, and ACT’s electronic controls were of significantly higher
quality than what the target market was currently using. These are conditions typically associated with a small marketing budget. (See guideline 5a
and warnings 5a–5c in Chapter 4.)
Conclusion Regarding Screening Condition III
ACT’s marketing strategy was so designed that none of its elements required a large marketing
budget. Specifically, ACT’s selection of its target market, of the type of
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market competition it chose to compete in, of its method of distribution,
and of its type of product offering were all compatible with a small marketing budget. By pursuing a target market that would view electronic controls
as a new product in its introductory stage, ACT’s product offering was further able to compete with only a small marketing budget.
Screening Condition IV: Marketing Strategy Can Defend
against Counterattacks
ACT did not attack a large, well-established competitor. But, to some
extent, it did encounter a small, relatively new competitor. However, ACT
operated and marketed in such a very different manner compared with that
competitor that the two did not encounter one another in direct competition. (See guideline 1a and warnings 1a in Chapter 5.)
Wallace Leyshon designed his marketing strategy to include five elements
that served to neutralize a competitor’s ability to disrupt or negate his strategy’s
effectiveness. By offering electronic rather than electro-mechanical controls
he prevented current suppliers from competing directly. He pursued a target market that was of little interest to the large, well-established suppliers
of electronic controls. ACT engineers were working closely with the manufacturers’ designers to come up with the best controls for their appliances.
ACT’s product differentiation and extra services made competitors’ offerings much less acceptable to the target market. Lastly, ACT used marketing
in ways that were quite different from the industry’s traditional marketing,
which had a delaying effect on competitors because of the extensive marketing changes they would have to undertake if they decided to compete in a
similar manner. (See guidelines 2a, 2c, and 2d in Chapter 5.)
ACT’s marketing strategy included three significant and sustainable
advantages. One advantage derived from their engineers’ close working
relationships with ACT’s customers. The higher quality of their product
compared with electro-mechanical controls was a second advantage. ACT
also offered better value to their customers through lower prices, inventory
cost savings, and new product development cost savings. (See guidelines
3a–3c in Chapter 5.)
Leyshon designed ACT’s marketing strategy to use distribution and/or
some other impediment to provide the company with longer-term protection.
Two different impediments were incorporated into the strategy. For one,
Leyshon provided better and faster delivery services. The second impediment was the close working relationships ACT’s engineers had with their
customers’ designers and engineers. Once those good relationships became
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well established, they became a barrier which competitors would find very
difficult to overcome. (See guideline 4a in Chapter 5.)
Conclusion Regarding Screening Condition IV
Not only did ACT’s
marketing strategy avoid attacking any well-established competitor, it
competed in a manner that precluded head-to-head conflicts with competitors. ACT’s marketing strategy neutralized competitors by using five
different tactics, and it achieved a significant and sustainable advantage
in three different ways. Lastly, ACT’s marketing strategy created at least
two impediments that provided it with longer-term protection from
competitor’s counterattacks. As you can see, Wallace Leyshon designed
ACT’s marketing strategy to have great richness with respect to achieving
Screening Condition IV.
Conclusion Regarding the Richness of ACT’s Marketing Strategy
Wallace Leyshon’s marketing strategy displayed notable richness in
each of its five elements, and it clearly and strongly avoided any strategy
execution delays. Also, each of the strategy’s five elements was very compatible with a small marketing budget. And finally, ACT’s strategy also
did not attack any competitor, and it was very rich in features neutralizing
competitors, in achieving significant and sustainable advantages, and in
creating impediments that provided the company with longer-term protection against counterattacks. Overall, the strategy demonstrated great
richness in every regard.
MicroFridge, Inc.
Robert Bennett and two partners formed MicroFridge, Inc. to design
and market a miniaturized microwave oven-freezer-refrigerator combination that would run off a single electric cord plugged into an ordinary
household electrical outlet without blowing a fuse or tripping a circuit
breaker.2
Screening Condition I: A Complete and Synergistic Marketing Strategy
Given the MicroFridge’s three main food-oriented benefits, and the fact
that it could operate off a single electrical cord without causing an electrical short, two target markets that were a good fit were college students in
dormitory rooms and guests staying in budget or economy motels.
These markets were not being well served at all, they were easy to identify
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and contact, and there was no strong competitor pursuing either market.
(See guidelines 1a–1d and warnings 1a–1c in Chapter 2.)
Compared with the products available on the market at the time, the
MicroFridge was a very differentiated product. It took up less space and
consumed less electrical power than did refrigerator-freezer combination
and small microwave oven when purchased as separate units. (See guidelines
2a and 2b, and warnings 2a–2c in Chapter 2.)
Thanks to the uniqueness of the product, the promotional element of
MicroFridge’s marketing strategy benefited from much free and favorable
publicity. Many good reports about the product appeared in the printed
press and on radio and television as well. Bennett himself was interviewed
by the media on a number of occasions. The two well-identified target
markets readily understood and appreciated the MicroFridge’s benefits,
and they could easily be contacted by telephone, by mail, or in person
by Bennett’s small sales force. (See guidelines 3a–3c and warnings 3a
and 3b in Chapter 2.)
At first the MicroFridge was moderately priced, too moderately priced, in
fact, to judge by early sales. With a strong and growing demand trend and
virtually no competition, Bennett raised the MicroFridge price twice within
the first year of its launch. Despite the price increases, the continuing strong
demand trend indicated that the MicroFridge represented a good value to its
target market customers. (See guidelines 4a and 4c in Chapter 2.)
Because large appliance manufacturers were bypassing traditional appliance distributors to sell directly to large discount retailers, those distributors
were looking for new products to sell and new markets to serve in order to
bolster their stagnating sales. When they saw the MicroFridge—an exciting
new product going into two markets (colleges and motels) that were new to
them—they were eager to sign up as MicroFridge distributors. (See guidelines 5a–5c and warnings 5a, 5c, and 5d in Chapter 2.)
Conclusions Regarding Screening Condition I
Robert Bennett’s marketing strategy included a very differentiated product that offered excellent
benefits to target markets that were not being served at all, or were only
being served poorly. The product and the target markets were an excellent
match with one another. In addition to much free publicity, promotion of
the MicroFridge was direct to target market individuals, either through
distributors’ sales forces or through Bennett’s small sales force or via direct
mail. The message of MicroFridge’s benefits was easily communicated and
easily understood and appreciated by potential customers. The price
Bennett assigned to the MicroFridge clearly caused the target market to
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view it and its benefits as a good value. Distribution was convenient for
the target market because MicroFridge’s distributors were both experienced and eager to develop the new markets that the MicroFridge was
introducing them to. Overall, MicroFridge’s marketing strategy was both
complete and synergistic, and displayed a noticeable degree of richness
in its elements.
Screening Condition II: Avoid Marketing Strategy Execution Delays
Bennett identified two target markets that had a need for a product like
the MicroFridge. Those target markets were easy to contact, their sizes were
easily estimated, and at the time no competitor was trying to satisfy their
needs. In the college dormitory market, whatever substitutes were being
used were only marginally satisfactory at best. (Some colleges reportedly
did not allow microwave ovens in dormitory rooms, but such prohibition
did not seem widespread.) As for guests in budget motels, there was nothing
at all that they could use to prepare inexpensive snacks or meals. Meanwhile,
budget motel operators saw that room rates could be raised if the rooms
included the convenience of a MicroFridge, and on top of that, they could
realize additional revenues from the sale of microwaveable snacks and frozen
meals to their guests. Overall, MicroFridge, Inc. did not encounter any strategy execution delays due to their target market selection. Rather, both target
markets welcomed the arrival of the MicroFridge as a solution to a longstanding unsatisfied need. (See guidelines 1a–1c and warnings 1a and 1b
in Chapter 3.)
When MicroFridge, Inc. entered its launch period, the only competition it
faced were manufacturers of microwave ovens, small refrigerators, toaster
ovens, and electric hot plates. At the time, none of those manufacturers
had a product capable of competing against the MicroFridge. Because
the MicroFridge faced no direct competitors, Bennett’s new business did
not encounter any strategy execution delays due to competition.
Bennett’s marketing strategy did a very effective job of avoiding such
delays. (See guidelines 2a and 2b, and warnings 2a and 2b in Chapter 3.)
Since the major appliance manufacturers were increasingly bypassing
traditional wholesalers to sell directly to large discount retailers, those traditional appliance distributors were open to adding new products and new
markets to their portfolios. Consequently, they welcomed MicroFridge’s
arrival on the scene. Bennett’s marketing strategy did not encounter any
strategy execution delays due to distribution barriers. (See guideline 3a and
warning 3a in Chapter 3.)
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Because the MicroFridge consisted primarily of three very common
household appliances that were powered by ordinary electricity,
MicroFridge, Inc. was not subjected to any unusual regulatory, environmental, or legal barriers. Consequently, it encountered no strategy execution
delays due to these forces.
Conclusion Regarding Screening Condition II
Robert Bennett’s marketing strategy for his MicroFridge did not encounter any strategy execution
delays due to the factors of target market, competition, distribution channels,
or legal and environmental regulations. With the possible exception of some
colleges not permitting microwave ovens in dormitory rooms, the strategy
seemed to have avoided any barriers which might have prevented it from
being executed in a timely manner. It solidly achieved Screening Condition II.
Screening Condition III: Marketing Strategy Is Compatible
with a Small Budget
MicroFridge’s target markets were underserved, but the thousands of
budget motels and hundreds of colleges and universities were scattered in
many locations across the country. However, each such institution was easy
to identify, and relatively easy to contact. Futhermore, each college represented a potential for perhaps several hundreds of MicroFridges and each
budget motel represented a potential of several dozens, or more. Since both
of these institution types represented potential multiple-unit purchases,
marketing expenditures to contact them would be allocated over a number
of units sold, and thus prove to be economically justifiable. Bennett used
personal selling on the college market in view of the high unit sales potential
of each location. For the budget motels, more numerous and more widespread geographically, Bennett used direct mail and telemarketing.
Overall, because MicroFridge was offering its underserved target markets a
significantly better product, and because each target institution potentially
represented multiple unit purchases, MicroFridge’s selected target markets
were compatible with a small marketing budget. (See guidelines 1a and
1b, and warnings 1a and 1b in Chapter 4.)
Regarding the type of market competition MicroFridge entered, it was
neither pure competition nor oligopolistic competition. In a sense, since
at the time there was no direct competition in either target market,
MicroFridge had a monopoly. At the very least, the company had entered
into a monopolistic competition where it had no strong competitors, only
weak ones. This situation was very compatible with a small marketing
budget. (See guideline 2a and warnings 2a and 2b in Chapter 4.)
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The MicroFridge entered the market in the introductory phase of its
product life cycle. No competing product existed at the time; nothing like it
was available to colleges and motels. In addition, the MicroFridge, easy to
understand and to use, addressed a need not previously satisfied. Based on
those two observations, the MicroFridge was a new product—perhaps a true
innovation—that was likely to be quickly and widely accepted by its target
markets. These various conditions were quite compatible with a small
budget. (See guidelines 3a–3c and warnings 3a and 3b in Chapter 4.)
The MicroFridge used a short channel of distribution that consisted of
exclusive distributors eager to distribute the product because it was new
and it introduced them to new markets they previously had not served.
This channel of distribution arrangement was quite compatible with a
small marketing budget. (See guidelines 4a–4c and warnings 4a–4c in
Chapter 4.)
Robert Bennett was planning on selling his combined microwave
over-freezer-refrigerator to colleges and universities and to budget motels,
both of which were businesses. The MicroFridge was not essential to the
operations of either type of business, but it could make those businesses
more attractive to their markets. The MicroFridge therefore qualified as a
piece of business accessory equipment, and a particularly desirable one, significantly better than any other similar product or combination of products
available at the time. The selection of a business accessory item for his
small new business was very compatible with a small marketing budget.
(See guideline 5a and warnings 5a–5c in Chapter 4.)
Conclusion Regarding Screening Condition III
When Robert Bennett
conceived his new business and it marketing strategy, he selected target
markets and a type of product that were compatible with a small budget.
His product was essentially in the introductory stage of its life cycle, his
business was entering into a type of market competition that was either
monopolistic or monopolistic competition, and he used a short, open,
and exclusive channel of distribution. Because all these aspects of
Bennett’s marketing strategy were compatible with a small marketing
budget, the strategy achieved Screening Condition III in a very solid way.
Screening Condition IV: Marketing Strategy Can Defend
against Counterattacks
The MicroFridge did not directly attack any competitor, because no one
was currently offering a combined microwave oven-freezer-refrigerator.
(See guideline 1a and warning 1a in Chapter 5.)
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Robert Bennett’s marketing strategy used three different ways to
neutralize a competitor’s ability to disrupt or negate his strategy’s effectiveness.
The MicroFridge was a unique combination of different appliances with
a patented device that would prevent it from blowing fuses or tripping
circuit breakers. Bennett’s strategy focused on two relatively small target
markets. They and their needs were being completely ignored by the large
appliance manufacturers, but the MicroFridge was very capable of satisfying
those needs. The strategy further maximized the product’s attractiveness to
the target markets through product differentiation, which had the effect
of making competitors’ current product offerings even less acceptable
than they already were. (See guidelines 2a–2e in Chapter 5.)
The MicroFridge had two significant and sustainable advantages. It was
a new form of two or three common products combined into one compact
product with only a single electric cord that would not blow fuses. It was
very clear to potential customers that the MicroFridge was a differentiated
product with important new features. In addition, by offering customers
those extra, new features at an equal or lower price than the cost of three
separate appliances, the MicroFridge gave customers better value for their
money. (See guidelines 3a and 3c, and warnings 3b and 3c in Chapter 5.)
Bennett’s marketing strategy used distribution to provide his new business
with longer-term protection against counterattacks by competitors. He did
this by establishing exclusive relationships with appliance distributors.
MicroFridge’s patented switching device was also an impediment that
provided additional protection, at least for an intermediate time period,
and perhaps even longer. (See guideline 4b in Chapter 5.)
Conclusion Regarding Screening Condition IV
Because the MicroFridge
clearly did not attack any competitor, it certainly met the first characteristic
associated with Screening Condition IV. Its marketing strategy neutralized
the competition in three different ways, it gained a significant and sustainable advantage in two different ways, and it created impediments in two
different ways. Thus, the MicroFridge marketing strategy also demonstrated
a high degree of richness in achieving Screening Condition IV.
Conclusions Regarding the Richness of MicroFridge’s Marketing Strategy
Robert Bennett’s marketing strategy used five elements that were very
synergistic and displayed a noticeable degree of robustness. The strategy
clearly avoided any strategy execution delays due to its target market, competition, distribution channels, or any type of regulations. Everything
about the strategy proved very compatible with a small marketing budget.
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In addition, Bennett’s marketing strategy did not attack any competitor;
it neutralized the competition in several ways; it used two factors to gain
a significant and sustainable advantage; and it used two different ways to
create impediments that would provide longer-term protection. Bennett’s
marketing strategy displayed a high degree of richness in achieving
Screening Conditions I and IV, while also strongly achieving Screening
Conditions II and III.
Glacier Nursery
Brad Brown founded Glacier Nursery in Montana’s Flathead Valley
because there were no tree nurseries within the state of Montana, and he
planned to grow “hardier” trees and shrubs than those grown by nurseries
located in more temperate climates out-of-state.3
Screening Condition I: A Complete and Synergistic Marketing Strategy
Brown’s primary target market comprised the 40 largest garden centers
in Montana, which accounted for about 90 percent of the retail plant sales
in the state. Because no tree nursery was located in Montana at the time,
all of those garden centers had to obtain their supplies from out-of-state
nurseries. Those nurseries served Montana’s garden centers primarily
during the spring peak selling season, then sharply reduced their delivery
service during the remainder of the growing season. Brad Brown planned
to provide Montana’s garden centers with better service because he was
closer to them and would serve them regularly throughout the growing
season. And with his trees and shrubs having been grown in Montana’s
harsher climate, Brown also expected to sell a better product—hardier
plants. Compared with the out-of-state competitors, Brown hoped to be
able to serve Montana’s retail garden centers better in these three ways.
(See guidelines 1a–1d and warnings 1a and 1b in Chapter 2.)
Brown expected to establish exceptional product differentiation by offering
five product and/or service advantages over the nurseries located outside of
Montana. He would offer inexpensive and timely delivery services—even
for small quantities—that competing nurseries could not match. He would
offer delivery throughout the entire growing season. Because his trees and
shrubs were Montana-grown, they would be hardier and have a greater
survival rate than those from out-of-state growers. Being a smaller operator
than his competitors, Brown believed his products would be of consistently
higher quality. Lastly, being located closer to Montana’s retail garden centers,
Brown believed he could help them better manage their inventories—and
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inventory costs—by offering more frequent or when-needed delivery.
These five factors strongly differentiated Glacier Nursery’s product offering
from those of competitors. (See guidelines 2a and 2b, and warning 2b in
Chapter 2.)
From his previous experience as a foreman at a Christmas tree farm,
Brown had become acquainted with all the owners/managers of Montana’s
retail garden centers. This greatly facilitated his promotion of Glacier
Nursery, because much business in the nursery field is based on personal
contacts and friendships. Brown personally visited all of Montana’s garden
centers to announce his newly opened Glacier Nursery and to promote its
features and benefits, as described above. Because of their knowledge of,
and experience with, the out-of-state growers, those garden center operators
fully understood and appreciated the advantages of Brown’s offerings.
In addition to sending some free samples to a handful of garden centers each
year, he kept in touch with operators through telephone calls and personal
visits. Overall, the promotional element of Brown’s marketing strategy was
closely integrated with his target market and product offering. (See guidelines 3a–3c and warnings 3a and 3b in Chapter 2.)
At the start, Brown priced his products about 10 percent below the
competition, but he hoped to bring his prices up to competitive levels after
Glacier Nursery had established a good reputation among customers—
perhaps after two years or so. Still later, when he expected to have demonstrated his nursery’s superior services and higher quality, hardier trees and
shrubs, he would be able to charge a slightly premium price, while still
having customers view his offerings as good value. By helping the retail
garden centers to better control their inventories and to reduce their
inventory costs, Brown further enhanced Glacier Nursery’s image of offering good value. (See guidelines 4a–4c and warning 4a in Chapter 2.)
Regarding distribution, Brown arranged to use three local trucking companies to deliver his trees and plants throughout Montana, and to do so in
a timely manner throughout the entire growing season. This element of
his marketing strategy was closely integrated with the elements of target
market, product differentiation, and promotion, thus making it a highly
synergistic marketing strategy. Additionally, by offering much better delivery
services than competitors, Brown expected to develop a reputation for superior service, a factor which would allow him eventually to charge premium
prices. (See guideline 5a and warning 5a in Chapter 2.)
Conclusion Regarding Screening Condition I
Brad Brown’s marketing
strategy for his Glacier Nursery identified three ways it could service its
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target market better than competitors, and it developed five ways it could
offer the target market improved product differentiation, including delivery
services. The nursery’s promotion was sharply focused on its 40 main customers, and clearly communicated its advantageous offerings through direct
personal and telephone contacts, which were supplemented by free samples.
With its pricing slightly below competitors’ pricing, the nursery clearly
created good value and tied all five marketing elements into a complete
and synergistic marketing strategy. In short, Glacier Nursery’s marketing
strategy clearly achieved Screening Condition I, with ample richness
evident among and between its five elements.
Screening Condition II: Marketing Strategy Avoids Strategy
Execution Delays
Brad Brown selected a target market with which he was already very
familiar. He knew most of the garden center operators personally, and he
knew why they were dissatisfied with their current suppliers—Montana’s
garden center operators were just not very important to the large out-ofstate nurseries supplying them. Because those operators knew they were
not being well served, they were ready to welcome any legitimate and reliable
nursery that could serve them better. An integral part of Brown’s marketing
strategy exploited his competitors’ weaknesses, and turned them into
competitive advantages for Glacier Nursery. As a result, Glacier Nursery
did not encounter any strategy execution delays due to its target market
selection. (See guidelines 1a–1c in Chapter 3.)
The out-of-state competitors were willing to serve Montana’s retail garden
centers during the spring selling season because their large purchase orders
could justify delivering to customers so far away. After the peak spring selling
season, however, those growers were less interested in delivering small,
“fill-in” orders to distant customers. Those smaller fill-in orders opened
the door for Glacier Nursery to make inroads into the Montana market,
because the large competitors saw them as being too small to contest.
Thus, those competitors had no incentive to establish barriers that would
cause Glacier Nursery to experience strategy execution delays. (See guidelines 2a and 2b, and warnings 2a and 2b in Chapter 3.)
Brown’s marketing strategy used direct distribution from his nursery
to his customers. There was nothing that competitors could do to disrupt Glacier Nursery’s shipments or to establish barriers that would
hamper Glacier Nursery’s ability to provide timely delivery services. (See
guidelines 3a and 3b, and warning 3a in Chapter 3.)
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Glacier Nursery encountered no legal, environmental, or regulatory
barriers that caused it to experience strategy execution delays.
Conclusion Regarding Screening Condition II
Brad Brown’s target market selection—along with his selection of the competitors serving that target
market—helped his new business avoid any barriers or disruptions that
might have caused strategy execution delays. His use of direct distribution
further prevented competitors from causing Glacier Nursery to suffer strategy execution delays due to distribution barriers. And because his was a tree
nursery business, it did not encounter any such delays due to legal or environmental regulations. His marketing strategy did a nice job of achieving
Screening Condition II.
Screening Condition III: Marketing Strategy Is Compatible
with a Small Budget
Brown’s marketing strategy targeted some 40 retail garden centers, all
located in Montana. Although Montana was not a small geographically concentrated domain, those garden centers were relatively few in number, they
were not being well served, and they were not so widespread that marketing
to them would be unwieldy. Because of those three factors plus the fact that
Glacier Nursery was offering better products and services than competitors,
Brad Brown’s marketing strategy was compatible with a small marketing
budget. (See guidelines 1a and 1b, and warning 1a in Chapter 4.)
The type of market competition Brown entered was neither pure nor oligopolistic. Neither was it monopolistic in the traditional sense. However,
as the only nursery in Montana, Glacier Nursery displayed some characteristics of a monopolistic competitor who was offering his customers
better products and services. Throw in the fact that Brown was offering
hardier plants at below-market prices, and you had a situation where
Glacier Nursery clearly seemed to have significant advantages over faraway
competitors. Such situations are quite compatible with a small marketing
budget. (See guideline 2a and warnings 2a and 2b in Chapter 4.)
Nationwide, tree nurseries were in the mature stage of their product life
cycle. But Montana had yet to experience the development of such businesses
as a local industry sector. So in a sense, tree nurseries in that state had not yet
reached maturity, and apparently had not even entered into the growth stage
of their product life cycle. This fact, along with a relatively small number of
customers and the lack of in-state competition, made Brown’s marketing
strategy quite compatible with a small marketing budget. (See guidelines
3b and 3c in Chapter 4.)
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Brad Brown distributed his trees and shrubs directly to the garden centers
he was serving. To do so, he used three local trucking firms who were pleased
to receive the work, and that arrangement proved very compatible with a
small budget. (See guidelines 4a–4c and warning 4b in Chapter 4.)
Glacier Nursery sold trees and shrubs to other businesses, which then
used them as components of landscaping projects. Under these circumstances, those trees and shrubs were in effect, business fabricating parts, a
product type that is quite compatible with a small marketing budget.
(See guideline 5a in Chapter 4.)
Conclusion Regarding Screening Condition III
Brown’s marketing
strategy satisfied or followed guidelines in each of the five areas described
in Chapter 5: market segmentation or target market, type of market competition, stage of the product life cycle, channels of distribution, and business
or consumer product classification. Consequently, the strategy solidly
achieved Screening Condition III and so could be executed with only a small
marketing budget.
Screening Condition IV: Marketing Strategy Can Defend
against Counterattacks
Brad Brown’s marketing strategy did not directly attack a major competitor
because established competitors did not view Montana’s garden centers as
important markets. They were willing to ship large orders of trees and
shrubs to Montana in the spring, but they had little interest and incentive
to do so at other times of the year. Glacier Nursery’s marketing strategy definitely satisfied the characteristic of not directly attacking a large competitor.
(See guidelines 1a–1c and warning 1b in Chapter 5.)
Glacier Nursery’s product and service differentiation was quite extensive,
and served to neutralize a competitor’s ability to disrupt or negate its marketing
strategy. (See the above discussion on Screening Condition I that described
how Glacier Nursery’s marketing strategy was able to achieve five product
and/or service advantages over out-of-state competitors.) By incorporating
those advantages, Brown’s marketing strategy effectively “changed the rules
of marketing,” compared with the traditional marketing practiced by the
competitors. Brown was also creating a superior image based on hardier
plants and better delivery service. These things had a strong neutralizing
effect on competitors—it would be very costly for them to duplicate
Glacier Nursery’s accomplishments. Glacier Nursery’s selection of a small
target market of little interest to far-off competitors also had a neutralizing
effect on competition. (See guidelines 2a–2e in Chapter 5.)
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Several of Glacier Nursery’s product and service differences represented
significant and sustainable advantages. Hardier trees and shrubs, delivery
services throughout the growing season, and help with inventory cost control were three significant benefits to Montana’s garden center operators
that far-off, out-of-state competitors would not find economical to try to
duplicate. Thus, these advantages were likely to be sustainable for some
time. In addition, for the first few years, Brown intended to keep his prices
slightly lower than competitions’. (See guidelines 3a–3c and warning 3b in
Chapter 5.)
Brown used distribution and other impediments to provide Glacier
Nursery with longer-term protection against competitor’s counterattacks.
Glacier Nursery’s more frequent and timely delivery service throughout
the entire growing season was an important benefit that out-of-state
growers could not economically duplicate. And Brown established good
relationships with all 40 of Montana’s garden center operators, which
again was not practical for competitors to attempt. He also offered a fuller
product line as time went by. All of these things represented impediments
that the competitors would have to overcome if they were going to mount
a serious counterattack against Glacier Nursery. (See guidelines 4a, 4b, 4d,
and 4e in Chapter 5.)
Conclusion Regarding Screening Condition IV
Glacier Nursery did not
directly attack any large competitor. Rather, it chose to compete in a small
market segment that was not of primary interest to any competitor. In addition, Glacier Nursery neutralized competitors by using five product and/or
service advantages, and it used three different ways to gain a significant
and sustainable advantage over competition. Lastly, Glacier Nursery used
several distribution and other impediments to provide itself with longerterm protection against counterattacks by competitors.
Conclusions Regarding the Richness of Glacier Nursery’s Marketing Strategy
Brad Brown’s marketing strategy was very synergistic and showed
notable richness among and between its elements. It was very effective
both in avoiding all possible strategy execution delays and in being very
compatible with a small marketing budget. Brown’s strategy did not
directly attack any large competitor; it used several advantages to neutralize
competitors; it used three different ways to gain a significant and sustainable advantage; and it used several impediments to serve as longer-term
protection against counterattacks. Overall, like the marketing strategies of
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ACT and MicroFridge described above, the Glacier Nursery strategy displayed impressive richness.
Conclusions on Richness in Successful Marketing Strategies
Marketing strategies can be simple, plain vanilla, or they can be rich and
robust. The strategies used by ACT, MicroFridge, and Glacier Nursery are
particularly good examples of the latter type. Such strategies employ more
guidelines than the minimum number needed to achieve each screening
condition. A rich marketing strategy will make a small new business stronger
and more competitive because those guidelines represent advantages over its
competitors and barriers or obstacles against any competitor’s counterattacks. Richly designed strategies also clearly and completely follow all the
warnings related to each screening condition. Consequently, they do not
have any inherent weaknesses that competitors can easily exploit to harm
the small new business.
How important is such richness to you and your new business? Very
important! You should strive to achieve high degrees of richness in your
marketing strategy because doing so will greatly increase your small new
business’s chances of success.
Summary
Chapters 2 through 5 introduced you to the things you must include—
and not include—in your marketing strategy in order to achieve each of
Screening Conditions I through IV. Chapter 6 described how you should
use what you learned in Chapters 2–5 to evaluate whether or not your
marketing strategy has a good chance of being successful. Two major
topics were discussed.
The first part of this chapter reviewed the purpose of each screening
condition and the contribution it makes to creating a successful marketing
strategy for your small new business. If your marketing strategy achieves
all four screening conditions, it will be very synergistic, it will not encounter any strategy execution delays, and it will be compatible with a small
marketing budget. In addition, it will include elements that will make
your small new business able to fend off counterattacks by established
competitors. With these four strengths built into your marketing strategy,
it should have a very good chance of being successful.
The second part of this chapter described how successful marketing strategies display a richness in achieving the four screening conditions. That is,
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rich strategies do not achieve each screening condition in just a minimal way.
Rather, they do so by incorporating more than the minimum number of
guidelines for each screening condition. The more specified guidelines your
marketing strategy employs, the richer it becomes, and the richer it is, the
stronger and more competitive your small new business will be, thereby giving it an ever greater chance of succeeding. For that reason, you want to
make your marketing strategy as rich as it can be.
Good luck to you creating a rich marketing strategy that will guide
your small new business to great success!
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